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1
INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is an important health problem; it is the third most common 
cancer in men and second in women globally.1 In Europe, CRC is the most common cause 
of cancer death after lung cancer.2 Age is a major risk factor for the development of CRC, 
with the majority of patients with sporadic cancer being > 50 years of age.3 Other common 
risk factors include a first-degree relative with CRC and excess body weight.4, 5

The lifetime risk of developing colorectal cancer in many regions is around 5%. Over the 
past years, treatment modalities have largely improved, but still 40-50% of patients with 
symptomatic CRC eventually die of metastatic disease.6 These treatment advancements 
have been accompanied by increased treatment costs. In the United States, colorectal 
cancer was estimated to be the second highest cancer site with highest national cost 
of cancer care in 2010, with approximately 14.14 billion dollar.7 For patients with non-
metastasized CRC, surgery is the main curative treatment, which has been associated with 
appreciable morbidity and mortality rates.8 Most CRCs develop from an adenoma, the 
preclinical precursor of CRC.9 However, only a minority of adenomas ultimately progress to 
CRC. The transition from early adenoma to invasive colorectal cancer takes years.10 These 
characteristics of CRC make CRC particularly suitable for screening.11, 12

Screening for colorectal cancer
In recent years, more than 50 countries have implemented population CRC screening.13 
It has been demonstrated that CRC screening reduces both CRC-related mortality and 
incidence.12, 14-20 Screening aims to lower the burden of cancer by detecting the disease at 
an early, preclinical stage.12, 14, 17, 21

There are several CRC screening methods available, which vary in the level of supporting 
evidence, effectiveness, invasiveness, and uptake. Currently CRC screening programs 
are either based on direct endoscopic visualization of the colon (colonoscopy or flexible 
sigmoidoscopy) or use fecal occult blood testing (FOBT) as primary screening method. In 
the latter form of CRC screening, colonoscopy is offered in case of a positive test.

Fecal occult blood testing
Two types of fecal occult blood testing for CRC screening are available: guaiac fecal occult 
blood testing (gFOBT) and fecal immunochemical testing (FIT). Randomized controlled 
trials have shown that screening with gFOBT is associated with a 15%-33% decrease in 
CRC-related mortality rates.15, 16, 22 Worldwide, FIT is now rapidly replacing gFOBT, as FIT 
has been shown to be more sensitive for the detection of both CRCs and it’s precursors 
than gFOBT.23, 24 Fecal immunochemical tests detect human-specific globin of blood, 
whereas guaiac fecal occult blood tests react with heme, including consumed non-human 
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heme. Other advantages of FIT over gFOBT include that these tests are easier to handle, 
which leads to higher participation and allow for single stool testing.25, 26 They also 
allow automated handling and may provide quantitative test results. Consequently, the 
positivity cut-off is adjustable to match available colonoscopy resources.25, 26

Due to these advantages of FIT over gFOBT, the European guidelines recommend the 
quantitative immunochemical tests as test of choice for population CRC screening.27 
More than 50 FIT brands are widely available.28 However, only few data are available on 
differences between FIT-brands in screening effectivity to detect advanced neoplasia 
(AN). FIT brands vary in sampling tubes and buffer volumes, resulting in different fecal 
hemoglobin measurements that are incomparable.29, 30

Current status in The Netherlands
In the Netherlands, a nationwide FIT-based CRC screening program has been gradually 
implemented from January 2014 onwards. Individuals, aged 55-75 years, are biannually 
invited to perform a single test, followed by subsequent colonoscopy in case of a positive 
test. It was decided to start screening with the FOB-Gold (Sentinel, Italy) through a 
national tender. To match available colonoscopy resources, the positivity cut-off used was 
increased from 15 to 47 μg hemoglobin per gram feces halfway 2014.31

The European guidelines indicate that a screening program should assess individual device 
characteristics, including accuracy, ease of use by participant and laboratory, suitability for 
transport, sampling reproducibility and sample stability.27

Aims oF tHe tHesis

The aims of this thesis are to compare different fecal occult blood tests for CRC screening 
and to explore tailored FIT-based screening strategies.

Outlines of the thesis
Interval cancer rate is a key quality indicator in screening programs. Since data on the 
incidence rate of interval cancers following negative occult stool tests were limited, we 
performed a systematic literature search and meta-analysis to determine the pooled 
incidence rates of interval cancers following a negative gFOBT and FIT in Chapter 2. In this 
chapter, we also assessed how these two types of tests compare with regard to interval 
cancer incidence. In Chapter 3, we assess the accuracy of two FIT assays in detecting 
advanced neoplasia in the Dutch CRC screening program. For this large population-based 
study, we use a paired design, in which both tests are compared within the same individual 
and sampled from the same stool. Such design minimizes the risk of confounding factors 
and increases the applicability of the study results to CRC screening programs worldwide. 
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To facilitate further informed decision-making on implementing one of both tests for a 
CRC screening program, we assessed participation rates and ease of use of the tests in 
Chapter 4.

Furthermore, we compare the accuracy of the two FIT assays in detecting advanced 
neoplasia across various test positivity cut-offs in Chapter 5.

Second, we explore tailored CRC screening strategies with FIT. Potential factors of use 
for tailored or personalized screening may include sex, age, family history, genetic and 
environmental factors, lifestyle, fecal hemoglobin levels detected (over time) and multiple 
sample screening. In Chapter 6, we assess the diagnostic yield of two-sample screening 
and provide information for the decision-making on how to deal with two discordant 
FIT results. We further analyze positivity rates and detection rates of advanced neoplasia 
across age categories in Chapter 7, and assess how these relate to the positive predictive 
values and colonoscopy demand at multiple test positivity cut-offs. Finally, we illustrate 
the effect of gender-tailored FIT screening in Chapter 8.

The impact of CRC screening as well as the balance between screening burden and 
benefits strongly depends on the quality of colonoscopy. Besides quality, safety of the 
endoscopic procedure and patient satisfaction are important outcome parameters 
for a screening program. In the final chapter of the thesis, Chapter 9, we describe the 
requirements for accrediting screening centers as well as individual endoscopists in a CRC 
screening program.
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ABstrAct

Objective
Faecal immunochemical tests (FITs) are replacing guaiac faecal occult blood tests (gFOBTs) 
for colorectal cancer (CRC) screening. Incidence of interval colorectal cancer (iCRC) 
following a negative stool test result is not yet known. We aimed to compare incidence of 
iCRC following a negative FIT or gFOBT.

Design
We searched Ovid Medline, Embase, Cochrane Library, Science Citation Index, PubMed 
and Google scholar from inception to December 12th, 2017 for citations related to CRC 
screening based on stool tests. We included studies on FIT or gFOBT iCRC in average-risk 
screening populations. Main outcome was pooled incidence rate of iCRCs per 100,000 
person-years (p-y). Pooled incidence rates were obtained by fitting random effect Poisson 
regression models.

Results
We identified 7426 records, and included 29 studies. Meta-analyses comprised data of 
6,987,825 subjects with a negative test result, in whom 11,932 screen-detected CRCs and 
5548 gFOBT or FIT iCRCs were documented. Median faecal haemoglobin (Hb) positivity 
cut-off used was 20 (range 10-200) microgram Hb/gram faeces in the 17 studies that 
provided FIT results. Pooled incidence rates of iCRC following FIT and gFOBT were 20 
(95%CI 14-29;I2=99%) and 34 (95%CI 20-57;I2=99%) per 100,000 p-y, respectively. Pooled 
incidence rate ratio of FIT versus gFOBT iCRC was 0.58 (95%CI 0.32-1.07;I2=99%) and 0.36 
(95%CI 0.17-0.75;I2=10%) in sensitivity analysis. For every FIT iCRC, 2.6 screen-detected 
CRCs were found (ratio 1:2.6), for gFOBT the ratio between iCRC and screen-detected CRC 
was 1:1.2. Age below 60 years, and the third screening round were significantly associated 
with a lower iCRC rate.

Conclusion
A negative gFOBT result is associated with a higher iCRC incidence than a negative FIT. This 
supports the use of FIT over gFOBT as CRC screening tool.
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iNtroDUctioN

Worldwide, colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer in men and the 
second in women.1 Randomised controlled trials have shown that screening with guaiac 
faecal occult blood tests (gFOBTs), and subsequent colonoscopy if the result is positive, is 
associated with a 15%-33% decrease in CRC-related mortality.2-4 Consequently, these stool 
tests are widely used for CRC screening.5

A cost-effective screening program is inevitably associated with the occurrence of 
what are known as interval colorectal cancers (iCRCs) – defined as CRCs detected after 
a negative screening test and before the next recommended test is due.6, 7 The rate of 
occurrence is strongly related to the sensitivity of a screening test and reflects the quality 
of a screening program.8, 9 Therefore, the International Agency for Research on Cancer 
(IARC) recommends to collect and report data on iCRCs.8 In CRC screening programs, 
iCRCs are cases either missed by stool tests or at colonoscopy.7 Prevalence and associated 
risk factors of post-colonoscopy iCRCs in screening programs have been described.10, 11 
However, data on prevalence and associated risk factors of iCRCs following negative occult 
stool tests are still lacking.

In fecal occult blood test (FOBT)-based CRC screening programs, gFOBTs have been the 
most commonly used occult stool tests for years. At present, gFOBT is rapidly replaced by 
fecal immunochemical testing (FIT).5 FIT detects human-specific globin, whereas gFOBTs 
react with heme, including consumed non-human heme. FITs are more sensitive for the 
detection of CRC as well as its precursors than gFOBTs.12, 13 Moreover, FITs allow single 
stool testing, are easier to handle, have higher participation rates and provide quantitative 
test results, which enables to adjust the positivity cut-off to match available resources.14-16 
Despite these advantages of FIT over gFOBT, gFOBT is still being used in several regions.5 
Although interval cancer rate is a key quality indicator in screening programs, data on the 
incidence rate of FOBT iCRC is limited and no data are available on how these two types of 
FOBT compare with regard to iCRC.

We therefore performed a systematic literature search and meta-analysis to determine and 
compare the pooled incidence rates of iCRC following gFOBT and FIT in population-based 
CRC screening programs. Secondly, we assessed if screening-related or patient-related 
factors are associated with iCRC incidence rate.

metHoDs

Search strategy and selection criteria
We carried out a systematic review and meta-analysis of published trials, including 
observational and experimental trials or both, according to the preferred reporting items 
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for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.17 We additionally used a 
checklist containing specifications for reporting of meta-analysis of observational studies 
in epidemiology (MOOSE).18

Studies were identified through a systematic literature search until the 10th of May 2016 
in the following electronic databases: Medline, Embase, Web of Science, the Cochrane 
Library, PubMed publisher and Google Scholar. A search update was performed on the 
12th of December 2017. The search strategy was designed and conducted using controlled 
vocabulary supplemented with key words and without any restrictions on date or 
language (supplementary material 1). The titles and abstracts of identified studies were 
reviewed by at least two of the authors independently (EW, EHS or EJG). Studies were 
excluded that did not address the research question, based on the inclusion and exclusion 
criteria mentioned below. The full texts of the remaining publications were carefully and 
independently examined by the same authors. In case of disagreement, consensus was 
reached by consulting a fourth author (MCWS). In addition, the reference lists of the 
included studies were hand-searched to identify additional, potentially relevant studies 
(published within 5 years preceding our search).

Studies were included if they reported on CRC occurrence within one to five years after 
a negative gFOBT or FIT in average-risk screening populations. Both prospective and 
retrospective studies were included. Only studies comprising asymptomatic average-
risk individuals aged 40 years and above were included, as these were considered 
representative for a population-based CRC screening program. Studies were eligible if 
participants with a positive test were referred for endoscopic confirmation. For the purpose 
of this systematic review, diagnostic tests accepted as endoscopic confirmation included 
colonoscopy, or if colonoscopy was not available or contra/-indicated sigmoidoscopy, 
computed tomography colonoscopy or double contrast barium enema. Only full-text 
articles were included. We did not restrict studies based on language or publication date. 
If the same screening cohort was described in more than one publication, the one with the 
most recently updated and most complete data was included.

Accuracy studies in which all participants underwent both the stool test and colonoscopy 
were excluded. Also excluded were reviews, systematic reviews, editorials and letters to 
the editor. Lastly, studies in which individuals were referred to endoscopy after two or 
more consecutive positive tests were excluded.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the pooled incidence of interval colorectal cancer during gFOBT 
and FIT screening per 100,000 person-years (p-y) in an average CRC screening population. 
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Secondary outcomes were the proportional rate between iCRCs en screen-detected CRCs 
and pooled incidence of iCRCs per subgroup. Subgroups were categorized by means of 
screening-related and screenee-related factors, including number of screening round, 
duration of follow-up after a negative stool test, positivity cut-off, gender, age, tumour 
stage, and tumour location.

Definitions
Screen-detected CRC was defined as a CRC detected by endoscopic conformation after a 
positive test. Interval colorectal cancers were defined in agreement with the definition of 
the World Endoscopy Organization as cancers diagnosed after a negative test and before 
the next test was due.7 Post-colonoscopy CRCs diagnosed after a negative colonoscopy 
were not taken into account. If a study did not describe when the next occult blood test 
was due, we assumed the interval to be 2 years. Proximal CRCs were defined as CRCs 
located in the cecum, ascending colon, transverse colon, or splenic flexure; and distal CRCs 
as CRCs located in the descending colon, sigmoid colon, or rectum. Early CRC was defined 
as Dukes A, or TNM stage 1.19 In case of quantitative FIT, we converted units for positivity 
cut-off into micrograms (µg) of haemoglobin (Hb) per gram of stool for each study.20

Data extraction
Study characteristics and data were independently extracted by two investigators (EW 
and EHS) and recorded on a standardized data extraction form. Any discrepancies were 
resolved by consensus. The types of data extracted are shown in supplementary material 
2. If data were incomplete, the corresponding author was asked to provide the missing 
information. Alternatively, we derived data from other publications on the same study 
cohort. If applicable, data from multiple screening rounds were included for analysis.

Data analyses
Incidence rates of iCRC were calculated per 100,000 p-y. The follow-up p-y were calculated 
as the number of participants with a negative test multiplied by the mean years of follow-
up or the number of years for which interval cancers were identified, by using data from 
the cancer registry.

Pooled incidence rates were obtained by fitting random effect Poisson regression models. 
Heterogeneity was quantified by using the inconsistency index (I2) test. Heterogeneity 
values ranged from 0% (no heterogeneity) to 100%.21, 22 I2 greater than 25%, 50%, and 75% 
was defined as indicative of low, moderate, and high heterogeneity.22 For studies describing 
both a gFOBT and FIT study arm, we interpreted each arm as a separate study, ignoring the 
within study correlation. We used prediction intervals to calculate the expected incidence 
of iCRC for new settings similar to the ones included in the meta-analysis.
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An incidence rate ratio was used to compare pooled incidence rates of iCRC after FIT and 
gFOBT. The sensitivity analysis included only studies in which both a FIT and gFOBT study 
arm was described. This allowed comparison of incidence rate of iCRC between the two 
test types in the same study population.

Meta-regression analysis
Meta-regression analyses served to assess if screening-related and patient-related factors 
were associated with FOBT iCRCs. For these analyses, gFOBT and FIT studies were pooled 
together as only few studies reported on these factors. Incidence rate ratios or proportions 
were used to describe categorical variables. Relative risk was used for continuous 
outcomes.

Quality assessment
A funnel plot was created to assess the presence of publication bias.23 The study quality 
of observational studies was assessed using the Ottawa Newcastle criteria of Wells et al.24 
Studies were considered as high quality studies in case of a score of eight or nine out 
of nine stars according to the Ottowa Newcastle criteria, absence of selection bias and 
adequate cohort follow-up. Selection bias was considered to be present if <90% of the 
total inception cohort was followed. With respect to study follow-up a minimum of 2 years 
follow-up was required to define a high-quality study. The study quality of randomised 
trials was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias tool.25 We performed a post hoc subset 
analysis with high-quality studies only, to assess incidence of iCRC. The quality of evidence 
was rated by the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation 
(GRADE).26

All analyses were done using R version 2.15.1.

resULts

In total, 7426 records were identified. After removal of duplicates, 3526 records were 
screened for eligibility based on title and/or abstract. In total, 452 full-text records were 
reviewed for eligibility criteria, of which 423 were excluded for various reasons (Figure 1). 
Thus, twenty-nine studies were included for qualitative and quantitative analysis.2, 3, 6, 27-52

Characteristics of the included studies are shown in Table 1. Nineteen studies were 
performed in Europe, seven in Asia, and three in North America. Fourteen studies contained 
data on FIT related iCRCs, twelve on gFOBT related iCRCs, and three on both gFOBT and FIT 
related iCRCs. The median faecal haemoglobin (Hb) positivity cut-off in the 17 studies that 
provided FIT results, was 20 (range 10-200) microgram Hb/gram faeces. The study quality 
score of the twenty-seven observational studies ranged from 4 to 8 stars according to the 
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Ottawa Newcastle criteria (Supplementary Table 1). The two randomised controlled trials 
were both scored as good quality studies according to the Cochrane risk of bias tool.32, 39

Meta-analysis
Meta-analysis comprised data of 6,987,825 screening participants with a negative FOBT 
result, ranging from 1071 to 2,033,526 participants per study (Table 1). Of all twenty-nine 

Figure 1 Flow chart of literature search and study inclusion

FOBT: faecal occult blood test; Hb: haemoglobin
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included studies, total follow-up for participants with a negative screening test was 32 
million p-y, with a mean follow-up of 4.0 years. In these studies, 11,932 screen-detected 
CRCs (range 6 to 2961) and 5548 iCRCs (range 0 to 2047) were documented. For every iCRC, 
2.6 screen-detected CRC were found with FIT. In gFOBT-based studies the ratio between 
iCRC and screen-detected CRC was 1:1.2. The Forest plot of the ratio of iCRC following a 
negative stool test compared to screen-detected CRC is shown in Supplementary Figure 
1. This ratio was 0.19 (95%CI 0.13 to 0.27) for FIT studies compared to 0.36 (95%CI 0.28 to 
0.45) for gFOBT studies, p=0.005, I2=99%.

The overall pooled incidence rate of iCRC following a negative stool test was 26 (95%CI 
19 to 36; I2=99%, n=29 studies) per 100,000 p-y (Figure 2). Pooled incidence rates of iCRC 
for FIT and gFOBT were 20 (95%CI 14 to 29; I2=99%) and 34 (95%CI 20 to 57; I2=99%) per 
100,000 p-y, respectively (Figure 2). The pooled incidence rate ratio between FIT iCRC and 
gFOBT iCRC was 0.58 (95%CI 0.32-1.07, n=29 studies). The GRADE level of evidence was 
very low (Supplementary Table 2). The funnel plot provided no evidence for the presence 
of publication bias, (Supplementary Figure 2). The prediction intervals of the incidence 
rate of FIT and gFOBT iCRC are shown in Figure 2.

Subgroup analysis of the studies with high quality established with the Ottawa Newcastle 
criteria and Cochrane risk of bias tool yielded an incidence rate of iCRC after FIT of 15 
(95%CI 8 to 30, n=7 studies) and after gFOBT of 55 (95%CI 35 to 87, n=8 studies) per 
100,000 p-y.

Three studies that described both a FIT and gFOBT arm were included in a sensitivity 
analysis to compare incidence rate of iCRC between FIT and gFOBT.32, 39, 48 The pooled 
incidence rate ratio between FIT iCRC and gFOBT iCRC was 0.36 (95% CI 0.17-0.75, 
I2=10%). This ratio was classified as high-quality evidence according to the GRADE score 
(Supplementary Table 2).

Meta-regression analyses
For meta-regression analyses, data of FIT and gFOBT studies were pooled.

Fifteen out of twenty-nine studies provided data on test related iCRCs after the first 
screening round (Table 2). Five studies also provided data on iCRC after the second round, 
four studies after the third, and one study after four rounds of screening. After the third 
round there was a significant lower risk of iCRC after a negative test compared to the first 
round (Table 2).
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Eight out of twenty-nine studies provided data on iCRCs one year after a negative test. Six 
studies provided data on iCRC two years after a negative test and two studies three years 
after a negative test (Table 2). Compared to one year after a negative FOBT, the relative risk 
of iCRC was 1.25 (95%CI 1.05-1.49) after two and 1.19 (95%CI 0.89-1.13) after three years.

Thirteen out of seventeen FIT studies used a single quantitative positivity cut-off, ranging 
from 0-100 µg Hb/g faeces. Association between FIT cut-off and FIT iCRC yielded a relative 
risk of developing FIT iCRC of 1.00 (0.89-1.13) per 10 µg Hb/g faeces cut-off increase (Table 2).

Figure 2 Forest plot showing the incidence rate of interval colorectal cancers per study and summary esti-
mates for FIT and gFOBT

|···········| Prediction interval
gFOBT: guaiac faecal occult blood test; FIT: faecal immunochemical test; CI: confidence interval
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Based on three studies, the iCRC incidence rate ratio between males and females was 
1.22 (95%CI 0.94-1.57, I2= 0%). And based on two out of twenty-nine studies, the iCRC 
incidence rate ratio of screenees <60 years of age to screenees ≥60 years was 0.25 (95%CI 
0.09-0.65, I2=62%) (Table 3).

Eight out of twenty-nine studies described the location of iCRCs in the colon.6, 27, 31, 33, 39, 50-52 
Based on these studies, iCRCs were located distal from the splenic flexure in 67% (95%CI 
64%-70%, I2=0%) of cases. Six out of twenty-nine studies described tumour stages of 
iCRCs.6, 27, 31, 33, 51, 52 These iCRCs were staged as early CRCs in 22% (95%CI 17%-28%, I2=62%) 
of cases.

Table 2 Relative risk to develop FOBT iCRC per screening round, in years since last negative test, and cut-off

Subgroup variable Studies
n

Relative risk
(95%CI)

Study references

Screening round

 1 15 Reference 6, 27, 28, 31, 32, 36-39, 42, 44-46, 51, 52

 2 5 0.93 (0.85-1.02) 6, 36, 45, 46, 52

 3 4 0.76 (0.66-0.88) 6, 36, 45, 52

 4 1 0.77 (0.54-1.10) 36

Time in years since last negative test

 1 8 Reference 2, 27, 28, 38, 42, 45, 50

 2 6 1.25 (1.05-1.57) 2, 27, 28, 38, 42, 50

 3 2 1.19 (0.76-1.87) 27, 42

Cut-off*

Per 10 µg Hb/g faeces increase 17 1.00 (0.89-1.13) 28-30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39, 41, 44, 50, 52

*Based on thirteen studies that used a single fixed cut-off.

Table 3 Incidence rate ratios of FOBT iCRC per gender and age

Subgroup Studies
n

Incidence rate ratio
(95%CI)

I2* Study 
references

Gender** 3 1.22 (0.94-1.57) 0% 33, 43, 50

Age*** 2 0.25 (0.09-0.65) 62% 33, 50

*Heterogeneity was quantified by the heterogeneity variance, using the inconsistency index (I2) test (range 
from 0% to 100%). We regarded values greater than 25%, 50%, and 75% for the I2 as indicative of low, mod-
erate, and high statistical heterogeneity, respectively.
**male versus female
***<60 years versus ≥60
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DiscUssioN

This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to estimate the pooled incidence 
rates of interval colorectal cancers following negative FOBTs in a CRC screening setting. It 
showed that iCRCs occur in both FIT-based and gFOBT-based CRC screening. However, the 
incidence of iCRC is higher after a negative gFOBT than after a negative FIT.

Interval cancer rates reflect the sensitivity of a screening test and quality of a screening 
program. International guidelines, therefore, designate the interval cancer rate as an 
important outcome measure.8, 14 Pooled data on incidence of interval cancers following a 
negative gFOBT and FIT have been awaited for some time.14, 53

The findings of this meta-analysis emphasize that screenees should be adequately 
informed about the risk of CRC after a negative occult blood test. They may mistakenly 
feel disease-free and fail to respond to CRC symptoms.54 A Swedish study indeed reported 
a significant delay in CRC diagnosis among those with a false-negative FOBT.55 However, 
recent evidence showed that both overall and CRC-specific survival rates were better for 
gFOBT interval cancers than for cancers arising in a non-screened population.6 We found 
that iCRC accounted for a significant proportion of CRC found in both gFOBT-based and 
FIT-based screening programs. In the included gFOBT studies, the total number of CRCs 
missed by gFOBT almost equalled the number of screen-detected CRCs.

The higher incidence of iCRCs after a negative gFOBT compared to FIT in sensitivity 
analysis is likely due to the higher sensitivity of FIT for the detection of haemoglobin. Best 
evidence suggests that the most used gFOBT probably has an effective cut-off of around 
150 μg of Hb/g of faeces, whereas the accurate detection level of most FITs lies at 5-10 
µg Hb/g of faeces.13, 56, 57 The incidence of iCRC as primary outcome did not significantly 
differ between gFOBT and FIT. This may have been due to excessive study bias as shown 
by subgroup analyses.

We found that older age was associated with a higher iCRC incidence after a negative 
test. Indeed, the elderly have a higher risk of CRC and its precursors.58-60 Further, the risk 
of a FOBT-related iCRC was not significantly different between males versus females. This 
implies, in view of the fact that FOBT-screening detects more CRCs in males61, that the ratio 
of screen-detected colorectal cancers versus interval cancers is less favourable in women 
than in men. Furthermore, we found lower risks of FOBT-related iCRC with every screening 
round compared to the first round. A possible explanation for this finding is that with every 
screening round more CRCs are detected and therefore changes of missing CRC with FIT 
decline as well. Lastly, use of a higher positivity cut-off resulted in a similar incidence of FIT 
interval cancers. This finding needs to be confirmed when more data become available. 
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Moreover, studies included in our analyses used low cut-offs which might be the reason 
that this association was not found.

For quality assessment of CRC screening, it is recommended to monitor the iCRC 
incidence.53 Various measures can be used for this purpose. The incidence of FOBT iCRC 
can be calculated as the ratio of iCRCs versus i) participants with a negative test; ii) person-
years follow-up in those with a negative test; iii) total CRCs (detected and missed); and 
(iv) CRCs expected without screening. In our study we assessed iCRC per person-years, 
reflecting the absolute number of iCRC cases in CRC screening populations over time. 
However, when calculating incidence rates on a program level, participation rates should 
also be taken into account. Secondary outcome in our study was the relative rate of iCRC 
versus screen-detected CRC, which is an indirect measure of test sensitivity. Previously 
published data revealed a higher test sensitivity for FIT compared to gFOBT.62, 63

Although this comprehensive meta-analysis is based on a large number of person-years, 
the point estimates of our calculated pooled incidence rates of iCRC should be interpreted 
cautiously. First, high statistical heterogeneity among studies was shown. We assessed 
the robustness of conclusions concerning the effect sizes of real interest in our meta-
analysis as substantial statistical heterogeneity was observed in the overall pooled data. 
Statistical heterogeneity represents the approximate proportion of total variability in 
point estimates that can be attributed to heterogeneity in underlying incidence rates. To 
explain the observed heterogeneity of the incidence rates between studies we performed 
subgroup analyses. A potential important source of heterogeneity are differences between 
populations screened in terms of gender distribution, age distribution, and number of 
performed screening rounds. These were all identified in the subgroup analyses as factors 
that partly explained the observed heterogeneity. Furthermore, we performed sensitivity 
analyses by only including studies directly comparing gFOBT and FIT, limiting the influence 
of factors introducing heterogeneity, to directly estimate the difference in incidence rates 
of both tests. This analysis resulted in a higher gFOBT iCRC incidence compared to FIT. The 
marked inconsistency among the included trials in incidence rate ratios for iCRC (I2 = 99%) 
was substantially reduced (I2 = 10%) when differences between populations were taken 
into account. Another important factor potentially introducing heterogeneity between 
studies was study quality. Additional sensitivity analyses of high quality studies only 
showed a significant higher gFOBT iCRC incidence than FIT iCRC incidence. Second, test 
kits may be discrepant in terms of cancer detectability and the resultant future risk of iCRC. 
Test reliability, stability and the ability to detect invasive cancer or advanced adenoma 
of different kits have been compared in several previous studies.64, 65 Further stratifying 
analysis in our study to correct for differences in test kits was not feasible. Only few studies 
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have reported on iCRCs within specific subgroups, therefore limited analyses could be 
done for gFOBT and FIT separately.

In conclusion, interval cancers occur in both gFOBT and FIT-based CRC screening programs. 
The latter is associated with a significantly lower incidence of iCRC, which further supports 
the use of FIT over gFOBT.
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Supplementary Material 1 Search strategy

Embase
(‘large intestine tumor’/exp OR ((colorect* or colon* or rect* or anal* or anus* or intestin* 
or bowel*) NEAR/3 (carcinom* or neoplas* or adenocarcinom* or cancer* or tumor* or 
tumour* or sarcom* or polyp* or adenom*)):de,ab,ti) AND ((((‘occult blood’/exp OR ‘occult 
blood’:de,ab,ti) AND (faecal or fecal or feces or faeces or stool*):de,ab,ti) OR (FOBT* or 
FIT* or gFOBT*):de,ab,ti) AND ((immunohistochem* or immunochem* or immunol* or 
guaiac*):de,ab,ti OR immunochemistry/exp OR guaiac/exp) OR ((‘fecal immunochemical’ 
NEXT/1 test* or ‘faecal immunochemical’ NEXT/1 test* or ‘fecal immunochemistry’ 
NEXT/1 test* or ‘faecal immunochemistry’ NEXT/1 test* or ColoScreen or Hema-Screen 
or Hemdetect or Hemoccult or SENSA or Hema-Check or HemaCheck or hemoCARE or 
Peroheme or ColoCare or Lifeguard or Fecatwin or HemaWipe or Instaccult or Monohaem 
or Okokit or Seracult or Dencoccult or Early-detector or Earlydetector or Fe-Cult or Fecult or 
Feca-EIA or FecaEIA or Hemo-FEC or HemoFEC or Hexagon or SureScreen or Hemaprompt 
or Hemdetect or Camco-PAK or CamcoPAK or Colocheck or Cecogenics or Hematest or 
Dencocult or Fecatest or Hemofecia or Quick-CULT or QuickCULT)):de,ab,ti)

Medline Ovid
(exp Colorectal Neoplasms/ OR ((colorect* or colon* or rect* or anal* or anus* or intestin* 
or bowel*) adj3 (carcinom* or neoplas* or adenocarcinom* or cancer* or tumor* or 
tumour* or sarcom* or polyp* or adenom*)).mp.) AND ((((exp Occult Blood/ OR occult 
blood.mp.) AND (faecal or fecal or feces or faeces or stool*).mp.) OR (FOBT* or FIT* or 
gFOBT*).mp.) AND ((immunohistochem* or immunochem* or immunol* or guaiac*).mp. 
OR exp Immunochemistry/ OR exp Guaiac/) OR ((fecal immunochemical test* or faecal 
immunochemical test* or fecal immunochemistry test* or faecal immunochemistry test* 
or ColoScreen or Hema-Screen or HemaScreen or Hemdetect or Hemoccult or SENSA 
or Hema-Check or HemaCheck or hemoCARE or Peroheme or ColoCare or Lifeguard or 
Fecatwin or HemaWipe or Instaccult or Monohaem or Okokit or Seracult or Dencoccult 
or Early detector or Earlydetector or Fe Cult or Fecult or Feca EIA or FecaEIA or Hemo FEC 
or HemoFEC or Hexagon  or SureScreen or Hemaprompt or Hemdetect or Camco PAK or 
CamcoPAK or Colocheck or Cecogenics or Hematest or Dencocult or Fecatest or Hemofecia 
or Quick-CULT or QuickCULT)).mp.)

Cochrane Library
(((colorect* or colon* or rect* or anal* or anus* or intestin* or bowel*) NEAR/3 (carcinom* 
or neoplas* or adenocarcinom* or cancer* or tumor* or tumour* or sarcom* or polyp* or 
adenom*)):kw,ab,ti) AND ((((‘occult blood’:kw,ab,ti) AND (faecal or fecal or feces or faeces 
or stool*):kw,ab,ti) OR (FOBT* or FIT* or gFOBT*):kw,ab,ti) AND ((immunohistochem* or 
immunochem* or immunol* or guaiac*):kw,ab,ti ) OR ((‘fecal immunochemical’ NEAR/1 
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test* or ‘faecal immunochemical’ NEAR/1 test* or ‘fecal immunochemistry’ NEAR/1 test* 
or ‘faecal immunochemistry’ NEAR/1 test* or ColoScreen or Hema-Screen or Hemdetect 
or Hemoccult or SENSA or Hema-Check or HemaCheck or hemoCARE or Peroheme or 
ColoCare or Lifeguard or Fecatwin or HemaWipe or Instaccult or Monohaem or Okokit 
or Seracult or Dencoccult or Early-detector or Earlydetector or Fe-Cult or Fecult or Feca-
EIA or FecaEIA or Hemo-FEC or HemoFEC or Hexagon or SureScreen or Hemaprompt 
or Hemdetect or Camco-PAK or CamcoPAK or Colocheck or Cecogenics or Hematest or 
Dencocult or Fecatest or Hemofecia or Quick-CULT or QuickCULT)):kw,ab,ti)

Science Citation Index
TS=((((colorect* or colon* or rect* or anal* or anus* or intestin* or bowel*) NEAR/3 (carcinom* 
or neoplas* or adenocarcinom* or cancer* or tumor* or tumour* or sarcom* or polyp* or 
adenom*))) AND ((((“occult blood”) AND (faecal or fecal or feces or faeces or stool*)) OR 
(FOBT* or FIT* or gFOBT*)) AND ((immunohistochem* or immunochem* or immunol* or 
guaiac*) ) OR ((“fecal immunochemical” NEAR/1 test* or “faecal immunochemical” NEAR/1 
test* or “fecal immunochemistry” NEAR/1 test* or “faecal immunochemistry” NEAR/1 test* 
or ColoScreen or Hema-Screen or Hemdetect or Hemoccult or SENSA or Hema-Check or 
HemaCheck or hemoCARE or Peroheme or ColoCare or Lifeguard or Fecatwin or HemaWipe 
or Instaccult or Monohaem or Okokit or Seracult or Dencoccult or Early-detector or 
Earlydetector or Fe-Cult or Fecult or Feca-EIA or FecaEIA or Hemo-FEC or HemoFEC or 
Hexagon or SureScreen or Hemaprompt or Hemdetect or Camco-PAK or CamcoPAK or 
Colocheck or Cecogenics or Hematest or Dencocult or Fecatest or Hemofecia or Quick-
CULT or QuickCULT))))

Google scholar
“colorectal|colon|colonic|rectal|anal|anus carcinoma|neoplasm|neoplasms|adenocarcin
oma|cancer|tumor|tumors” “occult blood” faecal|fecal|feces|faeces|stool|FOBT|FIT|gFOBT
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Supplementary Material 2 Variables for which data were extracted

The following data were abstracted when applicable: (i) study characteristics - primary 
author, journal of publication, year of publication, geographic location of study population, 
study design (prospective/retrospective), time period of study enrollment, patient 
selection (inclusion- and exclusion criteria); (ii) FOBT characteristics - type of FOBT used (FIT 
or gFOBT), brand of FOBT, referral criteria for positive test (i.e. cut-off or number of positive 
panels), diagnostic test used, diet restrictions; (iii) study cohort characteristics - cohort 
size, total number of eligible invitees, total number of participants, total tests analyzed, 
total participants with a positive test, participants demographics (mean age and range, 
percentage male), reference standard uptake (percentage); (iv) CRC characteristics - total 
number diagnosed with CRC after negative FOBT, total number diagnosed with CRC after 
positive FOBT, location of CRC (proximal/distal), CRC stage (I/>I); (v) patient characteristics 
- gender, age <59 /≥60 years, time of follow-up in years/months (mean, median, min, max), 
completeness of follow-up (percentage), findings at index diagnostic test.
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Supplementary Table 1 Quality assessment of included studies

a) FIT observational studies*

Study Selection Comparability Outcome

Chen28 **** * ***

Chiu29 **** * ***

Crotta30 *** * **

Digby33 **** * **

Giorgi Rossi50 *** * **

Itoh35 *** * **

Jensen36 *** * ***

Launoy38 *** * **

McNamara41 *** * *

Nakama42 *** * ***

Parente44 *** * *

Portillo51 **** * ***

Shin46 *** * ***

van der Vlugt52 **** * ***

Zappa48 **** * ***

b) gFOBT observational studies*

Study Selection Comparability Outcome

Blom49 **** * ***

Bouvier27 *** * ***

Cummings31 *** * **

Faivre34 **** * ***

Hardcastle2 *** * ***

Kewenter37 **** * ***

Kronborg3 **** * ***

Mandel4 **** * *

Paimela43 **** * **

Rennert45 *** * ***

Souques47 *** * *

Steele6 **** * ***

Zappa48 **** * ***
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c) Randomised controlled trials**

Study Selection bias Performance
bias

Reporting
bias

Detection
bias

Attrition
bias

Other bias

Random
sequence
generation

Allocation
concealment

Blinding of
participants
and personnel

Selective
reporting

Blinding of
outcome
assessment

Incomplete
outcome
data

Anything
else, ideally
prespecified

Denters32 + + + + + ? +

Levi39 + + + + + ? +

* using the Ottawa Newcastle criteria of Wells et al.24

** Both randomised trials were scored as good quality by the Cochrane risk of bias tool.25 Both studies did 
not describe handling of incomplete outcome data such as screenees loss to follow-up or missing data 
when cross-linking the screening pilot database with the cancer registry, therefore, this item was scored as 
‘unclear risk’. However, this was unlikely to have biased the outcome.

Supplementary Table 2 Quality assessment of the standard and sensitivity analysis of the pooled IRR of 
FIT iCRC relative to gFOBT iCRC25

Comparison Standard pooled IRR Sensitivity analysis

IRR
(95% CI)

Quality of 
evidence

IRR
(95% CI)

Quality of 
evidence

FIT iCRC versus
gFOBT iCRC

0.58
(0.32-1.07)

Very low
0.36
(0·17-0·75)

High

IRR: incidence rate ratio; FIT: faecal immunochemical test; gFOBT guaiac faecal occult blood test; iCRC: in-
terval colorectal cancer
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Supplementary Figure 1 Forest plot of FOBT iCRC to screen-detected CRC ratio
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Supplementary Figure 2 Funnel plot

Visual inspection of the funnel plot did not show asymmetry and the rank correlation test for asymmetry 
was not significant (Kendall’s tau = -0.0768, p=0.6018).
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ABstrAct

Background
Although different brands of fecal immunochemical tests (FITs) are used for colorectal 
cancer (CRC) screening, few studies have compared their accuracy in detecting advanced 
neoplasia.

Methods
We performed a large prospective cohort study within the Dutch national CRC screening 
program to evaluate 2 quantitative FITs: FOB-Gold (Sentinel, Italy) and OC-Sensor (Eiken, 
Japan), from May 2016 through March 2017. We randomly selected 42,179 screening-
naïve individuals (55–75 years old), who were asked to perform both FITs themselves using 
the same bowel movement. Participants with positive results from 1 or both FITs (≥15 µg 
hemoglobin/gram feces) were invited for colonoscopy examination (reference standard). 
Equivalence in detection of advanced neoplasia was evaluated with a predefined margin 
of 0.15%.

Results
Of 42,179 invitees, 22,064 (52%) participated and FITs were completed for 21,078 
participants. Of 2112 participants (9.6%) with 1 or 2 positive results from FITs, 1778 
(84%) underwent a colonoscopy. Of all invitees, the FOB-Gold test detected advanced 
neoplasia (confirmed by colonoscopy) in 610 participants (1.45%) and the OC-Sensor 
detected advanced neoplasia (confirmed by colonoscopy) in 606 participants (1.44%)-an 
absolute difference of 0.01% (95% confidence interval [CI], –0.06% to 0.08%). Of the 21,078 
participants who completed both FITs, 1582 (7.5%) had a positive result from the FOB-
Gold test and 1627 (7.7%) a positive result from the OC-Sensor test (P=.140). The relative 
true-positive rate of FOB-Gold vs OC-Sensor in detecting advanced neoplasia was 0.97 
(95% CI, 0.92–1.01) and 0.95 (95% CI, 0.87–1.03) for CRC. The relative false-positive rate of 
the FOB-Gold test vs the OC-Sensor test in detecting advanced neoplasia was 0.99 (95% 
CI, 0.93–1.05).

Conclusion
In a large prospective study of individuals invited for CRC screening in The Netherlands, 
we found equivalent accuracy of the FOB-Gold FIT vs the OC-Sensor FIT in detecting 
advanced neoplasia. These results are relevant for selecting FITs for CRC screening 
programs worldwide. Dutch National Trial Registry: NTR5874.
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iNtroDUctioN

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a significant public health problem due to its high incidence, 
morbidity and mortality.1 It is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in men and 
second in women.1 CRC screening by means of guaiac fecal occult blood testing (gFOBT) 
and sigmoidoscopy has been shown to reduce CRC-related mortality through the detection 
of advanced adenomas and early-stage CRC.2-6 Accordingly, CRC screening programs are 
being implemented worldwide.7

Fecal immunochemical tests (FITs) are rapidly replacing gFOBTs for CRC screening, because 
of their easier handling, higher uptake, automated assessment, and higher sensitivity in 
detecting advanced neoplasia (AN).8 In addition, FITs can provide a quantitative test result, 
allowing cutoff adjustment to match available colonoscopy resources. FITs also allow for 
single stool testing, and do not require dietary restrictions, and, consequently, lead to 
higher participation rates than gFOBTs.8-11 As a consequence, many countries are either 
in the transition from gFOBT to FIT screening, or implement FIT screening from the start.7

In the European guidelines, the quantitative immunochemical tests are recommended as 
test of choice for population screening.9 These guidelines also indicate that a screening 
program should assess individual device characteristics, including accuracy, ease of use by 
participant and laboratory, suitability for transport, sampling reproducibility and sample 
stability. However, comparative data with enough power from head-to-head comparisons 
to decide on equivalence of FIT assays in detecting AN in population screening are not yet 
available, hindering informed decision making.

At present, multiple FITs are available, of which FOB-Gold (Sentinel, Milan, Italy) and 
OC-Sensor (Eiken Chemical, Tokyo, Japan) are currently widely used.12 FIT assays vary 
in analytical performance due to a range of factors, including anti-heme antibody 
characteristics and assay optimization, buffer composition and volume and sample tube 
design. These differences influence the measured fecal hemoglobin (Hb) concentration, 
FIT positivity rate, error rates, and capacity to detect AN.13, 14 One randomized controlled 
trial reported higher true-positivity and false-positivity rates for FOB-Gold compared 
to OC-Sensor at equal positivity cutoffs (in ng Hb/mL buffer).15 Three other randomized 
trials reported equal AN detection rates of both tests, but higher positivity rates with 
FOB-Gold.13, 16, 17 However, all these studies were small and randomized invitees to one 
of both tests.13, 15, 16 A recent comparative evaluation of 9 FITs, including OC-Sensor and 
FOB-Gold, showed that the sensitivity to detect AN varied widely between FITs, ranging 
from 16% to 34%.18 Yet, this retrospective study was performed in a laboratory setting 
using stored samples and limited inclusions per test. A large population-based study with 
a paired design, in which both tests are compared within the same individual and sampled 
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from the same stool would minimize the risk of confounding factors and increase the 
applicability of the study results to CRC screening programs.

We therefore conducted a large prospective population-based study within the Dutch 
nationwide CRC screening program to compare the accuracy in detecting AN for 2 widely 
used FITs.

metHoDs

Study Population
This study was conducted within the Dutch CRC screening program between May 2016 
and March 2017. The structure of the Dutch CRC screening program has been described 
elsewhere.19 In short, demographic data of all individuals between the ages of 55 and 75 
years, living in the southwest region of the Netherlands, were obtained from municipal 
registers. The target population for our study consisted of first-time invitees in 2016, that is 
those aged 59, 61, 63, 71, or 75 years.19 This population encompassed more than 250,000 
eligible screening-naïve individuals. For the purpose of this study, a random sample was 
taken from this target population with a computer run algorithm (SPSS, version 23, IBM 
Corp, Armonk, NY). Selection of study invitees preceded invitation. This study was ethically 
approved by the Minister of Health (Population Screening Act; no. 769500-1357 16-PG).

Study design and intervention
Two FITs (one FOB-Gold and one OC-Sensor) were sent by postal mail. Individuals were 
invited to collect a single feces sample of the same bowel movement with each test. 
Detailed sampling instructions as recommended by the manufacturer were provided 
for each test. Study invitees were asked to fill out an informed consent form, including 
the sampling date. After 42 days, a reminder was sent automatically to nonresponders. 
Consenting invitees were asked to return both tests and consent form in a prepaid and 
sealed envelope to one accredited, centralized laboratory. Persons who had actively 
deregistered from the screening program, who had moved, were deceased, did not 
consent or did not respond to the study invitation were labelled as nonparticipants.19

Supplementary Table 1a and 1b describe the pre-analytical aspects and analytical 
performance of the FIT analyses. The OC-Sensor tests were analyzed by using the OC-
Sensor Diana analyzer. The FOB-Gold tests were analyzed by using the Bio Majesty JCA-
BM6010/C analyzer. Quantitative results for both tests were provided in ng Hb/mL. For 
the purpose of the study, FOB-Gold test were considered positive at ≥88 ng Hb/mL and 
OC-Sensor tests at ≥75 ng Hb/mL. At the time that the study was designed, a positivity 
cut-off of ≥88 ng Hb/mL was used in the Dutch nationwide CRC screening program for 
FOB-Gold tests. To be able to compare FOB-Gold to OC-Sensor tests within the nationwide 
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CRC screening program, OC-Sensor test positivity cut-off (in µg Hb/g feces) was set to be 
the same as that for FOB-Gold. Converted into micrograms (µg) of Hb per gram of stool, 
the threshold for a positive test result was ≥15 µg Hb/g feces for both tests.20

Participants were referred for colonoscopy in case of 1 or 2 positive FIT results. Participants 
with 2 negative test results were referred back to the Dutch CRC screening program and 
will be re-invited after 2 years. Participants who returned 2 non-analyzable tests, who had 
2 unreliable test results, or for whom both tests were missing, were referred back to the 
Dutch CRC screening program and were not included for the primary outcome of this 
study.

Participants were informed about their FIT results by postal mail within 5 days after the FIT 
was analyzed. If 1 or both FIT results were positive, the family physician was informed and 
the participant was invited for a precolonoscopy interview in an accredited colonoscopy 
center nearby the participant’s home address. At this precolonoscopy interview, 
participants’ eligibility for colonoscopy was assessed. Colonoscopy exclusion criteria were 
similar to those of the Dutch CRC screening program: a life expectancy of 5 years or less, 
a proctocolectomy in the past, under current treatment for CRC, history of inflammatory 
bowel disease, and a complete colonoscopy in the past 5 years.21 Colonoscopies were 
performed within 10 days after the interview at one of the certified colonoscopy centers 
by accredited endoscopists who performed at least 200 colonoscopies a year with an 
adenoma detection rate of ≥ 30%.

Location, size and morphology of all identified colorectal lesions were reported using an 
automated structured colonoscopy reporting system. Polyps were removed and sent for 
pathology review in separate jars.22 Advanced adenoma was defined as an adenoma ≥ 10 
mm, with ≥ 25% villous component and/or high-grade dysplasia. AN included advanced 
adenoma or CRC. If multiple lesions were present, the participant was classified according 
to the most advanced lesion. Logistics were executed conform the Dutch CRC screening 
quality guidelines.19 23 Socioeconomic status was assessed using the Dutch area social 
status score, grouped into quintiles. These scores are developed by the Netherlands 
Institute of Social Research, and are a composite measure of education, income and 
employment.24

Outcome measures and statistical analysis
Our primary outcome measure was the difference in diagnostic yield of AN between OC-
Sensor and FOB-Gold, defined as the number of participants with AN detected relative to 
the number of invitees.
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We hypothesized that the 2 FITs would generate an equivalent diagnostic yield, defined 
as an absolute symmetric difference of at most 0.15%, relative to the number of invitees. 
Differences in paired proportions of diagnostic yield were evaluated using the method 
described by Liu et al.25 Confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using a Wald interval with 
Bonett-Price adjustment.26 Comparisons in diagnostic yield for CRC between both tests 
were evaluated similarly.

In addition, we compared the accuracy of both FITs in participants with paired test results, 
that is, in participants with 2 complete and reliable FIT results. Excluded from paired 
analysis were participants with 1 or 2 non-analyzable tests (due to fecal overload, loss of 
two-thirds or more of the total buffer volume both from visual assess by laboratory staff 
and by automatic system, missing barcode or another technical problem) and participants 
with an unreliable test result (in case the return date was more than 6 days after sampling or 
if the sampling date was missing). Paired accuracy was assessed by calculating the relative 
true-positive rate and the relative false-positive rate. The relative true-positive rate is 
defined as the number of true-positive results (in whom AN was detected at colonoscopy) 
for FOB-Gold relative to the number of true-positive results for OC-Sensor. The relative 
true-positive rate is equal to the relative sensitivity rate in screening participants. A relative 
sensitivity of 1.00 implies that both screening tests result in the same sensitivity, a relative 
sensitivity of 1.10 would imply that using FOB-Gold results in 10% more true-positives. 
The relative true-positive rate was calculated with 95% CIs using the methods proposed 
by Alonzo et al.27 Similarly, the relative false-positive rate was estimated, defined as the 
number of false-positive test results (in whom no AN was detected at colonoscopy) for 
FOB-Gold relative to the number of false-positive test results for OC-Sensor.27

Our secondary outcomes included the number of analyzable tests, the positivity rate 
(defined as the proportion of participants with a positive FIT result) and the positive 
predictive values (defined as the number of participants in whom AN was detected 
relative to those undergoing colonoscopy after a positive FIT result). The participation rate 
was calculated as the number of participants relative to the number of invitees.

Paired proportions were compared using the McNemar test. Other proportions were 
compared using chi-square statistics. All p values were 2-sided; differences were considered 
significant if p<0.05.

Sample size calculations
In this equivalence trial, we assumed a 1.5% diagnostic yield for AN with both tests, 
anticipated no difference, and wanted to exclude an absolute difference in diagnostic 
yield of 0.15% or more between the 2 tests. We expected that 5 per 1000 invitees would 
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have discordant true-positive FIT results: invitees with AN detected after 1 (not 2) positive 
FIT results. In that case, inviting 40,000 screenees, with an expected participation rate of 
50% (20,000 screenees with 2 complete test returns), would give us more than 90% power 
to demonstrate equivalence, using an alpha of 0.05.25 All authors had access to the study 
data and reviewed and approved the final manuscript.

resULts

Cohort characteristics
Of 42,179 individuals invited for screening, 22,064 (52%) participated in the study (Figure 
1). Baseline characteristics of study participants are shown in Table 1. Of the participants, 
21,078 (96%) completed both FITs in a single bowel movement, 694 (3.2%) completed 
only one FIT, and 292 returned two incomplete tests (non-analyzable tests or tests with 
unreliable results).

Figure 1 Study flow

FIT: fecal immunochemical test; CRC: colorectal cancer; AN: advanced neoplasia; CT computer-tomography
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All 2112 (9.6%) with 1 or 2 positive FIT results were invited for a precolonoscopy interview; 
1778 (84%) underwent a colonoscopy. Of those who attended colonoscopy 1066 were 
male (60%) and median age was 60 years (interquartile range 59-63 years; Table 1). In 
716 (4.0%) participants with a positive FIT result who underwent a colonoscopy AN was 
detected and in 82 (0.5%) CRC was detected.

Diagnostic yield for advanced neoplasia and colorectal cancer
AN was detected after a positive FOB-Gold in 610 of total invitees (1.45%) and in 606 
(1.44%) after a positive OC-Sensor, resulting in an absolute difference of 0.01% (95%CI 
-0.06% to 0.08%). The existence of a difference of 0.15% or more between FOB-Gold and 
OC-Sensor in detection of AN was rejected (p < 0.001). CRC was detected after a positive 
FOB-Gold result in 74 invitees (0.18%) and after a positive OC-Sensor result in 78 (0.18%), 
resulting in an absolute difference of -0.009% (95%CI -0.027% to 0.008%).

Incomplete test returns and non-analyzable tests
Differences between FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor tubes in the proportion of non-analyzable 
results are shown in Table 2. Forty-nine of the 22,057 (0.22%) returned FOB-Gold tests were 
non-analyzable vs 14 of 21,369 returned OC-Sensor tests (0.07%; p<0.001). Buffer loss was 
more frequently a problem for analysis of FOB-Gold tests than for OC-Sensor (p=0.005).

Paired accuracy: relative true-positive rate and relative false-positive rate
The results of 986 (4.5%) participants were not included in the paired analysis due to not 
returning 1 of the tests (n=702), ≥ 1 non-analyzable test(s) (n=54) or ≥ 1 unreliable test 

Table 1 Characteristics of study participants at baseline, with ≥1 positive fecal immunochemical test re-
sults, and at colonoscopy

Total Participants

n=22,057

Participants with ≥1 
positive FIT result
n=2112

Participants with 
colonoscopy
n=1778

Male sex, n (%) 10,589 (50) 1256 (60) 1066 (60)

Age*, median (IQR) 60 (58-62) 60 (59-63) 60 (59-63)

Socioeconomic status, n (%)

- Very high 4407 (20) 397 (19) 341 (19) 

- High 4843 (22) 387 (18) 330 (19) 

- Average 4052 (18) 372 (18) 316 (18) 

- Low 5136 (23) 536 (25) 451(25) 

- Very low 3577 (16) 416 (20) 336 (19) 

- Missing 49 (<1) 4 (<1) 4 (<1) 

*Age at time of FIT invitation
IQR=interquartile range
Socioeconomic status scores are a composite area-based measure of education, income and employment.
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result(s) (n=260), or a combination of these (n=30). 695 participants did not provide a OC-
Sensor test result and 7 an FOB-Gold test result. Of the 21,078 participants who completed 
both FITs, the positivity rate was 7.5% for FOB-Gold compared to 7.7% for OC-sensor 
(p=0.140) (Table 3). A total of 1163 (57%) had 2 positive FITs, 419 (20%) participants had a 
positive FOB-Gold and negative OC-Sensor result, and 464 (23%) participants a negative 
FOB-Gold and positive OC-Sensor result.

The relative true-positive rate (relative sensitivity) for the detection of AN for FOB-Gold 
relative to OC-Sensor was 0.97 (95%CI: 0.92 to 1.01; Figure 2), and the false-positive rate 
was 0.99 (95%CI: 0.93 to 1.05). Positive predictive value of AN was 43.8% for FOB-Gold 
and 44.3% for OC-sensor (absolute difference 0.5%; 95%CI: -3.3% to 4.2%, p <0.05). The 

Table 2 Reasons for non-analyzable fecal immunochemical test tubes

Total returned tests
FOB-Gold
n=22,057

OC-Sensor
n=21,369

P-value

Non-analysable tests, n (%) 49 (0.22) 14 (0.07) <0.001

Technically impossible 10 (20) 4 (29) 0.52 

Barcode unreadable 5 (10) 4 (29) 0.09 

Broken tube 2 (4.1) 0 0.45 

No buffer 23 (47) 1 (7..1) 0.005 

Too large sample 6 (12) 1 (7.1) 0.60 

Too small sample 3 (6.1) 3 (21) 0.09 

No sample taken 0 1 (7.1) 0.06 

Table 3 Detection of advanced neoplasia and colorectal cancer with FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor in paired 
design

FOB-Gold

Positive* Negative Total

OC-Sensor Positive*
AN
CRC

1163
500
70

464
104
7

1627 (7.7%)
604 (2.9%)
77 (0.4%)

Negative
AN
CRC

419
83
3

19,032
-
-

19,451 (92.3%)
-
-

Total
AN
CRC

1582 (7.5%)
583 (2.8%)
73 (0.4%)

19,496 (92.5%)
-
-

21,078
-
-

Results for participants with two completed FITs only
AN: advanced neoplasia (CRC and/or advanced adenoma, defined as an adenoma ≥ 10 mm, with ≥ 25% 
villous component and/or high-grade dysplasia).
CRC: colorectal cancer
*Overall colonoscopy attendance rate of participants with ≥positive FIT(s) was 84% at fecal haemoglobin 
(Hb) positivity cut-off of ≥ 15 µg/Hb feces.
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relative true-positive rate (relative sensitivity) for FOB-Gold versus OC-Sensor in detecting 
CRC was 0.95 (95%CI: 0.87 to 1.03; Figure 2). Positive predictive value of CRC was 5.5% for 
FOB-Gold and 5.7% for OC-sensor (absolute difference 0.2%; 95%CI: -1.5% to 2.0%).

DiscUssioN

This large prospective trial within the Dutch national CRC screening program shows that 2 
widely used FITs, FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor, have similar accuracy in detecting AN and CRC 
at a positivity cut-off level of ≥15 µg Hb/g feces.

Factors adding to the validity of our results include the study’s paired design, its 
implementation within the logistics of the nationwide screening program, and its large 
and representative cohort of participants. Moreover, both FITs were analyzed in the same 
laboratory at the day of arrival and followed identical logistic routes. Consequently, factors 
that are known to influence test results were identical, including temperature changes, 
time differences from sampling to analyzing, and laboratorial logistic differences.28 
Screening logistics, from invitation to pathology for those who underwent colonoscopy, 
were identical to those of the Dutch nationwide screening program.

Figure 2 Relative true-positive and false-positive rates FOB-Gold vs OC-Sensor with 95% confidence inter-
vals
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Some potential limitations also have to be acknowledged. Participation rate in this study 
was lower (52%) than in the current Dutch nationwide screening program (72%) and 
previously performed pilot studies in our country (60-63%).13, 29, We had anticipated this 
difference since an alternative existed for our study invitees: those who opted out of the 
study could still participate in the regular one-FIT population CRC screening program. 
For this reason, we invited over 40,000 persons for the study, to have enough power 
and precision for a comparison of the 2 FITs. As no colonoscopies were performed in 
participants with 2 negative test results, we are unable to provide estimates of sensitivity, 
yet we calculated estimates of relative sensitivity. We also observed that more OC-Sensor 
tubes were missing than FOB-Gold tubes. This was most likely due to the way the study 
was embedded within the nationwide screening program. Study invitees were asked to 
perform both tests if they wished to participate in the study. Of those invitees that did not 
want to participate in the study but had a preference to participate in the regular nationwide 
screening program with 1 test, only the FOB-Gold was analyzed in the laboratory. The 
form was checked twice, first manually by laboratory assistants and subsequently by an 
automated system. In case no study approval was given by the screenee, only the FOB-
Gold was analyzed by the laboratory assistant as this is the test that is currently used in 
the nationwide CRC screening program. However, this means some OC-Sensor tests may 
have been falsely qualified as being not returned by the screenee, while in reality the test 
was sent back with written study consent. This could have occurred when the manual 
check for informed consent by the laboratory staff differed from the scanned consent by 
the computer.

Previous studies comparing FIT brands in CRC screening studied either randomized subjects 
to perform a single FIT 13, 15-17, or had FITs performed in different bowel movements.30 
Differences in true-positive rate in favor of OC-Sensor to FOB-Gold were found in a Spanish 
screening cohort, in which participants were randomly invited to perform one of both 
tests.15 The cut-off was equalized in ng Hb/mL buffer, instead of µg Hb/g feces, therefore 
subject to known differences in buffer volumes between both FIT brands (1.7 mL FOB-Gold 
and 2.0 mL OC-Sensor).20 Another randomized trial in France showed equal detection rates 
for both FITs but found a lower positive predictive value for FOB-Gold than OC-Sensor.17 
In a Latvian screening cohort, no difference between FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor was found 
in number needed to scope to detect 1 participant with AN at a positivity cut-off of 15 
µg Hb/g faeces.16 In a Dutch screening pilot, diagnostic yield and positive predictive 
value were equal for both FITs at equal cutoffs, and equal positivity rates.13 The authors 
recommended to compare FIT brands at equal positivity rates, rather than equal cutoffs. 
In our study, the same cutoff yielded comparable positivity rates. In contrast to our study, 
these previous studies were not powered to determine small differences in the detection 
of AN.
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Almost half of the participants with a positive test result had only 1 positive FIT result. One 
could wonder whether such discordant results will also be detected when 2 FITs of the 
same brand are compared. Discordant detection and positivity rates between 2 identical 
FITs might result from an uneven distribution of hemoglobin through the feces. It should 
also be noted that the sampling instructions by the manufacturers of FOB-Gold and 
OC-Sensor differ, which may influence test handling and, possibly, its results. FOB-Gold 
instructions prescribe inserting the sampling stick in 4 different parts of the stool. The 
OC-Sensor on the other hand, should be scraped through the stool in 4 different parts. 
Both sets of instructions were provided as such to our study invitees. We found, however, 
no evidence that these sample methods resulted in different detection rates.

In line with existing evidence, we found more sampling errors with the FOB-Gold than 
OC-sensor, although proportions in our study were smaller (0.22% vs 0.07%) than in the 
Dutch pilot screening program (2.0% vs 0.7%, p<0.001)13, the Spanish study (2.3% vs 
0.2%)15, and within a Latvian screening setting (4.4% vs 0.2%, p<0.001)31. This might be 
explained by the fact that FOB-Gold adjusted its cap to prevent buffer loss by opening 
the wrong side of the tube. Furthermore, in the Dutch pilot screening program, screenees 
were probably more used to the OC-Sensor test because this test was used in the first 3 
rounds and FOB-Gold was only introduced in the fourth. We found, however, no evidence 
that these sample methods resulted in different detection rates.

CRC is the second most common cancer and cause of cancer-related death worldwide.1 
To reduce CRC incidence and mortality in Europe, the European Committee have made 
recommendations on CRC screening for all European Union members.32 They stated that 
the desired level of screening coverage of the target population is 95% with a desirable 
level of uptake of >65%.To fulfil these target levels, one needs to have an organized 
population-based screening program with a high participation rate for the selected 
screening tool. Participation rates of FIT are generally high, therefore FIT has been selected 
in most countries as the screening test of choice.7

As we found no evidence that FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor differ in detecting AN and CRC, 
other features can now guide informed decision making when selecting 1 of these 2 
brands for FIT-based CRC screening. Probably the next most important consideration 
is ease of use of the test and its effect on participation rate. As stated by Winawer and 
Allison: ‘the best test is the one that gets done well’.33 Many other factors should be 
considered including costs, ease of use for laboratory staff or other stakeholders involved 
in FIT analysis, suitability for transport, the keeping quality of the tubes, analyzer features, 
capacity, speed, analytical performance, sample stability, easy of handling, safety during 
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postage and labeling. Depending on context and setting, more studies are warranted to 
evaluate these other aspects of FIT.

When this trial started, the Dutch nationwide screening program was already launched. 
Yet evaluations of screening strategies should not be limited to the implementation 
phase. As others have argued, evaluation should continuously be explored within and 
while running a screening program, with formal study designs such as paired comparisons 
or randomized trials.34 Apart from its results, our study may therefore serve as an example 
how to assess and possibly improve screening effectiveness within an ongoing program 
and may, hopefully, inspire future initiatives.
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Supplementeray Table 1a FOB-Gold Standard for Fecal Immunochemical Tests for hemoglobin (FITTER) 
checklist35

Topic Item Documentation

Specimen collection and handling

Name of specimen collection 
device and supplier (address).

Name collection device: FOB-Gold
Supplier: FOB-Gold, Sentinel Diagnostics, Via Robert Koch, 
2 - 20152 Milan – Italy.

Description of specimen 
collection device (vial with 
probe/stick, card, other).

Round tube with collection stick immerged in a 
preservative solution

Description of specimens used 
if an in vivo study (single or 
pooled faeces, artificial matrix 
with added blood, etc).

Single human faeces sample.

Details of fecal collection 
method (sampling technique 
and number of samples).

Ribbed section of the sampling stick is dipped in four 
different parts of the stool.

Who collected the specimens 
from the samples (patient, 
technician, etc).

Participant

Number of fecal specimens 
used in the study (single, 
pooled, individual patient 
faeces).

Single sample of individual patient faeces

Mean mass of faeces collected.* 10 mg

Volume of buffer into which 
specimen is taken by probe, 
applicator stick or card.*

1.7 mL

Time and storage conditions of 
fecal specimen from “passing” 
to sampling, including time 
and temperature (median and 
range).

Analysis took place at same day of arrival (<24 hours) 
of the FIT in the lab and the FIT was kept by ambient air 
temperature.

Time and storage of collection 
devices from specimen 
collection to analysis, including 
time and temperature 
(median and range). A concise 
description of process from 
collection to analysis is 
recommended.

Participants were asked to post the faeces samples within 
24 hours after collection and keep the sample in the 
refrigerator. The date of sample collection is noted. FIT was 
transported and analyzed by ambient air temperature. All 
samples were analyzed within 5 days after collection.

Analysis

Name of analyzer, model, 
supplier (address), number
of systems if more than one 
used.

Bio Majesty JCA-BM6010/C, serial number CA 
1401000690069. Supplier: Sysmex Nederland B.V. Ecustraat 
11 4879NP Etten Leur

Number of times each sample 
was analyzed.

Single or twice. If first analysis resulted in ‘no results’ 
analysis was repeated.
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Analytical working range* and 
whether samples outside this 
range were diluted (factor) and 
re-assayed.

0.4-797.2 ng/mL. Client samples outside this linearity range 
were not diluted.

Source of calibrator(s) 
(supplier with address), 
number of calibrator(s), how 
concentrations were assigned* 
and details of calibration 
process including frequency.

Calibrator supplier: Sentinel Diagnostics, Via Robert Koch, 
2 - 20152 Milan - Italy.
Calibrator levels: 6
Standard calibration is performed with every reagent and 
calibrator lot number change.

Analytical imprecision*, ideally 
with number of samples 
analyzed, concentrations, and 
mean, SD and CV.

Prior to the go-live a CLSI EP5A2 protocol was performed 
on all three Sentinel controls (low-mid-high) to verify 
the imprecision specifications as stated in the tender 
requirements of the colon cancer screening program.
CLSI EP5A2 results:
Sentinel LOW 50 ng/mL
Lot number control 30004/A0546
SD with-in (calculated) = 4.04
SD with-in (claim) = 5.00 (10% of 50 ng/mL)
(User variance/claim variance)*freedom degrees = 26.13
Critical Chi-square value = 55.76
Claim accepted? YES
SD total (calculated) = 5.12
SD total (claim) = 7.50 (15% of 50 ng/mL)
(User variance/claim variance)*freedom degrees = 25.63
Critical Chi-square value = 73.03
Claim accepted? YES
Sentinel MID 71 ng/mL
Lot number control 30004/A0551
SD with-in (calculated) = 3.69
SD with-in (claim) = 7.10 (10% of 71 ng/mL)
(User variance/claim variance)*freedom degrees = 10.82
Critical Chi-square value = 55.76
Claim accepted? YES
SD total (calculated) = 5.49
SD total (claim) = 10.60 (15% of 71 ng/mL)
(User variance/claim variance)*freedom degrees = 11.98
Critical Chi-square value = 61.66
Claim accepted? YES
Sentinel HIGH 312 ng/mL
Lot number control 30004/A0552
SD with-in (calculated) = 4.81
SD with-in (claim) = 31.20 (10% of 312 ng/mL)
(User variance/claim variance)*freedom degrees = 0.95
Critical Chi-square value = 55.76
Claim accepted? YES
SD total (calculated) = 7.41
SD total (claim) = 46.80 (15% of 312 ng/mL)
(User variance/claim variance)*freedom degrees = 1.08
Critical Chi-square value = 59.30
Claim accepted? YES
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Quality management

Source (address) or description 
of internal quality control 
materials, number of controls, 
assigned target concentrations 
and ranges, how target 
concentrations were assigned, 
rules used for acceptance and 
rejection of analytical runs.

3 rounds of control before running daily analyses were 
done and 3 rounds after, conform Sentinel’s quality rules. If 
2 out of 3 controls are within the range, analytical runs are 
accepted.
Apart from the Sentinel controls, a mid-daily run of control 
conform SKML (SKML CFB, Mercator 1, Toernooiveld 214, 
NL-6525 EC, Nijmegen, The Netherlands) is performed, 
every other day a high run or low run:
SKML low: 212 ng/mL ->5.05%
SKML high: 510 ng/mL ->3.10%
If the control is not right, controls are being repeated, if not 
right after multiple control rounds, de clinical chemist is 
consulted.

Participation in external quality 
assessment schemes: (name 
and address of scheme), 
frequency of
challenges, performance 
attained.

Participation in external quality assessments of SKML 
(foundation of quality control of medical laboratory 
diagnostics) following a fixed schedule. Assessment results 
are monitored by the national functionary iFOBT.

Accreditation held by the 
analytical facility (address).

Accreditation by CCKL, Mariaplaats 21-D, 3511 LK UTRECHT

The number, training and 
expertise of the persons 
performing the analyses and 
recording the results

7 trained technician’s

Result handling

Mode of collection of data- 
manual recording or via 
automatic download to IT 
system, single or double 
reading

Results are automatically uploaded to the Colonissystem, 
after authorization by the laboratory analyst the results are 
uploaded to the screening IT system ScreenIT.

Units used, with conversions 
to µg Hb/g faeces if ng Hb/
mL used.

In analyzing and reporting results ng Hb/mL was used. 
For reporting in publications this is converted to µg Hb/g 
faeces.200

Cut-off concentration(s) if 
used and explanation of 
how assigned locally or by 
manufacturer

Positive: ≥88 ng Hb/mL. This was locally assigned by 
researchers and approved by the Ministry of Health.

Were the analysts blinded 
(masked) to the results of the 
reference investigation and 
other clinical information?

Yes

CV, coefficients of variation; df, degrees of freedom; iFOBT, immunochemical fecal occult blood test.
* Information available from manufacturer or supplier.
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Supplementeray Table 1b OC-Sensor Standard for Fecal Immunochemical Tests for hemoglobin (FITTER) 
checklist35

Topic Item Documentation

Specimen collection and handling

Name of specimen collection device and supplier 
(address).

Name collection device: S-bottle
OC-Auto sampling bottle 3 Eiken Chemical Co LTD, 
4-19-9 Taito, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 110-8408, Japan

Description of specimen collection device (vial with 
probe/stick, card, other).

Flat tube with collection stick immerged in a 
preservative solution

Description of specimens used if an in vivo study 
(single or pooled faeces, artificial matrix with added 
blood, etc).

Single human faeces sample

Details of fecal collection method (sampling 
technique and number of samples).

Ribbed section of the sampling stick is striked 4 times 
through the stool.

Who collected the specimens from the samples 
(patient, technician, etc).

Participant

Number of fecal specimens used in the study (single, 
pooled, individual patient faeces).

Single sample of individual patient faeces

Mean mass of faeces collected.* 10 mg

Volume of buffer into which specimen is taken by 
probe, applicator stick or card.*

2 mL

Time and storage conditions of fecal specimen 
from “passing” to sampling, including time and 
temperature (median and range).

Analysis took place at same day of arrival of the 
FIT in the lab and the FIT was kept by ambient air 
temperature.

Time and storage of collection devices from 
specimen collection to analysis, including time 
and temperature (median and range). A concise 
description of process from collection to analysis is 
recommended.

Participants were asked to post the faeces samples 
within 24 hours after collection and keep the sample 
in the refrigerator. The date of sample collection is 
noted. FIT was transported and analyzed by ambient 
air temperature. All samples were analyzed within 5 
days after collection.

Analysis

Name of analyzer, model, supplier (address), number
of systems if more than one used.

Diana OC Sensor, serial number SN N00738. Supplier: 
Eiken Chemical Co LTD, 4-19-9 Taito, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 
110-8408, Japan

Number of times each sample was analyzed. Single or twice. If first analysis resulted in ‘no results’ 
analysis was repeated.

Analytical working range* and whether samples 
outside this range were diluted (factor) and re-
assayed.

50- 1000 ng/mL. Samples were not diluted.

Source of calibrator(s) (supplier with address), 
number of calibrator(s), how concentrations 
were assigned* and details of calibration process 
including frequency.

Supplier: Eiken Chemical Co LTD, 4-19-9 Taito, Taito-ku, 
Tokyo, 110-8408, Japan. 1 calibrator measuring 6 
dilutions.
Calibration was done before start of the study. The 
same lot number was used during the study period.
Control low: range 120 and 173 ng Hb/mL, lot number 
5Z017
Control high: range 379 and 513 ng Hb/mL, lot 
number 5Z017
If all values were within the margins, the test samples 
were run for analysis.
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Analytical imprecision*, ideally with number of 
samples analyzed, concentrations, and mean, SD 
and CV.

In total, 20 measurements were done for each control 
in 5 days. Each day 2 control were run once in the 
morning and evening.
Control low: range concentrations measured: 148-178 
ng Hb/ mL, mean 159.2 ng Hb/ mL, S total measured: 
9.2 ng Hb/ mL (claim S total 15), total precision 
CV 5.8%. S within 9.5 (claim S total 10), within run 
precision CV: 6.0%.
Control high: range concentrations measured: 389-512 
ng Hb/ mL, mean 468.3 ng Hb/ mL, S total measured: 
4.9 ng Hb/ mL (claim S total 32.8), total precision CV 
1.0%. S within 20.0 (claim S total 23.4), within run 
precision CV: 4.3%.

Quality management

Source (address) or description of internal quality 
control materials, number of controls, assigned 
target concentrations and ranges, how target 
concentrations were assigned, rules used for 
acceptance and rejection of analytical runs.

Daily two rounds of control were done before 
analytical runs. Both controls should be right before 
start of analysis. If still not right calibration should 
follow (this has not happened during the study).

Participation in external quality assessment schemes: 
(name and address of scheme), frequency of
challenges, performance attained.

Not applicable for study period.

Accreditation held by the analytical facility (address). Accreditation by CCKL, Mariaplaats 21-D, 3511 LK 
UTRECHT

The number, training and expertise of the persons 
performing the analyses and recording the results

4 trained technician’s

Result handling

Mode of collection of data- manual recording or via 
automatic download to IT system, single or double 
reading

Data from analyzer were uploaded by usb-stick to the 
automatic IT system.

Units used, with conversions to µg Hb/g faeces if ng 
Hb/ mL used.

In analyzing and reporting results ng Hb/ mL was used. 
For reporting in publications this is converted to µg 
Hb/g faeces.200

Cut-off concentration(s) if used and explanation of 
how assigned locally or by manufacturer

Positive: ≥75 ng Hb/ mL. This was assigned by 
researchers and approved by the Ministry of Health.

Were the analysts blinded (masked) to the results 
of the reference investigation and other clinical 
information?

Yes

CV, coefficients of variation; df, degrees of freedom; iFOBT, immunochemical fecal occult blood test.
* Information available from manufacturer or supplier.
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ABstrAct

Introduction
The impact of fecal immunochemical test (FIT) based colorectal cancer (CRC) screening on 
disease incidence and mortality is affected by participation, which might be influenced by 
ease of use of the FIT. We compared participation rates and ease of use of two different FITs 
in a CRC screening program.

Methods
Two study designs within the Dutch CRC screening program. In a paired cohort study, 
all invitees received two FITs (OC-Sensor, Eiken, Japan and FOB-Gold, Sentinel, Italy) and 
were asked to sample both from the same stool. Ease of use of both FITs was evaluated 
by questionnaire. In a randomized controlled trial, invitees were randomly allocated to 
receive one of the two FITs to compare participation and analyzability.

Results
Of 42,179 invitees in the paired cohort study, 21,078 (50%) completed two tests and 
20,727 (98%) returned the questionnaire. FOB-Gold was reported significantly easier to 
use. More participants preferred FOB-Gold (36%) than OC-Sensor (5%), yet most had no 
preference (59%, p<0.001). In the randomized trial, 936 of 1923 invitees (48.7%) returned 
the FOB-Gold and 940 (48.9%) the OC-Sensor, a difference of -0.2% (CI: -3.4% to 3.0%), well 
within the pre-specified 5% non-inferiority margin (p=0.001). Only one FOB-Gold (0.1%) 
and four OC-Sensors (0.4%) were not analyzable (p=0.18).

Discussion
While FOB-Gold was significantly but marginally considered easier to use than OC-Sensor, 
the number of analyzable tests and participation rates in organized CRC screening are not 
affected when either FIT is implemented as a primary screening test.
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iNtroDUctioN

Population-based screening using guaiac fecal occult blood testing (gFOBT) reduces 
colorectal cancer (CRC)-related mortality.1 Since several years, gFOBT is being replaced by 
a quantitative and more sensitive FOBT, the fecal immunochemical test (FIT). Compared to 
gFOBT, FIT is a one sample test, that consists of a probe and a tube instead of a smear card, 
and does not require dietary restrictions.2, 3 Consequently, participation rates are higher 
with FIT than gFOBT.4, 5 FIT is currently recommended in European guidelines as the test 
of choice for CRC population screening.2 Multiple FITs are however available for screening, 
varying in the sampling tube design, buffer volume and sampling instructions.3 Despite 
the clear advantages of FIT over gFOBT, specific differences between FITs could also affect 
participation.

So far, comparative evidence on the effects on participation for the available FITs in 
organized population-based screening is limited. Little higher participation rates were 
observed with the OC-Sensor (Eiken, Japan) than with FOB-Gold (Sentinel, Italy) in Spanish, 
French and Latvian screening settings (62% vs 59%; 40% vs 38%; 47% vs 45%), but a Dutch 
pilot screening program observed no differences (63% vs 63%).6-9

Some previous studies used the preferences of screenees to assess differences in ease of 
use, but they either compared FIT versus gFOBT4, 10, 11, single versus multiple FIT samples 
12, or were performed in a small, non-screening setting 12. Overall, these studies confirmed 
a preference for a one sample test, without dietary instructions, a sampling probe and a 
tube for fecal collection, over a card-based test.

Ease of use of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor, two of the most frequently used FIT brands, has 
so far only been evaluated by comparing the number of returned non-analyzable tests. 
In those studies, results were in favor of OC-Sensor.6, 8, 9 Since then, the FOB-Gold testing 
tube has been modified to facilitate opening the tube and to lower the number of non-
analyzable tests due to a loss of buffer.8

We recently showed that the accuracy in detecting advanced neoplasia (AN) is comparable 
for OC-Sensor and FOB-Gold.13 To facilitate further informed decision making about the 
choice of FIT in population-based screening programs, additional evidence on other 
aspects of FIT that could influence screening effectiveness, such as ease of use and 
participation, is needed. At request of the Dutch minister of Health, we performed a large 
cohort study in which screening invitees were asked to complete both OC-sensor and 
FOB-Gold and assess ease of use and preference of FIT brand by questionnaire. In parallel, 
a randomized trial compared participation rates and the proportions of non-analyzable 
tests between OC-sensor and FOB-Gold.
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metHoDs

Study population
This study was embedded within the Dutch CRC screening program between May 2016 
and March 2017. The Dutch CRC screening program started in 2014. It gradually invites 
55 to 75-year old individuals for biennial FIT screening with the FOB-Gold test. Details 
have been described previously.14 The target population for our study consisted of all 
individuals in the South-West region of The Netherlands that that were eligible for first-
round screening in 2016. They were aged 59, 61, 63, 71 and 75. Exclusion criteria were 
identical to those in the Dutch CRC screening program: those with either a life expectancy 
of less than five years, a past proctocolectomy, current treatment for CRC and a history 
of inflammatory bowel disease, were not invited for colonoscopy at consultation after a 
positive FIT.15 Organization and procedures were according to the Dutch CRC screening 
quality guidelines.16

Study design
We conducted a paired cohort study, in which invitees received two FITs (FOB-Gold and 
OC-Sensor) and a randomized trial, in which invitees received only one FIT, either FOB-
Gold or OC-Sensor. To select invitees for both trials, random samples were taken from the 
same target population using a computer-generated algorithm (SPSS, IBM, version 23). 
Individuals selected for the randomized trial were not invited for the paired cohort study, 
and vice versa.

In the paired cohort study, invitees were instructed to sample each FIT from the same 
bowel movement. In the randomized trial, invitees received either a FOB-Gold or an 
OC-Sensor. All FITs were sent to the invitees with postal mail. This invitation package 
additionally included detailed sampling instructions for each test, as prescribed by the 
specific manufacturer, and an informed consent form. Invitees were asked to complete the 
consent and to fill in the stool sampling date.

Invitees for the paired cohort study additionally received a questionnaire about the ease 
of use for the two FITs (Supplementary Material 1). The questionnaire included seven 
factual questions focused on: 1. clarity of instructions on how to open the test, 2. ease of 
opening the test, 3. ease of using the stick, 4. ease of replacing the stick in the tube, 5. ease 
of closing the tube with the cap, 6. clarity of the sampling instructions and 7. the preferred 
test. Question 1-6 could be answered on a five-point scale, anchored at “1. Totally agree” 
to “5. Totally disagree”. Question 7 invited a preference for either the “round test” (FOB-
Gold), the “flat test” (OC-Sensor) or “no preference”. In addition, we invited participants 
to clarify any reasons for their preference. A copy of the questionnaire is included in the 
supplementary material.
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Consenting invitees were asked to return the FIT(s) and the consent form within three 
days after stool sampling to a specialized laboratory for analysis in a study specific sealed 
and pre-paid envelope. Invitees in the paired cohort study were asked to additionally 
return the questionnaire in the same envelope. Returned FITs and informed consent forms 
were checked by specialized laboratory staff. Questionnaires were scanned electronically; 
results were automatically uploaded to a database.

Characteristics of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor tests
FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor have similar mechanisms for detecting blood in feces, based on 
antibodies to human globin. The difference in sampling tubes is illustrated in Figure 1.3 
The FOB-Gold is a round tube, containing 1.7 ml preservative buffer, with a wide opening 
and two screw caps at each end of the tube, one green cap to which the collection probe 
(stick) is attached and one transparent cap that is used for analysis in the laboratory. The 
probe ends in a serrated tip that should be inserted in the stool sample at four different 
places and replaced in the tube. The OC-Sensor is a flat tube, containing 2.0 ml preservative 
buffer, with a narrow opening and one green ‘clicking’ cap. The collection probe is attached 
to the cap, has a serrated tip and should be scraped through the stool sample in four 
different areas. After replacing the probe in the tube and closing the cap, participants are 
instructed to sway the tube to assure that the sample is fully suspended in the buffer.

Statistical analysis
Excluded from paired analysis were participants with incomplete tests: one or two non-
analyzable tests (due to fecal overload, loss of 2/3 or more of the total buffer volume 
both from visual assess by laboratory staff and by automatic system), missing barcode 
or another technical problem) and participants with an unreliable test result (in case the 
return date was more than six days after sampling or if the sampling date was missing).13 
Differences between FITs in terms of ease of use were compared in the paired cohort 
study using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test statistic. To evaluate the existence of subgroup 
differences (sex, age or socioeconomic status) in the preference for either FOB-Gold, OC-
Sensor, or neither, and to show the magnitude of any such differences we compared their 
reported FIT preference using chi-square statistics.

For each arm of the randomized trial, the participation rate was calculated by dividing the 
number of participants returning the FIT by the total number of invitees. We calculated 
an absolute and a relative difference in participation rate between FOB-Gold and OC-
Sensor with corresponding 95% confidence intervals. We hypothesized there would be 
no substantial difference in participation rate between FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor, the 
test previously used in the Dutch pilot screening program. In testing this, we used a 5% 
non-inferiority margin. Proportions of non-analyzable tests were also assessed in the 
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randomized trial and compared using a chi-square test. Non-analyzability could be due 
to an unreadable barcode, a broken tube, missing buffer, a too large sample or too small 
sample, a missing sample or another reason that made analysis technically impossible.

For subgroup analyses, participants were categorized into two age groups: 55-64 years 
and 65-75 years, because the selected screening invitees in 2016 consisted of five specific 
birth years. Socioeconomic status was assessed by the area social status score (combining 
education, income and employment status) developed by the Netherlands Institute of 
Social Research17, and grouped into quintiles, with 1 being the highest status and 5 being 
the lowest. In all tests except the non-inferiority test for participation, two-sided p-values 
of 0.05 were considered significant. For participation, a one-sided 0.025 significance level 
was used.

Sample size calculations
The sample size for the paired trial was guided by the aim to evaluate differences in 
diagnostic yield, relative sensitivity, and relative specificity, as reported in detail elsewhere.13

Figure 1 FOB-Gold (left) and OC-Sensor (right) fecal immunochemical test

Modified from Schreuders et al. 2016 3
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In the randomized trial, our objective was to yield estimates of the relative participation 
rate of both FITs in CRC screening with sufficient precision to allow national decision 
making on purchasing and implementing one of both tests. We assumed that 50% of 
invitees would participate in the randomized trial. Assuming no difference in participation 
between the two FITs, 2019 individuals were required in each arm of the randomized trial 
to have 90% power in excluding an absolute difference of 5% or more in participation, 
using a significance level of 0.025.

Ethical approval
The study protocol was evaluated by the Dutch National Health Council and approved 
by the Minister of Health (Population Screening Act; no. 769500-135716-PG; date 4 June 
2015) and registered before its initiation at the Dutch Trial Registry as trail no. NTR5874.

resULts

Study participants
The study flow is summarized in Figure 2. Baseline characteristics of participants in the 
paired cohort study and the randomized trial are described in Table 1. Half of the participants 
were male and median age was 60 (IQR 59-61). There were significant differences between 
participants in the randomized trial and the paired cohort. The latter consisted of more 
elderly participants, and more participants with a higher socioeconomic status (p<0.001). 
There were no differences in between the two arms of the randomized trial.

Ease of use
Of 42,179 individuals invited to the paired cohort study, 21,078 participated and returned 
two completed FITs, of which 20,727 (98%) also returned the questionnaire (Figure 2). 
Reported answers on ease of use are shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.

Significant but small differences were found for almost all aspects of ease of use, in favor 
of FOB-Gold, except for the clarity of instructions for opening the test (p=0.34). The largest 
difference was found for replacing the stick in the tube, with 94% of participants ‘totally 
agreeing’ or ‘agreeing’ this was easy with FOB-Gold versus 79% indicating the same for 
OC-Sensor, resulting in an absolute difference of 15%. A difference of 5% was found for 
ease of closing the test with the cap: 98% said this was easy (‘totally agree’ and ‘agree’) 
for FOB-Gold compared to 93% for OC-Sensor. Smaller and sometimes tiny differences 
were observed for the other domains: ease of using the stick, ease of opening the test and 
clarity of the sampling instructions.
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Figure 2 Flow of participants in the paired cohort study and in the randomized controlled trial.

Table 1 Baseline characteristics per study arm

Paired cohort p-value** RCT

Total
n=20,727

FOB-Gold
n=936

OC-Sensor
n=940

Male sex, n (%)
Female sex, n (%)

10,425 (50%)
10,302 (50%)

1.0 475 (51%)
461 (49%)

472 (50%)
468 (50%)

Age in years median (IQR)* 60 (58-62) 60 (59-61) 60 (59-61)

55-64, n (%) 17,031 (82%) <0.001 848 (91%) 841 (89%)

65-75, n (%) 3696 (18%) 88 (9%) 99 (11%) 

SES, n (%) <0.001

Very high 4152 (20%) 46 (5%) 49 (5%) 

High 4570 (22%) 117 (13%) 122 (13%) 

Average 3819 (19%) 209 (22%) 217 (23%) 

Low 4845 (23%) 376 (40%) 374 (40%) 

Very low 3294 (16%) 181 (19%) 176 (19%) 

Missing 47 (<1%) 7 (1%) 2 (<1%) 

*Age at time of fecal immunochemical test (FIT) invitation
** Difference between study group in RCT and paired cohort
IQR: interquartile range; SES: socioeconomic status; RCT: randomised controlled trial
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Table 2 Responses per aspect of ease of use for FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor

FOB-Gold OC-Sensor p-value*

‘It was clear how to open the test’ n=17,821 n=17,710 0.34

Totally agree 13,731 (77.0%) 13,524 (76.4%)

Agree 3552 (19.9%) 3673 (20.7%)  

Neutral 362 (2.0%) 395 (2.2%)  

Disagree 146 (0.8%) 92 (0.5%)  

Totally disagree 40 (0.2%) 26 (0.1%)  

 ‘It was easy to open the test’ n=17,794 n=17,688 <0.001

Totally agree 13,927 (78.3%) 12,896 (72.9%)

Agree 3518 (19.8%) 4086 (23.1%)  

Neutral 275 (1.5%) 509 (2.9%)  

Disagree 55 (0.3%) 171 (1.0%)  

Totally disagree 19 (0.1%) 26 (0.1%)  

‘It was easy to use the test with the stick’ n=17,760 n=17,644 <0.001

Totally agree 12,567 (70.8%) 11,298 (64.0%)

Agree 4460 (25.1%) 4912 (27.8%)  

Neutral 600 (3.4%) 1,032 (5.8%)  

Disagree 110 (0.6%) 359 (2.0%)  

Totally disagree 23 (0.1%) 43 (0.2%)  

‘It was easy to replace the stick in the tube’ n=17,783 n=17,681 <0.001

Totally agree 11,587 (65.2%) 8648 (48.9%)

Agree 5084 (28.6%) 5392 (30.5%)  

Neutral 843 (4.7%) 1957 (11.1%)  

Disagree 236 (1.3%) 1520 (8.6%)  

Totally disagree 33 (0.2%) 164 (0.9%)  

‘It was easy to close the test with the cap’ n=17,787 n=17,684 <0.001

Totally agree 13,095 (73.6%) 11,563 (65.4%)

Agree 4304 (24.2%) 4907 (27.7%)  

Neutral 334 (1.9%) 841 (4.8%)  

Disagree 42 (0.2%) 330 (1.9%)  

Totally disagree 12 (0.1%) 43 (0.2%)  

‘Sampling instructions were clear’ n=17,755 n=17,652 <0.001

Totally agree 12,248 (69.0%) 12,036 (68.2%)

Agree 4749 (26.7%) 4787 (27.1%)  

Neutral 607 (3.4%) 641 (3.6%)  

Disagree 120 (0.7%) 148 (0.8%)  

Totally disagree 31 (0.2%) 40 (0.2%)  

* p-values based on Chi-square test statistics
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Preferred FIT
Most participants (59%) did not have a clear preference for either FIT brand, of those with a 
preference, more participants preferred FOB-Gold (36%) than OC-Sensor (5%) (p <0.001%; 
Table 3). Males preferred FOB-Gold slightly more often than females (37% versus 35%) and 
females preferred OC-Sensor more often (5.7% versus 4.5%) (p<0.001). Participants over 
65 years of age were more frequently indifferent compared to younger participants (67% 
versus 57%; p<0.001), as were participants with a lower socioeconomic status, compared 
to those with a higher status (p<0.001).

Figure 3 Responses per aspect of ease of use for FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor
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Of the 6268 participants who preferred FOB-Gold, 1086 (17%) reported a reason for their 
preference. The most frequently reported reason was the wider opening of the tube, which 
made it easier to replace the sampling probe. In addition, the screw-cap was considered 
easier to open and easier and close. Taking a sample by sticking the probe in the stool, as 
with FOB-Gold, was reported easier than scraping, as prescribed for OC-Sensor. Moreover, 
some respondents indicated that less feces was sticking to the probe, making it easier to 
sample the right volume. The grip of the FOB-Gold was also frequently appreciated.

Of the 881 participants that preferred OC-Sensor 175 (20%) provided a reason for their 
preference. Some aspects of preference for OC-Sensor were similar to those reported for 
FOB-Gold, although in smaller proportions, for example the grip and easy closing of the 
cap. Especially appreciated in OC-Sensor was its single cap that avoids any confusion on 
which cap to open and prevents the loss of buffer. Its flat shape was also preferred to 
prevent the test from rolling away before and after sampling.

Participation
In the randomized trial, 936 out of 1923 invitees allocated to receive an FOB-Gold 
participated (48.7%) versus 940 out of 1923 (48.9%) allocated to OC-Sensor (RR = 1.00; 95% 
CI: 0.93 to 1.06) (Figure 2). The absolute difference was -0.2% (95% CI: -3.4% to 3.0%). The 
null hypothesis of a difference of 5% or more was rejected, demonstrating that FOB-Gold 
was non-inferior to OC-Sensor in terms of participation rate (p=0.001).

Table 3 Preferred FIT brand as reported by participants, stratified by sex, age and socioeconomic status

Total
n=17,333

FOB-Gold
n=6268 (36%)

OC-Sensor
n=881 (5%)

No preference
n=10,184 (59%)

p-value

Sex n=17,333 <0.001

- Males 8785 3244 (37%) 391 (4%) 5150 (59%)

- Females 8548 3024 (35%) 490 (6%) 5043 (59%)

Age* n=17,333 <0.001

- 55-64 14,365 5408 (38%) 761 (5%) 8196 (57%)

- 65-75 2968 860 (29%) 120 (4%) 1988(67%)

SES n= 17,295

- Very high 3556 1345 (38%) 210 (6%) 2001 (56%) <0.001

- High 3862 1466 (38%) 182 (5%) 2214 (57%)

- Average 3225 1167 (36%) 166 (5%) 1892 (59%)

- Low 3990 1364 (34%) 202 (5%) 2424 (61%)

- Very low 2662 912 (34%) 120 (5%) 1630 (61%)

FIT: fecal immunochemical test; SES: socioeconomic status
*Age at FIT invitation
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Non-analyzability
One out of 936 FOB-Gold tests (0.1%) could not be analyzed versus four out of 940 OC-
Sensor tests (0.4%; p= 0.18).

DiscUssioN

This study found small, but statistically significant, differences in ease of use in favor of 
FOB-Gold compared with OC-Sensor. FOB-Gold was more often preferred than OC-Sensor, 
but most participants did not express a clear preference for either FIT. Despite these 
differences, our randomized trial showed that participation in the Dutch population based 
CRC screening program was not influenced by the type of FIT offered with the invitation 
sent by postal mail.

This study was conducted within the logistics of the Dutch CRC screening program and 
included a large and representative sample of the screening population. Because the 
study population was screening-naive, their expressed preferences were not influenced 
by a previous experience with one of the tests. With the large study group, we had enough 
power to detect small differences in preferred aspects of use. Nevertheless, some limitations 
have also to be acknowledged. Due to a limited number of screening-naive individuals in 
our study population in 2016, fewer were invited in each arm of the randomized controlled 
trial than we anticipated in our sample size calculations (1923 instead of 2019). Despite this 
failure to reach the targeted number, we could reject inferiority of FOB-Gold in terms of 
participation. Ease of use and preferences were evaluated in a large study with paired design 
and the effects on participation in a randomized trial, in which invitees were randomly 
allocated to one of both tests. These were two different groups, but both groups were 
randomly selected from the same target screening population, facilitating generalizability. 
Participants in our paired cohort, in which ease of use was assessed, were somewhat older 
and more had a higher socioeconomic status than in the randomized trial. Since the two 
arms in the randomized trial were balanced, we feel confident to conclude that any of the 
differences in ease of use have not affected participation. Our questionnaire had been 
tested in a previous study 18, but was not validated for this comparative evaluation. We do 
not expect any selection bias in the responding participants because the participation rate 
in the paired cohort was similar to that in the RCT, and 98% of participants also returned 
the questionnaire. The specific aim of this study was to compare FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor 
because these FITs were implemented in the Dutch CRC screening programme. Although 
these FIT brands are among all available FITs widely used ones, our results cannot be 
generalized to possible differences between other FIT-brands. Although our screening 
naive study population had no experience with one of the FITs, we cannot exclude that 
participant’s responses might have been influenced by the fact that FOB-Gold is the test 
that is currently used in the national Dutch screening program.
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The ease of use was appreciated differently for each FIT for almost all aspects, favoring FOB-
Gold. Most differences were small and might be considered clinically irrelevant, though 
the higher reported ease of replacing the sampled probe into the FOB-Gold tube was 
evident. Earlier studies comparing FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor, did not rely on a survey with 
paired design to assess ease of use, but instead evaluated the number of non-analyzable 
tests and found higher error rates for FOB-Gold.6, 8, 9 We found very few non-analyzable 
tests, and no difference in proportions by FIT. The main reasons for non-analyzability of 
FOB-Gold in former studies were fecal overload8, wrong opening of the tube and loss of 
buffer 9 or ‘incorrect sample manipulation’6. In our study the only non-analyzable FOB-
Gold tube was missing its buffer, despite adaptations of the FOB-Gold’s caps, designed to 
avoid opening of the wrong side of the tube.

Combining analyzability and appreciated ease of use, suggestions for optimal test 
design can be derived. Loss of buffer with FOB-Gold is probably due to the presence of 
two caps, one at each end of tube; this was reported to be more impractical by some of 
the participants. The wide opening of the FOB-Gold tube is appreciated but may lead, in 
rare cases, to over-sampling. On the other hand, a small opening in OC-Sensor can lead 
to under-sampling and appears to be less well appreciated in our study. Considering 
the other reported evaluations of participants on FIT shape, sampling instruction, cap 
opening and closure of these two FITs, the ultimate design could be envisioned. An ideal 
FIT would then be square shaped, have a wide opening, one screw cap, and sampling is 
instructed by sticking the probe in the stool. Possibly, the ideal FIT would positively affect 
the proportion of analyzable FITs.

It is known that participation in CRC screening is generally lower for persons with lower 
socioeconomic status and for ethnic minorities, while CRC incidence and mortality are 
higher in these groups.19-21 To avoid any increase in health inequities within the population 
through screening, any difference in FITs that influences participation by socioeconomic 
or ethnic subgroup is of relevance. Our results show differences in preferences between 
subgroups by sex, age and socioeconomic status, but these were small and inconsequential 
for the screening uptake rate. Hence, we would currently not endorse using different 
tests for different sexes, ages or socioeconomic status. Our results are however based 
on the preferences of those participating in screening and did not include information 
on participant’s ethnic background. Evidence on culturally, ethnically or racially related 
barriers to engage in FOBT- screening is limited, but a disgust of stool handling was 
included in the top five barriers in an ethnically and racial diverse population.22 Although 
future study initiatives that specifically address culturally or ethnically derived barriers to 
engage in FIT screening could be valuable to optimize CRC screening participation, we do 
however not expect big differences in preference between FITs for different ethnic groups.
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The absence of a difference in participation rate for OC-Sensor or FOB-Gold within an 
organized CRC screening program confirms the results of a previous study in the pilot 
program in the Netherlands, in which the uptake was 63% with both tests.8 At time of 
the pilot program, no alternative screening option existed in the Netherlands, while 
invitees in our study had the option to participate in the national screening without 
participating in this study. This probably explains a slightly lower participation rate in our 
evaluation compared with the former study. Other studies have shown significant though 
small differences in favor of OC-Sensor: 59% compared with 62%6 and 45% versus 47%.9 
Whether participation rates in successive screening rounds is influenced by the FIT that 
was distributed in the first round is not yet known, but may be relevant for the evaluation 
of ongoing screening programs.

Continuous evaluation of new strategies to optimize screening program effectiveness and 
reduce possible harms is crucial to guarantee screening quality, and should be performed 
on a routine basis.23 The absence of a difference in participation rates between FOB-Gold 
and OC-Sensor in this study, despite a preference for one particular test in a minority of 
participants and differences in reported ease of use, shows that these small differences 
do not affect the willingness to engage in CRC screening. This result, in combination with 
the evidence that both FITs have an equivalent accuracy to detect AN 13, implies that other 
considerations can guide the selection of a test in population-based screening programs 
for CRC. Cost-effectiveness analyses, efficiency in logistics and efficiency in laboratory 
analyses are other considerations that should be taken into account.
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ABstrAct

Background
Faecal immunochemical tests (FITs) are recommended for colorectal cancer screening. 
Two frequently used FIT methods (FOB-Gold, Sentinel Diagnostics, Milan, Italy and OC-
Sensor, Eiken Chemical, Tokyo, Japan) perform similarly in detecting advanced neoplasia 
(ie, colorectal cancer and advanced adenoma) at a fixed positivity cutoff for haemoglobin 
concentration. It is unclear whether the performance of the two methods is comparable 
at other thresholds. We compared the accuracy of the two assays in detecting advanced 
neoplasia across various thresholds.

Methods
In a cross-sectional study in the Dutch national screening programme, individuals who 
were screening naïve (age 55-75 years) living in the southwest region of the Netherlands 
were invited to use two different FIT assays on the same bowel movement. Eligible 
participants were randomly selected from municipal registers. Participants were referred 
for colonoscopy if either FIT assay result met the predefined positivity threshold (≥15 
µg haemoglobin per g faeces). We compared the respective distributions of reported 
hemoglobin concentration and positivity rates with various FIT positivity thresholds. The 
performance of each FIT for identifying advanced neoplasia at colonoscopy in FIT-positive 
assays was compared with the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Results
21,078 (50.0%) of 42,179 invitees completed both FIT assays. The distribution of 
haemoglobin concentrations differed significantly between the two FITs (p<0.0001), with 
higher positivity rates for OC-Sensor at FIT thresholds of 5 and 10 µg haemoglobin per g 
faeces, similar positivity rates at 15 and 20 µg haemoglobin per g faeces, and higher rates 
for FOB-Gold at FIT thresholds of 25-150 µg haemoglobin per g faeces. 2046 (9.7%) of 
21,078 participants had at least one FIT assay that was positive and of these, 1724 (84.3%) 
attended colonoscopy. The accuracy of results in individuals undergoing colonoscopy 
did not significantly differ between the FITs, with an area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve of 0.675 (95% CI: 0.649 to 0.702) for FOB-Gold and 0.686 (95% CI: 0.661 
to 0.712) for OC-Sensor (p=0.40). At identical positivity rates, the positive predictive value 
of the two FIT assays was similar (difference varying from 0.5% [95% CI -2.6 to 3.7] at a 
positivity rate of 3.5% to 2.4% [-2.5 to 7.3] at a positivity rate of 2.0%).

Conclusion
The two widely used FITs have significantly different distributions of reported hemoglobin 
concentration and yield different positivity rates at equal thresholds. However, they perform 
similarly in detecting advanced neoplasia at a preset positivity rate. When implementing 
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either FIT in a screening programme, the desired positivity rate that identifies participants 
to be referred for colonoscopy should first be set, guided by available resources and 
feasibility.

Funding
The Netherlands Organization for Health Research and Development (ZonMw, nr 
200350001).
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iNtroDUctioN

Faecal immunochemical tests (FITs) are the recommended non-invasive test of choice 
for population-based colorectal cancer screening in Europe.1, 2 Compared with the 
guaiac faecal occult blood test, FITs have a higher sensitivity in detecting colorectal 
cancer and advanced adenoma (ie, advanced neoplasia), especially at low haemoglobin 
concentrations, and provides a quantitative measurement of the faecal haemoglobin 
concentration.2, 3 The quantitative measurement enables screening programmes to 
choose a positivity threshold that balances a high diagnostic yield (minimising the number 
of false-negative FIT results) while limiting the proportion of negative colonoscopies 
(minimising the number of false-positive FIT results), taking resource constraints, capacity, 
and costs into account.4

At least four quantitative FIT assays are now available for colorectal cancer screening 
and evidence for their diagnostic performance is increasing.5 A large paired comparative 
study showed that two of the most widely used FITs, FOB Gold (Sentinel Diagnostics, 
Milan, Italy) and OC-Sensor (Eiken Chemical, Tokyo, Japan), had a similar yield in detecting 
advanced neoplasia at a fixed threshold of 15µg hemoglobin per g faeces.6 It remains 
unknown whether this equivalence in yield extends to other positivity thresholds. This 
information could be useful to enable the appropriate FIT threshold to be adopted in a 
screening programme that uses a different positivity threshold than previously studied, or 
in screening programmes in which a different threshold is considered.

In a previous trial (n=12 054), in which participants were randomly allocated to either a 
FOB-Gold or an OC-Sensor test, different positivity rates for the two tests were found at a 
threshold of 10 µg haemoglobin per g faeces. However, positive predictive values for the 
detection of advanced neoplasia were similar when the FITs were compared at identical 
positivity rates.7 We aimed to evaluate this finding in a substantially larger study with a 
paired design, and to explain the probable reasons for differences in positivity rates. We 
compared the full haemoglobin distributions of the two FIT assays, the positivity rates 
at equal thresholds, the performance in detecting advanced neoplasia, and the positive 
predictive values at identical positivity rates.

metHoDs

Study population and design
This large, cross-sectional, cohort study was done between May 10, 2016 and March 1, 
2017 within the Dutch national colorectal cancer screening programme. Our study was 
designed to compare the diagnostic yield of advanced neoplasia in two FIT assays at a 
fixed faecal haemoglobin concentration threshold. The structure of the Dutch national 
colorectal cancer screening programme and the design of this study have previously been 
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described in detail.6, 8 In short, a random selection was made of screening naive individuals, 
eligible for screening (aged 55 to 75 years) in 2016 and living in the southwest region of 
the Netherlands including the provinces of Zuid-Holland and Zeeland. Individuals were 
eligible based on their home address and age. The random selection was made with use of 
a computer run algorithm (SPSS version 23). All selected individuals were sent an invitation, 
a consent form and two FIT assays (FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor) by post. Invitees were asked 
to provide a sample for both FIT assays in the same bowel movement. Participants sent 
the used FITs and the consent form, including sampling date, to one accredited centralized 
laboratory (Starlab-MDC, Rotterdam,

Netherlands) in a sealed pre-paid envelope. The study was approved by the Dutch National 
Health Council (Population Screening Act; publication no. 2015/09) and registered in the 
Dutch Trial Registry (NTR5874). All study participants gave written informed consent.

Procedures
The FOB-Gold tests were measured using a Bio Majesty JCA-BM6010/C analyser and the OC-
Sensor tests by the OC-Sensor Diana analyser. Details of the analysis have been previously 
described.6 Quantitative results for both tests were provided in ng haemoglobin per mL 
buffer and converted into µg haemoglobin per g of faeces for the purpose of this study.9 
All OC-Sensor FIT concentrations greater than 200 µg haemoglobin per g faeces were 
reported as more than 200 µg haemoglobin per g faeces, but FOB-Gold FIT concentrations 
were reported without an upper limit.

Participants were informed about their FIT results (negative or positive) by post and 
were invited for a precolonoscopy interview if either of both of the FIT concentrations 
exceeded the preset positivity threshold of 15 µg haemoglobin per g faeces. During the 
precolonoscopy interview, participants were excluded from colonoscopy if they had a life 
expectancy of 5 years or less, a proctocolectomy in the past, were under current treatment 
for colorectal cancer, had a history of inflammatory bowel disease, or had undergone a 
complete colonoscopy in the past 5 years.10

Colonoscopies were done in one of the population screening certified colonoscopy centers 
by accredited endoscopists who do at least 200 colonoscopies a year with an adenoma 
detection rate of 30% or more. All endoscopically identified lesions were reported using 
an automated structured colonoscopy reporting system. Removed lesions were sent for 
pathology review in separate containers.11 Adenomas of 10 mm or more, with 25% or more 
villous component, or high-grade dysplasia, or a combination, were defined as advanced 
adenoma. Advanced neoplasia was defined as advanced adenoma or colorectal cancer. 
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Each participant was classified according to the most advanced lesion detected. Logistics 
were done in accordance with the Dutch colorectal cancer screening quality guidelines.8

Statistical analysis
Socioeconomic status was assessed with the Dutch area social status score and was 
grouped into quintiles. These scores are a composite measure, including education, income 
and employment status developed by the Netherlands Institute of Social Research.12 
Participation rate was calculated as the number of participants who returned at least one 
FIT relative to the number of invitees. Not included in this paired analysis were participants 
who returned one or two FITs that were not analysable (due to faecal overload, buffer 
loss, missing barcode or another technical problem), who had one or two unreliable test 
results (if the return date was more than 6 days after sampling or if the sampling date was 
missing), or participants in whom one test was missing.

The reported faecal haemoglobin concentration of each FIT assay was reflected in a 
cumulative distribution function. We evaluated the difference between the two curves 
with a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic, using a permutation test to calculate 
the p value while accounting for the paired nature of the data.13

To further evaluate the positivity rates of each FIT at different thresholds, the reported 
haemoglobin concentrations were examined with use of potential thresholds with 5 µg 
haemoglobin per g faeces increments (5, 10, 15, and so on, up to 150 µg haemoglobin per 
g faeces). Positivity rates were calculated by dividing the number of positive tests by the 
total number of participants who completed two tests. Absolute differences in positivity 
rate between FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor were calculated with corresponding 95% CIs using 
a Wald interval with Bonett-Price adjustment.14

The performance of the two FITs in detecting advanced neoplasia was evaluated in all 
participants who attended colonoscopy after one or two positive FIT results by calculating 
the area under the under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). We compared 
the AUC using the method of DeLong and collegues.15

The positive predictive value was defined as the proportion of participants with a positive 
FIT result in whom advanced neoplasia was identified at colonoscopy. Absolute differences 
in positive predictive values between FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor were also compared at 
equal positivity rates (2-6%); 95% CIs were calculated with use of a Wald interval with 
Bonett-Price adjustment. Calculated p values were two-sided and differences were 
considered significant if p values were less than 0.05. The study sample size was based on 
the comparison of the diagnostic yield for the two FITs, the initial objective of the study.6 
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SPSS (version 23) was used for statistical analyses, except for the permutation test, which 
was run in R (version 3.5.1).

Role of funding source
The Netherlands Organization for Health Research and Development of the Dutch Ministry 
of Health (ZonMw) funded this study but was not involved in the study design; in the 
data collection, analysis, and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; or in the 
decision to submit the paper for publication. CMdK, EW, IL-V, PMB and ED had access to the 
raw data and ED had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

resULts

Study participants
Of 42,179 invitees, 22,064 (52.3%) participated in the study and 21,078 (50.0%) completed 
both FITs (Figure 1). The 986 (4.5%) participants with incomplete FIT results had either 
returned only one test (n=702), one or two non-analysable tests (n=54), had one or two 
unreliable test results (n=260); some participants also had a combination of these (n=30), 
and were excluded from the paired analyses. The proportion of participants with complete 
tests was equal between women and men (10,489 [49.8%] vs 10,589 [50.2%]). The median 
age of participants was 60 years (IQR 58 to 62) and socioeconomic status was classified as 
very low in 15.9%, low in 23.3%, average in 18.4%, high in 22.1%, very high in 20.0% and 
missing in 0.2% of the participants.

Distributions of Hb concentrations
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distributions of reported haemoglobin concentration for 
FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor, including the FIT results of all 21,078 participants that completed 
two tests. The two distributions differed significantly (p<0.0001), with the difference most 
marked at lower concentrations. In 18,438 (87.5%) of the FOB-Gold tests, no haemoglobin 
was detected, resulting in a median haemoglobin concentration of 0.0 µg haemoglobin 
per g faeces (IQR 0.0 to 0.0). With the OC-sensor test, 8070 (38.3%) test results reporting 
0.0 µg haemoglobin per g faeces with a median haemoglobin concentration of 0.5 
µg haemoglobin per g faeces (IQR 0.0 to 2.2). The maximum reported haemoglobin 
concentration with FOB-Gold was 285 µg haemoglobin per g faeces. OC-Sensor test 
results were capped at 200 µg haemoglobin per g faeces; 282 participants (1.3%) had an 
OC-Sensor test result exceeding this cap.

Positivity rates of both FIT at potential thresholds
As a direct consequence of the difference in haemoglobin distribution, positivity rates at 
each threshold was different for FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor (Figure 3, Supplementary Table 
1). The positivity rate of FOB-Gold was 4.8% lower than that of OC-Sensor at a haemoglobin 
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concentration threshold of 5 µg haemoglobin per g faeces (95%CI: -5.2% to -4.4% ) and 
0.9% lower at threshold of 10 µg haemoglobin per g faeces (95%CI: -1.2% to -0.6% ). Similar 
positivity rates were found at thresholds of 15 µg haemoglobin per g faeces (difference 
-0.3%; 95%CI: -0.5% to 0.0%) and 20 µg haemoglobin per g faeces (0.2%; 95%CI: -0.1% to 
0.4%). A higher positivity rate of FOB-Gold than OC-Sensor was found at thresholds 25 µg 
haemoglobin per g faeces (0.4%; 95%CI: 0.2% to 0.7%) up to 150 µg haemoglobin per g 
faeces (0.8%; 95%CI: 0.6% to 0.9%; Figure 3).

Performance of both FIT in detecting advanced neoplasia at equal positivity rates
2046 (9.7%) of 21,078 participants had at least one positive FIT, of whom 1724 (84.3%) 
attended colonoscopy. Discrimination in participants with one or two true-positive FIT 
results (at 15 µg haemoglobin per g faeces) was not significantly different for FOB-Gold 
and OC-Sensor with an AUC of 0.675 (95%CI: 0.649 to 0.702) for FOB-Gold and 0.686 
(95%CI: 0.661 to 0.712) for OC-Sensor (p=0.40; Figure 4). This finding is reflected in the 
similar positive predictive value to detect advanced neoplasia at equal positivity rates for 
both FIT assays (Figure 5, Supplementary Table 2). The difference in positive predictive 
value between FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor varied from 0.5% (95%CI: -2.6% to 3.7%) at a 

Figure 1 Study profile
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positivity rate of 3.5%, to a maximum difference of 2.4% at a positivity rate of 2.0% (95%CI: 
-2.5% to 7.3%).

Figure 2 Cumulative distributions of reported haemoglobin concentrations with FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor

Figure 3 Positivity rates of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor at potential thresholds
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DiscUssioN

We compared reported haemoglobin concentrations with two FITs in over 20,000 
participants undergoing colorectal cancer screening who completed both tests in the 
same bowel movement. Although the haemoglobin concentrations and related positivity 
rates per haemoglobin threshold within paired samples of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor tests 
differed, their capacity to identify participants with advanced neoplasia at colonoscopy 
was similar when compared at identical positivity rates. This finding implies that FOB-Gold 
and OC-Sensor are equally accurate in the detection of advanced neoplasia in organised 
colorectal cancer screening, if the haemoglobin positivity threshold is standardised to 
yield the same positivity rate.

When interpreting our results, some limitations have to be considered. Because we did not 
have informed consent for invitees who did not participate in the study, no demographic 
data were available for these individuals. Participants with two FIT results of less than 15 µg 
haemoglobin per g faeces were not invited for colonoscopy, so we could not evaluate the 
false negative rates and the discriminatory performance of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor in the 
total study group. We could not calculate estimates of sensitivity and specificity and our 
estimates of AUC do not reflect the full accuracy of the two tests. About half of the invitees 
agreed to participate and to complete two tests in this study. This participation is lower 
than the participation rate of 73% in the national programme, with one test.8 Although the 

Figure 4 Accuracy of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor in detecting advanced neoplasia at colonoscopy
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study group represents an unselected sample of the intended use population, we cannot 
exclude selection bias. However, this bias is unlikely to influence our results regarding the 
comparative performance of the two tests. Although this investigation was a large, paired 
study, producing valid comparisons, the nature of the Dutch FIT-based colorectal cancer 
screening programme is such that the positivity rates and predictive values reported 
here are not unconditionally applicable to other screening settings, populations, and 
individuals who are not screening naïve. We are aware that manufacturers might adjust 
their products in the future, which could affect the transferability of our results over time.16

This study found a significant difference in reported haemoglobin concentration between 
two types of FIT, even though participants were requested to sample the two FITs on the 
same day and in the same bowel movement. The exact reasons for this difference are 

Figure 5 Positive predictive value for advanced neoplasia at fixed positivity rates for FOB-Gold and OC-
Sensor
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not entirely clear. A different method of FIT analysis and calibration, a different buffer 
composition, antibody specificity, or the settings of the analyser, such as maximum 
concentration reported (maximal 200 µg haemoglobin per g faeces for OC-Sensor and 
no maximum for FOB-Gold), might have affected the precise differences in haemoglobin 
distributions. These differences and the fact that the precision of FIT is limited at low 
haemoglobin concentrations could also explain the wider range of haemoglobin 
concentrations in the lower limits of OC-Sensor in contrast to FOB-Gold. The limit of 
detection for FOB-Gold is reported by the manufacturer to be 15 ng haemoglobin per 
mL buffer (approximately 2.5 µg haemoglobin per g faeces) versus 20 ng haemoglobin 
per mL buffer (approximately 4 µg haemoglobin per g faeces) for OC-Sensor.2 As recently 
discussed by Fraser and collegues, statements about the accuracy of FITs at low faecal 
haemoglobin concentrations should therefore be interpreted with caution, as well as 
statements based on very detailed FIT haemoglobin concentration results.17

The difference in haemoglobin concentrations between FITs could also be attributed to the 
different sampling devices and techniques of the FIT. As instructed by the manufacturer, 
the FOB-Gold probe should be inserted into the faeces at four different places, whereas 
the OC-sensor should be scraped through the faeces. Blood, if present, is usually not 
evenly distributed through the faeces, which might influence the amount of haemoglobin 
measured by each FIT. Therefore, differences in haemoglobin distribution and positivity 
rate are also probable if two of the same FIT assays are used to sample the same faces 
sample.

The selected positivity rate varies across countries and even across screening regions, 
typically aiming at a high diagnostic yield while limiting the proportion of negative 
colonoscopies, and taking resource constraints, capacity, and costs into account.18 Several 
studies have evaluated FIT positivity thresholds and reported on the corresponding 
positivity rate for in different screening programmes. In the USA, 20 µg haemoglobin per 
g faeces is mostly used; 19 in France 20-30 µg haemoglobin per g faeces was selected; 
20 in Germany the selected threshold ranges between 9 and 25 µg haemoglobin per g 
faeces; 21 and in Thailand, 25 µg haemoglobin per g faeces was recommended because 
colonoscopy capacity is limited.22 In Scotland, because of scarce colonoscopy capacity, a 
threshold of 80 µg haemoglobin per g faeces was chosen, resulting in a low FIT positivity 
rate of 2.4%, similar to the positivity rate with the previously used guaiac faecal occult 
blood test.3 In England, a threshold of 120 µg haemoglobin per g faeces is considered for 
implementation. whereas Wales is expected to launch its screening programme with a 
threshold of 150 µg haemoglobin per g faeces.23, 24
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The accuracy of these two widely used FITs has previously been shown to be similar at a 
positivity threshold of 15 µg haemoglobin per g faeces.6 Our study supports this equal 
accuracy for other thresholds, provided the positivity rate is adjusted for. The positivity 
rate was similar at 15 µg haemoglobin per g faeces but would have differed if a higher or 
a lower positivity threshold had been selected for the two FITs. These results suggest a 
stepwise process for selecting the FIT positivity threshold in a screening programme. The 
developers of such a programme could first select the desired positivity rate or predictive 
value. Then, data from this study or from similar studies that reflect the intended setting 
and population could be used to select a preliminary positivity threshold. In a pilot 
study, the developers could invite screening participants for colonoscopy on the basis 
of a slightly lower threshold. Then the positivity rate and positive predictive value could 
be evaluated for the preliminary threshold. The threshold could then be modified, if 
necessary, on the basis of the desired positivity rate or predictive value. The opposite 
approach, starting with a higher threshold and increasing the sensitivity from there, could 
be an alternative approach. Participation rates in the pilot study could be used to further 
evaluate the burden on colonoscopy services, potentially leading to further modifications 
of the threshold. In the Netherlands, for example, the threshold was raised from 15 µg 
to 47 µg haemoglobin per g faeces 6 months after the implementation of the national 
programme, because thepositivity rate was higher than expected, as the oldest screenees 
were invited first.8

At present, more stratified or personalised screening strategies are being explored with 
positivity thresholds that differ across population subgroups.25-28 A higher incidence of 
advanced neoplasia in men than in women and in individuals eligible for screening of 
an older age than of a younger age, for example, leads to higher positivity rates but also 
to higher proportion of missed diagnosis in these subgroups, if the same threshold is 
used for all individuals. Changing the threshold for specific subgroups could than lead to 
positive predictive values that are similar across subgroups, if so desired. However, before 
implementation of sex or age specific thresholds is considered, the actual consequences 
should first be evaluated in the intended screening setting and population.

This large trial, implemented within an organised colorectal cancer screening programme, 
showed that despite the significant differences in the distributions of reported 
haemoglobin, FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor can be considered exchangeable based on 
their performance in detecting advanced neoplasia if they are standardized at the same 
positivity threshold.
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Supplementary Table 1 Differences in positivity rates of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor at potential thresholds

Threshold 

(µg Hb/g)

FOB-Gold
positive
(n)

FOB-Gold 
positive
(%)

OC-Sensor 
positive
(n)

OC-Sensor 
positive
(%)

Absolute 
difference 
(%) 95%CI

5 2210 10.5 3219 15.3 -4.8 -5.2 to -4.4

10 1864 8.8 2051 9.7 -0.9 -1.2 to -0.6

15 1597 7.6 1651 7.8 -0.3 -0.5 to 0.0

20 1452 6.9 1418 6.7 0.2 -0.1 to 0.4

25 1336 6.3 1250 5.9 0.4 0.2 to 0.7

30 1261 6.0 1096 5.2 0.8 0.6 to 1.0

35 1194 5.7 974 4.6 1.0 0.8 to 1.3

40 1135 5.4 893 4.2 1.2 0.9 to 1.4

45 1075 5.1 821 3.9 1.2 1.0 to 1.4

50 1017 4.8 763 3.6 1.2 1.0 to 1.4

55 975 4.6 721 3.4 1.2 1.0 to 1.4

60 921 4.4 679 3.2 1.2 0.9 to 1.4

65 877 4.2 640 3.0 1.1 0.9 to 1.3

70 834 4.0 607 2.9 1.1 0.9 to1.3

75 798 3.8 578 2.7 1.9 1.7 to 2.1

80 758 3.6 553 2.6 1.0 0.8 to 1.2

85 738 3.5 523 2.5 1.0 0.8 to 1.2

90 716 3.4 511 2.4 1.0 0.8 to 1.2

95 690 3.3 490 2.3 1.0 0.8 to 1.1

100 668 3.2 472 2.2 0.9 0.8 to 1.1

105 650 3.1 454 2.2 0.9 0.8 to 1.1

110 633 3.0 439 2.1 0.9 0.8 to 1.1

115 619 2.9 426 2.0 0.9 0.7 to 1.1

120 603 2.9 412 2.0 0.9 0.7 to 1.1

125 589 2.8 403 1.9 0.9 0.7 to 1.1

130 580 2.8 392 1.9 0.9 0.7 to 1.1

135 566 2.7 387 1.8 0.9 0.7 to 1.0

140 551 2.6 376 1.8 0.8 0.7 to 1.0

145 535 2.5 365 1.7 0.8 0.7 to 1.0

150 518 2.5 357 1.7 0.8 0.6 to 0.9
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Supplementary Table 2 Differences in positive predictive value for advanced neoplasia at fixed positivity 
rates for FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor

Positivity
rate
(%)

FIT 
positive 
(n)

AN 
FOB-Gold
(n) (%)

AN
OC-Sensor
(n) (%)

Absolute
difference 
(%) 95% CI

2.0 422 283 67.1 273 64.7 2.4 -2.5 to 7.3

2.5 527 327 62.1 320 60.7 1.3 -2.8 to 5.4

3.0 632 370 58.5 365 57.8 0.8 -2.8 to 4.3

3.5 738 407 55.1 403 54.6 0.5 -2.6 to 3.7

4.0 843 440 52.2 446 52.9 -0.7 -3.4 to 2.0

4.5 949 469 49.4 487 51.3 -1.9 -4.4 to 0.6

5.0 1056 503 47.6 517 49.0 -1.3 -3.7 to 1.0

5.5 1156 529 45.8 548 47.4 -1.6 -3.9 to 0.6

6.0 1265 559 44.2 583 46.1 -1.9 -4.0 to 0.2

6.3 1331 583 43.8 - - - -

6.5 1363 - - 604 44.5 - -
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ABstrAct

Background
Some colorectal cancer (CRC) screening programs use 2-sample fecal immunochemical 
tests (FITs). We aimed to assess advanced neoplasia (AN) yield of 2 different FIT assays 
performed on the same bowel movement and have discordant results.

Methods
We conducted a large prospective comparative accuracy study within the Dutch national 
CRC screening program to evaluate 2 quantitative FIT assays (FOB-Gold, Sentinel, Italy and 
OC-Sensor, Eiken, Japan) with comparable performance characteristics. We asked 42,179 
screening-naïve individuals, 55–75 years old, to perform both tests on the same bowel 
movement, from May 2016 through March 2017. Participants with ≥1 positive test result 
(≥15 µg hemoglobin/gram feces) were invited for colonoscopy examination. Detection of 
AN by colonoscopy was the reference standard.

Results
A total of 21,078 participants (50% participation rate) were included. FIT results were both 
negative for 19,032 participants (90%), both positive for 1163 participants (5.5%), and 
discordant for 883 participants (4.2%). AN was detected in 500 participants with 2 positive 
FIT results (43%) compared to 187 with discordant FIT results (21%) (p<0.001). Of the 687 
participants found to have AN by colonoscopy, 187 had only 1 positive FIT result (27%).

Conclusion
In a large 2-sample FIT-based CRC screening study, more than a quarter of participants 
in whom AN was detected by colonoscopy in the first screening round had discordant 
FIT results. AN was detected in one-fifth of those with FIT discordance. Participants with 
discordant results from 2 FITs should undergo colonoscopy. (www.trialregister.nl; no. 
NTR5874).
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iNtroDUctioN

Most of the current colorectal cancer (CRC) population-based screening programs using 
fecal immunochemical tests (FITs) are based on one-sample FIT.1 In some CRC screening 
programs, two-sample FITs are used.1 In clinical practice, screening participants with a 
positive FIT result sometimes request performing a second FIT (to validate or invalidate 
the first result), or that two FITs are administered at a short interval. The data addressing 
CRC screening with more than one FIT are scarce, and most of the evidence is derived from 
symptomatic patients 2, 3. When two-sample FITs are used, the follow-up is clear for those 
with concordant results, but there is uncertainty regarding the appropriate approach to 
those with discordant results.

In a recently published trial we asked FIT screening participants to perform two tests (FOB-
Gold and OC-Sensor) on the same bowel movement.4 Although both tests were shown to 
be equivalent for the detection of advanced neoplasia (AN), a proportion of participants 
had discordant FIT results (one positive and one negative) and some of those participants 
had AN was detected at colonoscopy.

In this study, we assessed the colonoscopic detection rate of AN in participants with 
discordant FIT results in a large paired accuracy study conducted within the Dutch 
nationwide CRC screening program.

metHoDs

Study population
The study was conducted within the Dutch CRC screening program between May 2016 and 
March 2017. Details of this accuracy trial have been provided in detail elsewhere.4 In short, 
data of all individuals (55-75 years old), living in the southwest region of the Netherlands, 
were obtained from municipal registers. A random sample was taken from this target 
population with a computer-run algorithm (SPSS, IBM, version 23.0). Selection of study 
invitees preceded invitation. The study was approved by the Dutch Minister of Health 
(Population Screening Act: publication no. 769500-1357 16-PG) and registered at the 
Dutch National Trial Registry (no. NTR5874). All study participants gave written informed 
consent. All authors had access to the study data and approved the final manuscript.

Study design and intervention
Two different FIT assays (one FOB-Gold, Sentinel Diagnostics, Italy and one OC-Sensor, 
Eiken Chemical, Japan) were sent by postal mail to screening-naïve individuals, who were 
asked to perform both tests on the same bowel movement. Sample collection instructions 
were given as recommended by the manufacturers of the tests. Quantitative results for 
the two different FIT assays were provided in ng hemoglobin (Hb)/mL feces. FOB-Gold 
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was considered positive at cut-off ≥88 ng/mL and OC-Sensor at cut-off ≥75 ng/mL feces. 
Converted into micrograms (µg) of Hb per gram of stool, the cut-off for a positive test 
result was ≥15 µg Hb/g feces for both tests.5 Participants with either a positive FOB-Gold 
or positive OC-Sensor result were invited for a pre-colonoscopy interview in an accredited 
colonoscopy center near the participant’s home address.4 At this pre-colonoscopy 
interview, participants’ eligibility for colonoscopy was assessed. Colonoscopy exclusion 
criteria were: a life expectancy of five years or less, history of proctocolectomy, undergoing 
current treatment for CRC, history of inflammatory bowel disease, and a complete 
colonoscopy in the past five years.4, 6 For the purpose of the present study, participants 
were included in the analysis if they had returned two complete tests. A complete test 
was defined as a returned and analyzable FIT, with a reliable test result. All study invitees 
received a questionnaire on data regarding body mass index (BMI), use of alcohol, smoking 
status and use of anticoagulants.

Definitions
Concordant positive and concordant negative FIT results referred to both FOB-Gold 
and OC-Sensor being positive or negative in the same study participant, respectively. 
Discordant FIT result referred to a difference in FIT result between the FOB-Gold and 
OC-Sensor at a positivity cut-off of ≥15 µg Hb/g feces in the same study participant. We 
regarded participants with discordant FIT results as one group instead of two groups (one 
positive FOB-Gold result and one negative OC-Sensor and visa versa), as we showed in 
our previous work that both FITs are equivalent for the detection of AN.4 The AN detection 
rate was defined as the number of participants with AN relative to the total number of 
participants with two complete FIT results (one complete FOB-Gold and one complete OC-
Sensor). AN includes CRC and advanced adenoma. An advanced adenoma was defined as 
an adenoma ≥ 10 mm, with ≥ 25% villous component and/or high-grade dysplasia. When 
multiple lesions were present in one participant, the participant was classified according 
to the most advanced lesion.4 Socioeconomic status (SES) was assessed by the area social 
status score (combining education, income and employment status) developed by the 
Netherlands Institute of Social Research, and grouped into quintiles, with 1 being the 
highest status and 5 the lowest.7

Statistical analysis
The median fecal Hb concentration was compared between participants with concordant 
positive FIT results and those with discordant FIT results using the Mann-Whitney U test. 
For comparing the most advanced lesion found at colonoscopy between subgroups a chi-
square test was used. Positive predictive values are reported with 95% CI.
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First, we compared lesion characteristics between those with concordant positive and 
discordant FIT results. We also compared participant characteristics between three 
groups: those with concordant positive, concordant negative and discordant FIT results. 
The Kruskall-Wallis test statistic was used to compare age, BMI, alcohol intake and pack-
years of smoking, and chi-square test statistics were used to compare sex, socioeconomic 
status, smoking status, ethnicity and the use of anticoagulants.

In a secondary analysis, to assess features potentially associated with discordant FIT 
results, we compared participant characteristics between those with concordant positive 
FIT results and those with discordant FIT results using multivariable logistic regression 
analysis. . First, single-variable logistic regression analyses were performed to assess if 
participant characteristics (sex, age, SES, BMI, alcohol intake, smoking status, ethnicity, and 
use of anticoagulants) were associated with having discordant test results. Subsequently, 
all variables with a significant association (p<0.10) were included in a multivariable logistic 
regression model. Interactions between all variables included in the multivariable model 
were tested for statistical significance and included in the final model when p<0.05. 
Hosmer-Lemeshow statistics were used to evaluate goodness-of-fit. The area under the 
receiving-operator curve was used as a measure of performance of the final model.

resULts

Study cohort
Of the 42,179 screening invitees, 22,111 (52%) returned at least one test and 21,078 (50%) 
returned both FOB-Gold and OC-sensor. Of the participants who returned both FIT assays, 
10,589 (50%) were male. In total, 2,046 (10%) were referred for colonoscopy (one or two 
positive FIT results).

Figure 1 shows a scatterplot of fecal hemoglobin concentration in µg Hb/g feces as 
reported with FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor in all participants who returned two complete 
tests (Figure 1a) and in those in whom AN was detected (true positives for AN, Figure 1b). 
Figure 1 shows that there is a wide variability in detected hemoglobin by the two FITs, 
even when taken from the same fecal sample. In the 1724 (84%) participants attending 
colonoscopy, AN was detected in 687 (40%) and CRC in 80 (4.6%). The overall positive 
predictive value (PPV) for AN was 34%, and 4% for CRC.

Concordant and discordant FIT results and detection of advanced neoplasia
Of the 21,078 (50%) participants who returned two complete tests, FIT results (FOB-Gold 
and OC-Sensor) were concordant positive (at a positivity cut-off of 15 µg Hb/g feces) in 1,163 
(5.5%) participants, concordant negative in 19,032 (90%), and discordant in 883 (4.2%).
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In participants with concordant positive test results, significantly higher fecal Hb 
concentrations were observed than in participants with discordant test results (Table 1). 
AN was found at colonoscopy in 500 of 1163 (43%) participants with two positive FITs, 
compared to 187 of 883 (21%) participants with discordant FIT results (p<0.001; Table 1).

CRC was detected in 70 (7.2%) of those with two positive FIT results compared to 10 (1.3%) 
in those with discordant FIT results (p<0.001; Table 1). Supplementary Table 1 shows AN 
and CRC detection rates for the same subgroups at higher positivity cut-offs.

Of the 687 participants in whom advanced neoplasia was detected, 187 (27%) had 
discordant results of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor.

Characteristics of participants with concordant and discordant FIT results
Table 2 shows participant characteristics for those with concordant positive, discordant, 
and concordant negative FIT results. When comparing these three groups, significant 

Figure 1 Scatterplot of FOB-Gold versus OC-Sensor in fecal hemoglobin in μg Hb/gram feces detected in a) 
all participants with two complete tests and b) in true positives for AN..
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differences were found for sex, age, SES, BMI, weekly alcohol intake, smoking status, pack-
years of smoking, self-reported ethnicity, and use of anticoagulants.

Logistic regression analyses were performed to identify variables associated with FIT 
discordance (Table 3). A lower BMI (p=0.03) and lower median number of pack-years 
of smoking (p=0.005) were significantly associated with discordant FIT results in both 
univariable and multivariable regression analyses, with an odds ratio of 0.972 per kg/
m2 increase (p=0.009) and 0.992 per pack-year of smoking increase (p=0.008) in the 
multivariable model, respectively. There were no significant interactions between 
variables. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test goodness-of-fit test of the multivariable model was 
not significant (p=0.61). The area under the receiving-operator curve of this final model 
was 0.558 (p<0.001).

DiscUssioN

In this large prospective study, performed within the Dutch nationwide CRC screening 
program, the proportion of participants with discordant FIT results almost equaled the 
proportion of those with two positive FIT results, at a cut-off of 15 µg Hb/gram feces. In one 
fifth of those with discordant FIT results, advanced neoplasia was detected. These findings 
imply the following: (1) colonoscopy is indicated in case a screenee has one positive and 

Table 1 Detection of fecal Hb concentration, most advanced lesion and associated positive predictive values 
of AN and CRC in study participants with concordant and discordant FIT results (FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor)*

Concordant positive
FIT results

Discordant
FIT results

P-value

Fecal Hb concentration median, (IQR)

Complete tests n=1163 n=883

OC-Sensor 63 (32-182) 16 (6-28) <0.01

FOB-Gold 110 (51-220) 13 (0-33) <0.01 

Most advanced lesion (n, %)

Advanced neoplasia 500 (43) 187 (21) <0.01

 CRC 70 (6) 10 (1) <0.01 

 Advanced adenoma 430 (37) 177 (20) <0.01 

Other malignancy 1 (0.1) 0 0.38 

Non-advanced adenoma** 242 (21) 236 (28) <0.01 

Serrated lesion 41 (4) 66 (8) <0.01 

Positive predictive value, % (95%CI)

 Advanced neoplasia 43 (40-46) 21 (19-24)

 CRC 6 (5-8) 1 (1-2)

*at a positivity cutoff level of 15 µg Hb/g feces
** 73 cases missing for non-advanced adenomas yes/no
AN: advanced neoplasia; CRC: colorectal cancer; FIT: fecal immunochemical test
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Table 2 Concordant and discordant FIT results of FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor and participant characteristics

Concordant
positive 

FIT results
n=1163

Discordant
FIT results

n=883

Concordant
negative 

FIT results
n=19,032

P-value

Participant characteristics

Male n, (%) 701 (60) 518 (59) 9370 (49) <0.01

Age median (IQR) 61 (59-70) 60 (59-63) 60 (59-62) <0.01

Socio-economic status n, (%) <0.01

 Very high 198 (17) 188 (21) 3840 (20)  

 High 218 (19) 159 (18) 4275 (22)  

 Average 208 (18) 153 (17) 3515 (19)  

 Low 310 (27) 207 (23) 4402 (23)  

 Very low 227 (20) 174 (20) 2957 (15)  

 Missing 2 (0.2) 2 (0.2) 43 (0.2)  

BMI^ in kg/m2 median, (IQR) 27 (24-30) 26 (24-29) 26 (24-29) <0.01

Alcohol intake^ glasses per week* mean, (IQR) 8 (3-15) 7 (3-14) 6 (2-10) <0.01

Smoking status n, (%) <0.01

 Never smoker 283 (24) 240 (27) 6766 (36) 

 Former smoker 570 (49) 439 (50) 8757 (46) 

 Current smoker 275 (24) 180 (20) 2994 (16) 

 Missing 35 (3) 24 (3) 514 (3) 

Pack-years of smoking    

 All participants^ median, (IQR) 1.5 (0-20) 1 (0-17) 0 (0-10) 

 (Ever) smoker^ median, (IQR) 20 (8-34) 15 (5-30) 12 (4-25) 

Ethnicity** n, (%) <0.01

 Dutch 1066 (92) 816 (92) 17,502 (92) 

 Turkish or Moroccan 4 (0.3) 2 (0.2) 52 (0.3) 

 Hindustan 6 (0.5) 4 (0.5) 81 (0.4) 

 Surinamese or Creole 2 (0.2) 1 (0.1) 64 (0.3) 

 Mix of ethnicities 26 (2) 11 (1) 367 (2) 

 Other 31 (3) 24 (3) 472 (3) 

 Missing 28 (2) 25 (3) 494 (3) 

Use of anticoagulants*** ^ n, (%) 327 (28) 243 (28) 4330 (23) <0.01

*In the year preceding the questionnaire
**Self-reported ethnicity by the participant in the questionnaire
*** Use of any of the following anticoagulants ≥ 3 per week in one month preceding the questionnaire: 
acetylsalicylic acid,carbasalate calcium, diclofenac, ibuprofen, naproxen, etoricobix, meloxicam, diclofenac/
misoprotol, coumarin derivate or combinations
^ Complete cases from questionnaires for BMI n=20,250, alcohol intake n=15,650, pack-years of smoking 
n=17,792, and use of anticoagulants n=20,727
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one negative FIT, and (2) offering a second confirmatory FIT to screenees with a positive 
FIT should be discouraged, given the high rate of advanced neoplasia detected in this 
group even at a generally low positivity cut-off.

Our study findings do not support two-sample FIT screening to improve AN detection 
rate over other FIT screening strategies, such as the use of a lower positivity cut-off, as 
most AN were detected by both tests. We did not find a correlation between participant 

Table 3 Univariable and multivariable regression analyses of participant characteristics associated with 
discordant FIT results versus concordant positive FIT results

Univariable
OR (95% CI)

P-value Multivariable
OR (95% CI)

P-value

Participant characteristics

Male n, (%) 0.94 (0.78-1.12) 0.46 )

Age per year increase 0.99 (0.98-1.01) 0.46

Socio-economic status n, (%) 0.13

 Very high Reference    

 High 0.87 (0.67-1.14)    

 Average 0.96 (0.72-1.28)    

 Low 0.95 (0.72-1.26)    

 Very low 1.24 (0.94-1.64)    

BMI per kg/m2 increase 0.98 (0.96-1.00) 0.03 0.97 (0.95-0.99) 0.01

Alcohol per weekly increase*, (IQR) 0.99 (0.99-1.00) 0.18

Smoking status n, (%) 0.13

 Never smoker Reference    

 Former smoker 0.91 (0.73-1.12)    

 Current smoker 0.77 (0.60 -1.00)    

Pack-years of smoking per year increase 0.99 (0.99-1.00) 0.03 0.99 (0.99-1.00) 0.01 

Ethnicity** n, (%) 0.66

 Mix of ethnicities Reference    

 Dutch 1.81 (0.89-3.68)    

 Turkish or Moroccan 1.18 (0.19-7.43)    

 Hindustan 1.58 (0.37-6.71)    

 Surinamese or Creools 1.18 (0.097-14.42)    

 Other 1.83 (0.76-4.43)    

Use of anticoagulants*** n, (%) 1.03 (0.85-1.25) 0.77

*In the year preceding the questionnaire
**Self-reported ethnicity by the participant in the questionnaire
*** Use of any of the following anticoagulants ≥ 3 per week in one month preceding the questionnaire: ace-
tylsalicylic acid, carbasalate calcium, diclofenac, ibuprofen, naproxen, etoricobix, meloxicam, diclofenac/
misoprotol, coumarin derivate or combinations
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characteristics and a discordant FIT result except for lower pack-years of smoking and BMI, 
although the clinical utility of these findings is uncertain, especially in light of the poor 
performance of the multivariable model. Known risk factors for CRC (male, higher age, low 
SES, high BMI, alcohol intake, pack-years of smoking) were all significantly associated with 
having two positive FIT results, indicating that a higher pre-test probability of having AN is 
associated with a higher probability of being detected by both FITs.

Obtaining discordant FIT results could be attributed to sampling issues, because of 
nonhomogeneous distribution of hemoglobin through the feces. Alternatively, having 
two different FIT results may also be due to differences between the two tests (FOB-Gold 
and OC-Sensor). These tests have different self-sampling instructions, sample collection 
devices, buffer volumes, antibodies against different globin epitopes, and analytical 
systems. These differences may all contribute to variability in the level of fecal hemoglobin 
detected (Figure 1).8, 9 Recently, it was suggested that for a fair comparison of FIT results 
from different brands, similar positivity rates should be used rather than similar positivity 
cut-offs.10 Our findings suggest that discordant FIT results are less likely attributable to 
test differences, but rather to nonhomogeneous distribution of hemoglobin through the 
feces. First, we have previously reported that AN detection rates are equivalent between 
FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor at the same cut-off of 15 µg Hb/g feces.4 Second, another 
smaller two-sample study, of two FITs of the same brand performed on consecutive days 
reported results comparable to ours: the positivity rates were 8.4% and 12.7% and positive 
predictive values for AN were 40% and 34%, for one-sample and two-sample FIT screening 
in first round invitees, respectively.11

We found that detection rates for non-advanced adenomas and serrated lesions were 
higher in participants with discordant FIT results than in participants with concordant 
positive FIT results. The higher detection of these lesions is probably due to how these 
lesions are registered in the Dutch nationwide CRC screening program, where lesions are 
classified according to the most advanced finding. Non-advanced lesions and serrated 
lesions were probably reported less often in participants with two positive FIT results 
because more advanced lesions were detected in this group compared to participants 
with discordant FIT results. Another contributing cause is the reduced bleeding of these 
lesions compared to advanced neoplasms.

Some limitations of our study should be acknowledged. First, our results are limited to first 
round screenees and a pre-set FIT positivity cut-off. Though future research could assess 
the effects of paired two-sample screening on subsequent rounds, we already found a 
substantial proportion of participants with a discordant FIT results at this rather low FIT 
positivity cut-off (15 µg Hb/gram feces for both FITs). There are even higher discordance 
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rates and missed AN at higher positivity cut-offs, as shown in Supplementary Table 1. 
Second, we regarded participants with discordant FIT results as one group, not as two 
groups (positive FOB-Gold result and negative OC-Sensor and visa versa), because the two 
FITs have been shown to be equivalent for the detection of advanced neoplasia.4 Finally, 
most participant characteristics were based on a questionnaire and not additionally 
verified. However, the questionnaire had been tested and validated in a previous study.12

In conclusion, this large prospective paired FIT study has highlighted that a substantial 
proportion of advanced neoplasia was detected in screenees with discordant FIT results. 
In case a participant has one positive and one negative FIT result, colonoscopy should 
strongly be advised.
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Supplementary Table 1 Detection of AN and CRC in study participants with concordant and discordant FIT 
results (FOB-Gold and OC-Sensor)* at different positivity cut-offs in µg Hb/gram feces.

Concordant positive
FIT results

Discordant
FIT results

P-value

At positivity cut-off 20 n=1033 n=776

AN n (%) 462 ( 45) 177 (23) <0.001

CRC n (%) 68 (7) 10 (1) <0.001 

At positivity cut-off 30 n=874 n=782

AN n (%) 419 (48) 180 (23) <0.001

CRC n (%) 66 (8) 8 (1) <0.001 

At positivity cut-off 40 n=754 n=820

AN n (%) 375 (50) 200 (24) <0.001

CRC n (%) 61 (8) 11 (1) <0.001 

At positivity cut-off 50 n=654 n=891

AN n (%) 345 (53) 222 (25) <0.001

CRC n (%) 60 (9) 11 (1) <0.001 

AN: advanced neoplasia; CRC: colorectal cancer; Hb: hemoglobin; FIT: fecal immunochemical test
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ABstrAct

Background & Aims
Several countries have implemented programs to screen for colorectal cancer (CRC) 
using the fecal immunochemical test (FIT). These programs vary considerably in age of 
the population screened and the cut-off concentration of fecal hemoglobin (Hb) used to 
identify candidates for further evaluation; these variations are usually based a country’s 
colonoscopy resources. We calculated how increasing the Hb cut-off concentration and 
screening age affects colonoscopy yield, missed lesions, and demand.

Methods
We collected data from 10,008 average-risk individuals in The Netherlands, 50–74 years 
old, who were invited for a FIT in the first round of a population-based CRC screening 
program from November 2006 through December 2008. Fecal samples were collected 
and levels of Hb were measured using the OC-sensor Micro analyzer; concentrations 
≥10 μg Hb/g feces were considered positive. Subjects with a positive FIT were scheduled 
for colonoscopy within 4 weeks. Logistic regression analysis was performed to evaluate 
the association between age and detection of advanced neoplasia.

Results
In total, 5986 individuals (62%) participated in the study; 503 had a positive test result 
(8.4%). Attendance, positive test results, detection advanced neoplasia, and the FIT’s 
positive predictive value (PPV) all increased significantly with age (P<.001). Detection of 
advanced neoplasia ranged from 1.3% in the youngest age group to 6.2% in the oldest 
group; the PPV value of the FIT was 26% in the youngest group and 47% in the oldest 
group. Increasing the starting age of invitees from 50–74 years to 55–74 years reduced 
the proportion of subjects who underwent colonoscopy evaluation by 14% and resulted 
in 9% more subjects with advanced neoplasia being missed. Increasing the cut-off 
concentration from 10 to 15 µg Hb/g feces reduced the proportion of subjects who 
underwent colonoscopy evaluation by 11% and resulted in 6% of advanced neoplasia 
being missed.

Conclusion
In an analysis of an average-risk screening population in The Netherlands, we found that 
detection of advanced neoplasia by FIT increases significantly with age and fecal Hb cut-off 
concentration. Increasing the cut-off concentration or screening age reduces the numbers 
of patients who undergo colonoscopy evaluation in FIT-based CRC screening programs. 
Our findings provide insight in these effects per age category and cut-off concentration, 
and the consequences, in terms of missed lesions.
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iNtroDUctioN

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause of cancer-related mortality in the 
Western world.1 Screening with guaiac-based fecal occult blood tests (gFOBT) can reduce 
CRC-related mortality.2 The gFOBT is now gradually replaced by fecal immunochemical 
test (FIT) for hemoglobin because of its superior adherence and accuracy.3 Quantitative FIT 
furthermore offers the opportunity of selecting a specific cut-off fecal Hb concentration 
used to identify candidates for further evaluation; that provides an optimal match between 
screening population and available financial and endoscopy resources.

In recent years, several countries have implemented a FIT-based nationwide CRC screening 
program.4 Cut-off concentration and age of the population screened vary between 
countries, often tailored to available financial resources and colonoscopy capacity.5, 6 For 
example, organized FIT screening is offered to 55-75 year-olds in the Netherlands, using a 
positivity cut-off of 47 µg Hb/g feces, whereas in the United Kingdom 60-74 year-olds are 
invited for FIT screening and a cut-off concentration of 20 µg Hb/g feces is used. A high 
cut-off and narrow screening age range result in a low positivity rate and consequently 
low colonoscopy demand.7 However, this comes at the cost of a decrease in detection rate 
of advanced neoplasia (AN).7

Previous studies showed that the prevalence of AN, defined as colorectal cancer 
and advanced adenomas, increases with age in individuals undergoing a screening 
colonoscopy.8, 9 Also, fecal Hb concentrations determined by FIT tend to increase with age, 
and higher positivity rates and detection rates are found in elder screenees compared to 
younger screenees.10-12 Therefore, age partitioned cut-offs for fecal Hb concentration may 
be warranted if AN detection rate increases relatively slower than positivity rate.

The aim of this study was to assess positivity rates and detection rates of FIT in different 
age categories and to assess how this relates to the positive predictive value (PPV) in a 
population-based CRC screening program. Our secondary aim was to estimate the effect 
of increasing the cut-off concentration and screening age on the numbers of patients who 
undergo colonoscopy and AN detection and miss rate.

metHoDs

Study population
This study compromises the first round of a population-based organized CRC screening 
program (CORERO-I) by means of FIT, of which the methods and primary results have been 
described elsewhere.13-15 In short, 10,008 CRC screening-naïve individuals aged 50-74 years 
living in region Rotterdam-Rijnmond in the South-West of the Netherlands were randomly 
selected and invited. We excluded individuals who met one of the exclusion criteria (a 
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history of inflammatory bowel disease or CRC; colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, or barium 
contrast enema within the previous three years; inability to give informed consent) or who 
died or moved away. Recruitment took place between November 2006 and December 2008.

For the purpose of this study, we assessed rates of attendance, test positivity, detection of AN, 
and PPV in the following five age categories; 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-69 and 70-74 years. In 
these age groups, we also calculated differences in the diagnostic yield of FIT, number needed 
to screen and number needed to scope to detect one case with AN. We further assessed if 
the PPV differed with age, when corrected for the confounders gender, socioeconomic status 
and fecal Hb concentration. We calculated the effect of offering CRC screening to later ages 
with steps of 5 years on the numbers of patients who undergo colonoscopy and number of 
detected and missed AN. We also assessed the effect of increasing cut-off concentrations 
on these parameters. Finally, the effect of these screening strategies was converted into a 
risk ratio with 95% CI, i.e. the percentage reduction of those who undergo colonoscopy was 
divided by the percentage of missed advanced neoplasia. This ratio explains the relative 
decrease in colonoscopy demand per percentage lesion missed advanced neoplasia.

Intervention and follow-up evaluation
One FIT (OC-sensor, Eiken Chemical, Tokyo, Japan) was sent by mail to collect a single 
sample of one bowel movement. Participants returned the FIT and an informed consent 
form at ambient temperature by freepost to the Gastroenterology & Hepatology laboratory 
of the Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The test was analyzed on the 
OC-sensor Micro system (Eiken, Japan) and considered positive at a fecal Hb concentration 
of ≥10 μg Hb/g feces (≥ 50 ng Hb/mL) (Appendix 1).

Subjects with a positive FIT were scheduled for colonoscopy within four weeks and subjects 
with a negative FIT were referred back to the screening program. All colonoscopies were 
done by experienced gastroenterologists. Removed polyps were evaluated by expert 
gastrointestinal pathologists. Patients with a positive colonoscopy entered a surveillance 
program, whereas subjects with a negative colonoscopy were considered not to require 
FIT screening for 10 years.16

Definitions
Attendance rate was calculated by dividing the number of eligible participants by all eligible 
subjects (all invitees minus the excluded clients). Positivity rate was defined as the proportion 
of positive tests in participants with an analyzable test-result. Detection rate was defined as 
those with AN or CRC relative to all participants with an analyzable test. Advanced neoplasia 
included CRC and advanced adenomas. An advanced adenoma was defined as an adenoma ≥ 
10 mm, with ≥ 25% villous component and/or high-grade dysplasia. When multiple lesions were 
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present in one person, the screenee was classified according to the most advanced lesion. The 
PPV compromised all screenees diagnosed with AN or CRC proportionally to screenees with a 
positive FIT who underwent a colonoscopy. The diagnostic yield of FIT per 10,000 eligible invitees 
was defined as screenees with AN relative to all eligible invitees. Number needed to scope was 
calculated as the number of colonoscopies needed to find one screenee with AN. Number 
needed to screen describes the number of complete FITs needed to find one case with AN.

Statistical analyses
Comparisons of continuous variables were performed using the Mann–Whitney U-test. 
Categorical variables with two categories were compared using the χ2 test and those 
with multiple categories with binary logistic regression analyses. Equality of fecal Hb 
concentration distributions between age categories was tested with the Kruskal-Wallis 
test. Attendance rate, positivity rate, detection rate and PPV were described as proportions 
with 95% confidence intervals (CI).

To estimate significant differences in PPV for all ages, a multivariate binary regression 
analysis was performed, with age included as continuous variable. First, univariate binary 
logistic regression analyses were performed to determine the independent association of 
multiple variables (sex, age, social economic status, fecal Hb concentration) with the PPV 
of AN. In these analyses the PPV was used as outcome variable by selecting all participants 
with an analyzable FIT. In addition, detection of AN was selected as the dependent variable. 
Subsequently, all univariate significant variables and variables chosen by the clinician’s 
rationale (i.e. gender) were included in a multivariate logistic regression analysis. Interactions 
were tested between all variables that were included in the multivariate model. Interactions 
were included in the final model when significant (P<0.01). Hosmer and Lemeshow chi-
square statistics were used as goodness of fit statistic. The outcome of the final multivariate 
logistic regression model resulted in a predicted probability of having AN per screenee who 
had a positive FIT and subsequent colonoscopy. These predicted probabilities of having AN 
per screenee were depicted in a figure with age as a continuous variable.

The analyses were performed using SPSS V.21 statistical package (SPSS Inc, Chicago, 
Illinois, USA). All p-values were two-sided and considered significant if P<0.05, except for 
interactions which were considered significant if P<0.01.

Ethical approval
All participants signed informed consent. The study was approved by the Dutch Ministry 
of Health (2006/02WBO). The invitation letters and information brochures were approved 
by the Institutional Review Board of the Erasmus MC (MEC-2005-264). All authors had 
access to the study data and reviewed and approved the final manuscript.
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resULts

Participant characteristics
The trial profile is summarized in Figure 1. Of the 10,008 individuals invited, 385 subjects 
were excluded from analyses, due to various reasons as described previously.13-15 In total, 
5,986 (62%) attended screening, of which 5,982 had an analyzable screening test. A total 
of 503 (8.4%) screenees had a positive test at a cut-off concentration of ≥10 µg Hb/g feces 
of which 481 (96%) underwent colonoscopy.

Test characteristics per age
Test results per age category are given in Table 1. Screening participants had a median 
age of 61 years and 48% of the participants was male. Attendance rate and positivity 
rate increased significantly with age (P<.001). Detection rates of AN and CRC increased 
significantly with age as continuous variable (P<.001), and ranged from 1.3% for AN in the 
youngest age category of 50 to 54 years old, to 6.2% in the eldest age category of 70 to 74 
years. The PPV for AN per age category ranged from 26% to 47%. The number needed to 
screen and number needed to scope to detect one case with AN ranged from 138 to 26 
and 3.9 to 2.1, respectively. The diagnostic yield of AN per 10,000 eligible invitees ranged 
from 73 in the 50 to 54 year-old to 392 in the 70 to 74 year-old.

Figure 1 Trial profile

CRC: Colorectal cancer
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Test characteristics per cut-off
Fecal Hb concentration ranged from 0 to 921 µg Hb/g feces in participants with an 
analyzable screening test. Fecal Hb concentration increased significantly with age as a 
continuous variable (p<.001) and was significantly higher in men than in women (p<.001). 
Positivity rate decreased from 8,4% to 6,2%, 4,4% and 3,8% when the cut-off was increased 
from ≥10 µg Hb/g feces to sequentially ≥20 µg Hb/g feces, ≥30 µg Hb/g feces, and ≥40 µg 
Hb/g feces.

Regression model
Univariate logistic regression analyses showed that an increase in age (P=.003) and 
increase in fecal Hb concentration (P<.001) were both associated with a higher PPV (Table 
2). Age remained significantly related to PPV in the multivariate logistic regression analysis, 
with an odds ratio (OR) of 1.53 per 10 years (95% CI 1.13-2.07), when corrected for fecal 
Hb concentration and gender. There were no significant interactions in this model and 
no significant differences in frequencies between the observed values and the predicted 
values (Goodness-of-Fit; P=.276). The predicted probability of having AN for participants 
with a positive FIT per age, corrected for gender and fecal Hb concentration, was depicted 
in Figure 2 for different fecal Hb concentration subgroups.

Increasing the screening starting age and cut-off
Colonoscopy demand and detection rate of AN per age category and cut-off concentration 
are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Increasing the starting age from 50 to 55 years 
resulted in a total decrease in colonoscopy demand of 14%, however at the expense of 
missing 9% of AN (Table 3). If solely the cut-off was increased from 10 to 12,5 µg Hb/g 
feces, this resulted in a decreased colonoscopy demand of 11%, at the expense of missing 

Table 2 Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of factors associated with the detection of 
advanced neoplasia in a FIT based CRC screening program.

Univariate Multivariate

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

p-value Odds ratio
(95% CI)

p-value

Sex male 1.24 (0.85-1.81) .27 1.12 (0.74-1.68) .60

Age (per ten years increase) 1.53 (1.15-2.03) .003 1.53 (1.13-2.07) .005

Socio-economic status (SES) .43

 Low Reference

 Middle 0.90 (0.54-1.48)

 High 0.76 (0.51-1.15)

Fecal Hb concentration (per 10 µg Hb/g feces 
increase)

1.07 (1.05-1.09) <.001 1.07 (1.05-1.09) <.001

FIT: fecal immunochemical test; CRC: colorectal cancer.
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7% AN. Thus in both strategies, for every 1.6% decrease in subjectss who undergo 
colonoscopies, 1% of screenees with AN were missed, resulting in a 1.6 ratio.

Screening strategies with age-specific cut-off concentrations were also assessed on these 
outcomes (Table 3). The highest benefit of the reduction of numbers of patients who 
undergo colonoscopy relative to the loss in AN detection was achieved by strategy 6 and, 
while strategy one and five resulted in the lowest decrease of AN detection rate.

Total colonoscopies needed and detected lesions are shown, compared to the reference 
screening strategy (first round, screen age 50-74 years, cutoff 10 µg Hb/g feces). Screening 
strategies are altered by 1. increasing the starting age and 2. increasing cut-offs and 
3. Combinations of age and cut-off alterations FIT: fecal immunochemical test; Hb: 
Hemoglobin; AN: Advanced Neoplasia; CRC: colorectal cancer; µg: microgram; g: gram; 
PPV: positive predictive value.

DiscUssioN

In this study we showed that there were substantial differences in diagnostic yield of 
FIT between age groups. In this population-based CRC screening cohort, FIT positivity 

Figure 2 The predicted probability of having advanced neoplasia displayed for screenees with a positive 
FIT per age and different fecal hemoglobin concentrations* (corrected for gender)

*microgram hemoglobin per gram feces
FIT: fecal immunochemical test.
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rates, detection rates and the PPV all significantly increased with age. Both increasing the 
screening starting age and increasing the cut-off concentration resulted in a substantial 
reduction in colonoscopy demand.

Currently, cut-off concentrations and age of the population screened varies between 
countries with a FIT-based screening program.4 FIT-based screening with more tailored 
approaches based on sex, age or risk factors have been suggested in several studies.11, 12 
We calculated the effect of increasing the screening starting age and cut-off concentration 
on colonoscopy demand and number of detected and missed AN. We showed that both 

Figure 3a) Colonoscopy demand and b) detection rate of advanced neoplasia (AN) per age category and 
cut-off concentration in µg Hb/gram feces.
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actions result in a substantial reduction in colonoscopy demand. However, also AN and CRC 
are missed subsequently. Increasing the screening starting age and increasing the cut-off 
concentration had different effects on the absolute numbers of screenees who undergo 
colonoscopy and missed lesions. An interesting finding was however that in relative ratios 
equal effects were found. For every missed AN in one screenee, both increasing the cut-off 
concentration and increasing the starting age, resulted in a similar decrease in screenees 
who undergo colonoscopy.

In our cohort, the PPV for AN increased significantly with age, even when corrected for 
confounders. This is in line with a recent Spanish study.17 A likely explanation for the 
increasing PPV of FIT with age is that a greater proportion of AN occurs in elder persons.8, 9 

Table 3 Effects of FIT-based CRC screening strategies on the numbers of patients who undergo colonos-
copy and missed lesions in a screening population of 10,000 eligible invitees.

Number 
strategy

Screening strategies Total 
colonoscopies 

needed
per 10,000 

eligible invitees

Detected lesions
per 10,000 eligible 

invitees

Ratio of 
percentage 
decrease in 

colonoscopies 
needed per 

percentage AN 
missed 

Age range, cut-off (µg Hb/g feces) N (%*) AN (%*) CRC (%*) (95% CI)

50-74, 10 (reference) 500 201 30

1 55-74, 10 431 (-14) 183 (-9) 29 (-3) 1.6 (0.94 – 2.52)

2 60-74, 10 328 (-34) 141 (-30) 21 (-30) 1.2 (0.90 – 1.47)

3 65-74, 10 211 (-58) 98 (-51) 15 (-50) 1.1 (0.97 – 1.32)

4 70-74, 10 99 (-80) 48 (-76) 9 (-70) 1.1 (0.96 – 1.15)

5 50-74, 12.5 447 (-11) 188 (-7) 28 (-7) 1.6 (0.91 – 2.93)

6 50-74, 15 374 (-25) 175 (-13) 28 (-7) 1.9 (1.32 – 2.88)

7 50-74, 20 316 (-37) 160 (-20) 28 (-7) 1.9 (1.34 – 2.43)

8 50-74, 50 202 (-60) 119 (-41) 21 (-30) 1.5 (1.21 – 1.75)

9 50-74, 100 134 (-73) 93 (-54) 16 (-47) 1.4 (1.19 – 1.57)

10 50-54, 30;
55-59, 25;
60-64, 20;
65-69, 15;
70-74, 10

347 (-31) 166 (-18) 29 (-3) 1.8 (1.23 – 2.44)

11 50-54, 10;
55-59, 15;
60-64, 20;
65-69, 25;
70-74, 30

334 (-33) 160 (-21) 27 (-10) 1.6 (1.21 – 2.20)

*percentage decrease
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Lower detection rates compared to elder individuals are generally accepted as younger 
persons have more life-years to gain.18

In addition to age, we showed that incremental increase of fecal Hb concentration 
detected by FIT is associated with an increase in PPV for AN, suggesting (pre)malignant 
lesions bleed more compared to other lesions. This mechanism is also suggested in 
previous literature.17 Differences in detection rates between age groups, sex and fecal Hb 
concentrations determined by FIT have been described before in FIT-based CRC screening 
populations.19-21 In our cohort, sex was not associated with the PPV for AN. This is most 
likely due to the small absolute numbers of screenees with AN in our study. Literature has 
shown that FIT detects AN more often in males than females.11, 22

The relation between fecal hemoglobin concentrations and age on the predicted 
probability of having AN was linearly shaped for the lower concentrations and parabolically 
shaped for the higher concentrations. This parabolic shape is possibly a result of the low 
numbers of subjects with high fecal Hb concentrations for the youngest and oldest ages. In 
addition, a prozone effect might have occurred at very high fecal Hb concentrations (>200 
µg Hb/g feces). A prozone effect can appear if the fecal Hb concentration exceeds the 
limit of antigen agglutination.23 As a result, the actual sample concentration can be higher 
than the measured Hb values for values >200 µg Hb/g feces. It should be of note that it 
is hypothesized that FIT is relatively insensitive for the detection of serrated neoplasia.24 
Serrated lesions are thought to bleed less often compared with adenomas.25-27

An optimal cut-off concentration or screening age range could not be established in this 
study. Evidence has been published that in a Western population the optimal cut-off 
concentration is low (10 µg Hb/g feces) and screening age range is wide (45-80 years).18 
However, such screening programs require the availability of unlimited colonoscopy 
resources. In our study we showed that alterations in cut-off concentrations and age of the 
population screened are both good options when facing colonoscopy capacity limitations, 
dependent on available resources.

The main limitation of our study is the size of the cohort. Since CRC was detected in 
only few persons, changes in the cut-off concentration or screening starting age had a 
substantial effect in percentage of missed CRC. Therefore, the effect of increasing the 
screening starting age and cut-off concentration on the missed CRCs should be carefully 
interpreted. However, our study size was acceptable to calculate effects of screening 
alterations on detected and missed AN. Information on age differences in missed lesions 
in population based FIT screening has been limited until now. This study provides insight 
into this matter. It should however be taken into account that in our cohort only those 
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subjects with a cut-off ≥ 10 µg Hb/g feces were offered colonoscopy. Missed lesions below 
this cut-off could therefore not be evaluated.

In conclusion, increased age is associated with an increase in positivity rates, detection 
rates and PPV in a FIT-based CRC screening cohort. Our findings give insight in the effect of 
increasing the screening starting age and cut-off concentration on colonoscopy demand 
and missed lesions in absolute numbers. When facing colonoscopy capacity problems, 
these effects can be taken into account. Further research to evaluate the impact of age-
tailored cut-offs in multiple screening rounds is needed.
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ABstrAct

Background
Despite differences between men and women in incidence of colorectal cancer (CRC) and 
its precursors, screening programs consistently use the same strategy for both genders.

Objective
To illustrate the effects of gender tailored screening, including the effects on miss rates of 
advanced neoplasia (AN).

Methods
Participants (50-75 years) in a colonoscopy screening program were asked to complete 
a fecal immunochemical test (FIT) before colonoscopy. Positivity rates, sensitivity and 
specificity for detection of AN at multiple cut-offs were determined. Absolute numbers of 
detected and missed AN per 1000 screenees were calculated.

Results
In total 1,256 underwent FIT and colonoscopy, 51% male (median age 61 years; IQR 56-66) 
and 49% female (median age 60 years; IQR 55-65). At all cut-offs men had higher positivity 
rates than women, ranging from 3.8-10.8% versus 3.2-4.8%. Sensitivity for AN was higher 
in men than women; 40-25% and 35-22%, respectively. More AN were found and missed 
in absolute numbers in men at all cut-offs.

Conclusion
More AN were both detected and missed in men compared to women at all cut-offs. 
Gender tailored cut-offs could either level sensitivity in men and women (i.e. lower cut-off 
in women) or level the amount of missed lesions (i.e. lower cut-off in men).
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iNtroDUctioN

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the leading causes of cancer-related death in the Western 
world.1, 2 Detection of occult blood in feces by guaiac fecal occult blood testing (gFOBT) 
has been proven to reduce CRC-related mortality.3 In recent years, fecal immunochemical 
testing (FIT) has become the preferred method of detecting fecal occult blood for CRC 
screening. FIT is more sensitive for the detection of CRC and its precursors.4, 5 Besides, FIT 
is easier to handle than gFOBT.6 Consequently, screening participation rates increase.4, 7, 8 
Also, FIT-analysis can be automated and quantitated. Quantitative FITs enable adjustment 
of cut-off to vary test-characteristics and match demand with available resources, in 
particular colonoscopy capacity.9

Men and women differ with respect to the prevalence of advanced colorectal neoplasia, 
with men having substantial higher prevalence of advanced adenomas and CRC than 
women.10, 11 Repeated biennial gFOBT screening leads to a higher overall mortality 
reduction in men than in women.3 In fact, a recent gFOBT-based study showed that the 
prevalence of colorectal neoplasms was higher in men with a negative test than in women 
with a positive test.12 Moreover, male gender seems to be a stronger predictor of CRC 
than a positive gFOBT.13 Results from the national gFOBT screening program in Scotland 
showed a lower proportion of interval cancers for men compared to women.14 One study, 
using FIT, showed that men had higher positivity rates, as well as a higher detection rate.15 
However, this study was limited as only FIT-positive (i.e. a fecal hemoglobin concentration 
>10 µg Hb/g feces) screenees underwent colonoscopy.

As more screening programs are being implemented worldwide, these gender differences 
become more apparent. Despite these differences, screening programs consistently use 
same strategies for both genders with regards to cut-off and screening intervals.10, 16 Even 
though the use of different cut-offs in men and women would allow tailored screening 
strategies for each gender and improve CRC screening efficacy.

Most studies on gender differences in CRC screening used gFOBT or FIT with one cut-off 
for both genders. Results were often based on assessing equal sensitivity of the test for 
men and women, thereby not taking into account gender differences regarding detection 
rate and miss rate of lesions in absolute numbers. Therefore, we aimed to illustrate the 
effect of gender tailored FIT screening including the detection and miss rates of advanced 
neoplasia.
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metHoDs

The protocol of this population-based screening pilot (trialregister.nl; identifier NTR3549) 
has been described previously in detail.17, 18 All authors had access to the study data and 
reviewed and approved the final manuscript.

Study population
Between June 2009 and July 2010, 6,600 asymptomatic individuals aged 50-75 years, living 
in the Amsterdam and Rotterdam regions were randomly selected from regional municipal 
administration registrations. They were invited for colonoscopy screening as primary 
screening modality or invited for computed tomography colonography. For the purpose 
of this manuscript only data of the population undergoing colonoscopy were used.

Individuals with a history of inflammatory bowel disease or CRC, as well as those who 
had undergone a full colonic examination in the past 5 years, those with an estimated life 
expectancy of <5 years, and subjects who were unable to give informed consent were 
excluded from the study. As there was no CRC screening program at the time of the trial in 
the Netherlands, the target population was screening-naive when first approached.

Fecal occult blood screening and colonoscopy
Eligible subjects who gave informed consent for colonoscopy screening were asked to 
complete one sample FIT (OC-sensor, Eiken, Japan) before colonoscopy. Participants were 
instructed to perform FIT at home, within 48 hours before the colonoscopy, but before 
starting the bowel preparation. No dietary restrictions were given. All patients underwent 
subsequent colonoscopy by experienced endoscopists. Research staff attended all 
colonoscopies and prospectively documented colonoscopy quality indicators and data 
on CRC and polyp detection.

Histology
Experienced pathologists classified all removed lesions as non-neoplastic, serrated polyp, 
adenoma (tubular, tubulovillous or villous) or carcinoma. Dysplasia was defined as low-
grade or high-grade. Advanced adenomas were defined as an adenoma larger than 10 
mm, an adenoma with villous histology (>25%) and/or an adenoma with high-grade 
dysplasia. Advanced neoplasia (AN) included both AA and CRC.

Statistical analysis
All screening participants who completed a FIT and subsequently underwent colonoscopy 
were included in the analysis. Baseline characteristics were described using descriptive 
statistics. The Chi-square test was used for comparing proportions of advanced neoplasia 
between men and women. The Mann-Whitney U test was used for non-parametric 
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distributions. The sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value (PPV / NPV), 
and detection rate (DR) of advanced neoplasia were calculated for the most commonly 
used cut-offs; 10 (FIT10), 20 (FIT20), 30 (FIT30) and 40 (FIT40) μg Hb/g feces. These values 
correspond to 50, 100, 150 and 200 ng Hb/ml buffer. Following, sensitivity and specificity 
for fecal Hb-concentrations for all cutoffs between 0 and 100 µg Hb/g feces were calculated. 
Absolute numbers of detected and missed AN per 1000 subjects screened were calculated 
for men and women.

resULts

Baseline characteristics and colonoscopy outcome
In total 1,256 invitees underwent FIT and colonoscopy, 638 men and 618 women. Men (61 
years, IQR 56-66) were slightly older than women (60 years, IQR 55-65). Gender-specific 
findings at colonoscopy are described in Table 1. AN detection rate was slightly higher in 
men than in women, 10.6% (68/638) versus 8.3% (51/618) (p=0.146). CRC was detected in 
5 (0.8%) men and in 3 (0.5%) women. No differences between men and women were seen 
in location of AN or number of AN per participant. In subjects with CRC, the median fecal 
hemoglobin concentration was 61 µg Hb/g feces (range 0-251 µg Hb/g) in men and 77 
µg Hb/g feces (range 13-448 µg Hb/g) in women (p=0.76). In subjects with AN, men had a 
median fecal Hb concentration of 3.2 µg Hb/g feces (range 0-485 µg Hb/g) and women 2.6 
µg Hb/g feces (IQR 0-670 µg Hb/g) (p=0.94).

Test characteristics
Performance characteristics of FIT for AN are provided in Table 2. Differences in test 
characteristics were not significant. At each of the pre-specified cut-offs, men had slightly 
higher positivity rates than women. The positivity rates ranged from 3.2% to 10.8% for 
the highest and lowest cut-off. The sensitivity for AN ranged from 40% (95% CI 29-52%) at 
FIT10 to 25% (95% CI 16-37%) at FIT40 in men, and from 35% (95% CI 24-49%) at FIT10 to 
22% (95% CI 12-35%) at FIT40 in women. The specificity of FIT for AN tended to be lower 
in men when compared to women up to cut-offs of 20 µg Hb/g. The detection rate of AN 
was higher in men than women at all cut-offs. False positivity rates ranged from 1.1% (95% 
CI 0.5-2.3%) to 6.6% (95% CI 4.9-8.8%) for men and from 1.5% (95% CI 0.8-2.8%) to 5.5% 
(95% CI 4.0-7.6%) for women. True positivity rates ranged from 2.7% (95% CI 1.7-4.2%) to 
4.2% (95% CI 2.9-6.1%) for men and from 1.8% (95% CI 1.0-3.2%) to 2.9% (95% CI 1.8-4.6%) 
for women. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated for the study population at multiple 
cut-offs ranging from 0 to 100 μg Hb/g feces (Figure 1). At an increasing cut-off, in both 
genders there is a relatively more rapid decline in sensitivity than an increase in specificity. 
Overall men had slightly higher sensitivities than women. For example, at a commonly 
used cut-off of 10 µg Hb/g feces women should have a lower cut-off to reach the same 
sensitivity and specificity as men.
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Table 1 Findings at colonoscopy in men and women.

Men
n = 638

Women
n = 618

p-value

Most advanced finding at colonoscopy *

no histology 17 (2.7%) 3 (0.5%)

no abnormalities 303 (47.5%) 357 (57.8%)

SSA < 10mm 19 (3.0%) 17 (2.8%)

HP 82 (12.8%) 77 (12.4%)

TA < 10mm 149 (23.4%) 113 (18.3%)

TA ≥ 10 mm 21 (3.3%) 16 (2.6%)

SSA ≥ 10mm 1 (0.2%) 1 (0.2%)

TVA 32 (5.0%) 25 (4.1%)

VA 2 (0.3%) 0

HGD 7 (1.1%) 6 (0.9%)

CRC 5 (0.8%) 3 (0.5%)

Total advanced neoplasia 68 (10.6%) 51 (8.3%) 0.15

Location of most advanced neoplasia* *

distal / proximal (%) 51 (75) / 17 (25) 38 (75) / 13 (25) 0.95

Number of advanced neoplasia per participant n (%)** 0.55

1 53 (77.9%) 42 (82.4%)

> 1 15 (22.1%) 9 (17.6)

* no histology: removed polyp not retrieved for histology; SSA: sessile serrated adenoma; HP: hyperplastic 
polyp; TA: tubular adenoma; TVA: tubular villous adenoma; VA villous adenoma; HGD: high-grade dysplasia; 
CRC: colorectal cancer.
** only subjects with advanced neoplasia included (men n = 68 and women n = 51)

Figure 1 Sensitivity and specificity for men and women for all cut-offs ranging from 0 to 100 μg Hb/g feces.
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Detected lesions in absolute numbers
At all cut-offs, more lesions were detected as well as missed in men than in women (Figure 
2 A, B). For all cut-offs the number needed to screen to identify one screenee with AN 
was higher in women than in men. It ranged from 38 to 56 subjects in women and from 
24 to 38 subjects in men. Stepwise lowering cut-offs for men from FIT40 to respectively 
FIT30, FIT20 and FIT10 successively resulted in additional detection of 3, 0, and 7 AN. This 
required 8, 8, and 29 additional colonoscopies. Stepwise lowering the cut-offs for women 
from FIT40 to FIT10 successively resulted in additional detection of 2, 4 and 1 AN. This 
required 2, 4 and 21 additional colonoscopies.

Table 2: Positivity rate, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, detection 
rate for men and women at different cut-offs.

Men Women

% (95%CI) % (95%CI)

FIT 10 PR 10.8 (8.6-13.5) 8.4 (6.5-10.9)

sensitivity 39.7 (28.8-51.7) 35.3 (23.5-49.2)

specificity 92.6 (90.2-94.5) 94.0 (91.7-95.7)

PPV 39.1 (28.4-51.0) 34.6 (23.0-48.8)

NPV 92.7 (90.4-94.7) 94.2 (91.9-95.8)

DR 4.2 (2.9-6.1) 2.9 (1.8-4.6)

FIT 20 PR 6.3 (4.6-8.4) 5.0 (3.5-7.0)

sensitivity 29.4 (19.8-41.2) 33.3 (21.8-47.2)

specificity 96.4 (94.6-97.7) 97.5 (95.9-98.5)

PPV 50.0 (35.0-65.0) 54.8 (37.4-71.1)

NPV 92.0 (89.5-93.9) 94.2 (92.0-95.8)

DR 3.1 (2.0-4.8) 2.8 (1.7-4.4)

FIT 30 sensitivity 29.4 (19.8-41.2) 25.5 (15.4-39.1)

specificity 98.0 (96.3-98.8) 98.4 (97.0-99.2)

PPV 62.5 (44.9-77.3) 59.0 (38.2-77.2)

NPV 92.1 (89.6-94.0) 93.6 (91.4-95.3)

DR 3.1 (2.9-4.8) 2.1 (1.2-3.6)

FIT 40 PR 3.8 (2.5-5.6) 3.2 (2.1-5.0)

sensitivity 25.0 (16.1-36.6) 21.6 (12.4-34.9)

specificity 98.8 (97.4-99.4) 98.4 (97.0-99.2)

PPV 70.8 (50.2-85.4) 55.0 (33.6-74.7)

NPV 91.7 (89.2-93.6) 93.3 (91.0-95.1)

DR 2.7 (1.7-4.2) 1.8 (1.0-3.2)

FIT; fecal immunochemical test; FIT 10; cutoff level 10 µg/g feces; FIT 20; cutoff level 20 µg/g feces; FIT 30; 
cutoff level 30 µg/g feces; FIT 40; cutoff level 40 µg/g feces; PR: positivity rate; PPV positive predictive value; 
NPV: negative predictive value; DR: detection rate.
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DiscUssioN

In this colonoscopy-based screening program, we evaluated gender differences with 
respect to the efficacy of FIT screening in average risk individuals. Furthermore, we 
illustrated the effect of using different cut-offs on a broad spectrum of screening 
outcomes. Our study demonstrated that FIT had a higher sensitivity and lower specificity 
for AN in men than in women. By increasing the cut-off a relative more rapid decline in 
sensitivity was found than an increase in specificity for both genders. Furthermore, FIT had 
an overall higher PPV in men. When looking at diagnostic yield in absolute numbers, men 
had higher detection rates and miss rates of AN than women at all cut-offs. This last finding 
is of particular interest as in current literature little attention has been given to gender 
specific miss rates of lesions.

A strength of this study is that this cohort was set in a population-based screening setting, 
making these results representative for average-risk screening populations. Also, as 
all participants underwent both colonoscopy and FIT, it is a very suitable population to 
demonstrate actual differences and to estimate the number of missed lesions. However, 
to appreciate our findings some limitations need to be discussed. Firstly, this cohort 
consists of relatively small numbers and was not powered to detect differences in men and 
women. Another limitation is that only persons willing to undergo colonoscopy as primary 

Figure 2a) Detected advanced neoplasia per 1000 screenees (for 100% participation in absolute numbers). 
b) Missed advanced neoplasia per 1000 screenees (for 100% participation in absolute numbers).
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screening method participated, which could have led to a selection bias resulting in a 
population that is not representative of FIT-participants. Only 22% of all invitees decided 
to participate in colonoscopy screening, while FIT-screening generally has much higher 
participation rates around 60%.19, 20 Nevertheless, the population includes only screening-
naive average risk subjects, and therefore we think that the risk of selection-bias is limited.

The introduction of fecal immunochemical testing was an important step forward in 
population-based colorectal cancer screening. FIT enables simple, low burden primary 
screening at relatively low costs and has a high uptake. For this reason, an increasing 
number of countries have implemented FIT-based screening programs or are in the 
process of doing so.21 This is mostly associated with a marked increase in colonoscopy 
demand. This asks for a strong focus on optimal use of limited resources.

Differences between men and women in terms of number of advanced lesions, location of 
lesions and fecal hemoglobin concentrations are becoming more evident. Dissimilarities 
in prevalence of AN between men and women have been well described with men 
having a substantial higher prevalence of AN than women.10, 11 Consequently, research 
on tailored screening strategies become of significant importance. We are the first to 
describe the detection and miss rate of lesions in absolute numbers, showing that in men 
more lesions were both detected and missed for all cut-offs. This was especially the case 
at higher cut-offs. A previous Polish study showed that the number needed to screen in 
colonoscopy-based CRC screening to identify one screenee with advanced neoplasia was 
considerably higher in women than in men 10 Our data shows that these numbers also 
apply to colorectal cancer screening programs based on FIT. At each FIT cut-off, 14 to 18 
more women needed to be screened to find one case of AN compared to men.

Differences in FIT screening between men and women can be explained by a combination of 
factors. It has been suggested that because men have a higher hemoglobin concentration 
in general, blood from bleeding polyps will contain more globin.22 As FIT specifically 
detects globin in feces, blood from these polyps could be detected more frequently in 
men. This is supported by the fact that differences in fecal Hb concentration have been 
found in men and women.15, 23 A second explanation could be that women have more 
right-sided lesions, as it is known that fecal occult blood testing may not be as sensitive 
for proximal lesions as it is for distal lesions.14, 22, 24 Yet, our data did not show differences 
in location of AN between men and women. Another reason for gender differences in 
FIT test-characteristics, could be the differences in colonic transit time between men and 
women, with women having slower transit times.25 A slower transit time could lead to 
more degradation of Hb and could decrease the likelihood of blood being detected by FIT.
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An important question to be answered is how these results can be applied in colorectal 
cancer screening programs. Essentially, for gender-adjusted cut-offs in FIT-based CRC 
screening programs three scenarios are possible. These are the use of the same cut-off in 
both genders or, using a higher cut-off in men than women, or vice-versa. An increase of 
the cut-off for men compared to women can lead to a similar proportional sensitivity for 
detection of AN in both groups. As a consequence the difference in PPV between men and 
women would increase, with men having a substantial higher PPV. Also, a higher cut-off 
in men would lead to a further increase in miss rates of AN in men in absolute numbers 
and thus to a further increase in difference of miss rates in terms of absolute numbers 
of advanced lesions compared to women. Furthermore, using a lower cut-off for women 
would result in a higher rate of false-positive tests in women. The opposite strategy, i.e. 
increasing the cut-off for women compared to men, can lead to a similar miss rate in terms 
of absolute numbers, and to a similar PPV in both genders. It would however result in 
decreased sensitivity and detection rates for women. In this scenario a larger proportion 
of the colonoscopy capacity would be used for men. However, such a strategy could make 
sense given that men are at higher risk of AN and subsequently the development CRC.

Other gender-based CRC screening strategies besides adjusting the cut-off, include the 
use of different age ranges for screening, changing screening modality, or the use of 
different screening intervals. A German study showed that women reached equivalent 
levels of CRC-related mortality as men at a 4 to 8 years higher age 26. Gender differences 
in other screening modalities, such as colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, fecal biomarkers and 
fecal DNA, have not yet been extensively investigated. However, using different methods 
or combinations of tests for men and women could optimize screening efficacy and 
should be further investigated.

With regard to gender differences in patient-education there is still much to gain. 
Information on miss rates of advanced lesions is an important issue in client information. 
At present, men and women are informed in the same manner about FIT-based CRC 
screening. These results helps to accurately inform the client about the gender-dependent 
risk of miss rates and detection of advanced lesions in a FIT based CRC screening program.

To conclude, colorectal cancer screening using FIT with the same cut-off for both genders 
results in a higher sensitivity and lower specificity for advanced neoplasia in men than in 
women. In absolute numbers more advanced neoplasia are detected and missed in men 
for all cut-offs. Following, tailored cut-off based on gender could either level sensitivity in 
men and women by using a lower cut-off in women, or level the amount of missed lesions 
when using a lower cut-off in men. Adjusting cut-offs based on gender can contribute 
to the efficacy of FIT-based CRC screening programs and optimize the use of available 
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endoscopy resources. In addition, individuals invited to attend a FIT based CRC screening 
should be informed accordingly about these gender differences.
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ABstrAct

Colorectal cancer (CRC) screening is widely implemented to reduce CRC incidence and 
related mortality. The impact of screening as well as the balance between screening 
burden and benefits strongly depends on the quality of colonoscopy. Besides quality, 
safety of the endoscopic procedure and patient satisfaction are important outcome 
parameters for a screening program. Therefore the requirements for both CRC screening 
endoscopy services and endoscopists focus on technical aspects, patient safety, and 
patient experience. Stringent quality assurance by means of routine monitoring of quality 
indicators for the performance of endoscopists and endoscopy units is recommended. 
This allows setting minimum standards, targeted interventions, and enhancement of the 
overall quality of population screening. This reviews deals with guidelines and quality 
standards for colorectal cancer screening, with focus on both endoscopist and endoscopy 
services.
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iNtroDUctioN

In recent years, more than 50 countries have implemented organized or opportunistic 
population colorectal cancer (CRC) screening.1 It has been convincingly demonstrated that 
CRC screening can reduce CRC-related mortality, as well as depending on the screening 
method, the incidence of the disease. Screening aims to lower the burden of cancer by 
discovering disease at an early, preclinical stage.2-5 Population-based screening for CRC 
and precursor lesions can be effective provided that services and colonoscopies are of high 
quality.6 Therefore, the European Union recommends to use evidence-based methods with 
quality assurance of the entire screening process.7 To ensure that the experience is of high 
quality, safe and efficient, as well as people-oriented, services must take different domains 
of quality assurance into account. These are endoscopy/technical aspects, patients safety, 
and patients satisfaction.8 The level of competency to perform high-quality endoscopy 
and to remove advanced lesions is not only dependent on the skills of the endoscopist, 
but also on the support team and the available facilities and equipment.9 Screening 
enables known finite health gains, but also potential harms. Therefore, quality assurance 
of screening services and endoscopists is of utmost importance in CRC screening 
programs. This review describes the requirements for accrediting screening centers as well 
as individual endoscopists in a CRC screening program.

Organized versus opportunistic screening programs
The organization of CRC screening differs between countries.1 In some countries, such as 
the United States, opportunistic programs have been in place for a long time, and cover a 
significant proportion of the population with proven effects on CRC incidence and mortality.10 
In most settings however, opportunistic programs are characterized by low or unknown 
participation rates, simultaneous frequent overuse of services by those subjects who do 
undergo screening, and lack of impact on national CRC incidence and mortality data. For 
these reasons, the European Union recommends organized screening programs.11 In contrast 
to case-finding or opportunistic screening, organized programs provide a comprehensive 
data collection structure, which ensures evaluation and quality assessment. Centrally 
organized screening programs follow a predefined protocol, which enables systematic 
monitoring of the effectiveness of the program and process quality.12 Also, potential harms 
can be surveyed, both at individual and systemic levels. If flaws in the screening program are 
identified, measures can be taken to improve and optimize the proposed screening.

Requirements for the endoscopy service
To ensure high-quality CRC screening programs, endoscopy services need to be efficient, 
safe, person-oriented and able to monitor key outcomes.9, 13 In organized screening 
programs, accreditation of endoscopy services ensures that these conditions are met, in 
order to provide a minimum standard level of safety for participants.
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The European guideline divides recommendations concerning endoscopy services into 
two categories. The first deals with planning and location of endoscopy services and the 
second with infrastructure and equipment.9 Planning and location recommendations 
include that screening services be located in convenient locations for participants, that 
clinical services be accessible in a timely manner, and without compromising access to 
endoscopy services for symptomatic patients.9 Infrastructure recommendations include 
proper facilities for pre-procedure assessment and post-procedure recovery with sufficient 
privacy to maintain dignity for the patient. The guideline also includes disinfection policies 
and procedures with the important remark that these should be compliant with national 
or international guidelines.

To perform high-quality endoscopy, remove advanced lesions and deal effectively with 
adverse events, a competent team and adequate equipment are required. Carbon dioxide 
insufflation is recommended for colonic endoscopic procedures since this has been proven 
to improve safety and reduce post-procedural discomfort. The available equipment 
needs to undergo regular safety checks and its use needs to be regularly trained. The 
risk of adverse events should be routinely assessed with every patient. In case of serious 
adverse events, which cannot be managed locally, the patient needs to be transferred 
safely for further care. The endoscopist and supporting staff must be competent to deliver 
high quality endoscopy. Patient comfort score and satisfaction should be monitored and 
periodically evaluated, followed by targeted measures where needed. 14 Examples of 
quality requirements for the screening endoscopy service and endoscopist are depicted 
in Table 1.

Requirements for the endoscopist
Colonoscopists are required to meet predetermined standards before involvement in 
a screening program, and to become subject to ongoing quality assurance. Several 
surrogate parameters have been developed to measure efficacy and professional quality 
on the level of the individual endoscopist. Commonly used parameters, which directly 
relate to detection of adenoma and cancer, are the quality of the bowel preparation, cecal 
intubation rate, colonoscopy withdrawal time, and adenoma detection rate (ADR).15-17 In 
recent years, several studies have shown that adenoma detection rates directly relate to the 
risk of post-colonoscopy colorectal cancers (PCCRCs).18, 19 In a Polish trial involving 45.026 
individuals followed for an average four years after screening colonoscopy performed by 
186 individual colonoscopists, 42 PCCRCs were diagnosed. 18 The hazard ratio for PCCRC 
was more than ten if the colonoscopy had been performed by an endoscopist with an ADR 
<20% compared to ≥20%. In a very similar trial from the US, 314.872 individuals underwent 
a colonoscopy performed by 136 gastroenterologists.19 During follow-up up to 10 years, 
712 patients were diagnosed with a PCCRC. The adjusted hazard ratio for interval cancer 
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was 0.52 for patients of endoscopists with adenoma detection rates in the highest quintile 
compared to those in the lowest quintile. Every stepwise 1% increase of ADR reduced the 
risk for PCCRC with 3%.19

These and similar trials strongly emphasized the need for quality assurance in screening 
colonoscopy. This is further enhanced by the fact that the procedure is associated with 
risks of serious complications.20

Quality standards are measurable outcomes for which there is an evidence base that 
supports a minimum standard. 8 They drive quality to higher standards while setting limits 
to identify suboptimal performance. There is a range of accepted quality standards for the 
individual endoscopist performing screening colonoscopy.

Bowel preparation
Adequate colon cleansing is mandatory to the endoscopic visualization of the colonic 
mucosa. The quality of bowel preparation thus influences endoscopy efficacy, and directly 
affects both cecal intubation rates and polyp detection rates.21-24 In addition, inadequate 
bowel preparation can result in longer procedure times, increased screenee burden, 
additional costs, shorter surveillance intervals, re-scheduled procedures, and alternative 
diagnostic investigations [25]. A recent prospective study showed that bowel preparation 
together with detection of advanced neoplasia, were the only two independent significant 
predictors of the need for a second-look colonoscopy in a CRC screening program.25 In 
this study involving 1250 screenees with a positive faecal immunochemial test, 8.6% 
underwent a second-look colonoscopy within 1 year, of which 13% was due to poor 
bowel preparation at the initial investigation. This finding highlights the impact that poor 
colon cleansing can have on colonoscopy resources. Finally, patient’s (dis)comfort and (in)
convenience with regards to bowel preparation may have an effect on attendance rates of 
endoscopy in CRC screening programs. A randomized study showed that the proportion 
of individuals complaining of serious adverse events from the bowel preparation was 
higher (odds ratio 5.17) in those undergoing a colonoscopy than in individuals undergoing 
flexible sigmoidoscopy.26 In this study screenees prepared for sigmoidoscopy by means of 
a self-administered enema (133 ml, 22% sodium phosphate) at home two hours before 
the procedure; for colonoscopy, an oral preparation with sodium phosphate solution 
(2L), starting in the afternoon preceding the scheduled appointment, was used. The most 
common complaints were abdominal distension and pain.

It is recommended that at least 85% of patients referred for colonoscopy and at least 90% 
of those who do so for screening purposes should present with an adequately cleansed 
colon.8, 27, 28 In order to achieve adequate colon cleansing, the United States Multi-Society 
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Task Force (USMSTF) and the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) both 
recommend split-dose bowel preparation regimens. 27, 28 A split-dose regime implies that 
the bowel cleansing dose is given in two portions either on the day before and the day of 
the exam, or a same day split-dose regimen in the case of afternoon procedures. Preferably, 
the intake of the second dose should start 4–6 hours before the procedure time, and is 
completed two hours before the procedure.27 The efficacy of split-dose versus day-before 
bowel cleansing regimens were assessed in more than 40 randomized trials. Two meta-
analyses concluded that split-dose regimens lead to a significantly higher proportion of 
patients with adequately cleansed bowels compared with day-before regimens (odds 
ratios 2.5 – 3.7).29, 30 As a result, split-dose compared to day-before regimes lead to higher 
adenoma detection rates (ADR) and potentially higher detection rates of flat polyps.17, 30, 31. 
Split dosing also significantly decreased the proportion of patients that complained of 
nausea (odds ratio 0.55) or who were unable to complete the bowel preparation (odds 
ratio 0.53).32 This increases the willingness to repeat the preparation and exam when 
needed (odds ratio 1.8).28

Complications need to be taken into account, when prescribing bowel cleansing 
medication. The ESGE advises against the routine use of sodium phosphate for bowel 
preparation because of safety concerns. Sodium phosphate compounds can lead to 
significant fluid and electrolyte shifts and are thus particularly contra-indicated in patients 
with hypertension, those taking diuretics or renin-angiotensin blockers, or who suffer 
from heart failure, chronic kidney disease, or liver failure.33 In these patients, PEG is the 
only recommended bowel preparation.28 Screening units should record and report on the 
bowel cleansing regimen used, and the proportion of screenees with adequately cleansed 
bowels.

Cecal intubation rates
Cecal intubation is defined as passage of the colonoscope tip to a point proximal to 
the ileocecal valve so that the entire cecal cap is visible. Cecal intubation rates (CIRs) 
reflect the proportion of patients in whom the entire colon has been reached with the 
colonoscope.34, 35 It is recommended that CIRs be reported as unadjusted rates, i.e. rates 
that are not corrected for incompleteness due to luminal obstruction or poor bowel 
preparation. Unadjusted rates are preferred because the corrections could be applied 
differently and adjusted rates can therefore be difficult to compare.

When combined with measures of bowel cleansing and withdrawal time, CIR serves as 
a measure of the completeness of inspection of the colonic surface. Cecal intubation 
rates of 96% and higher have been reported in CRC screening programs.35-39, hence the 
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target of ≥95% (unadjusted) cecal intubation rate is required in colonoscopy screening.9 In 
symptomatic patients a slightly lower target level of ≥90% is generally used.34

Complete colonoscopy to the cecum is sometimes difficult and cannot be performed due 
to patient discomfort, looping, colonic redundancy, severe diverticulosis, or adhesions. 
Adjunct endoscopic techniques such as water immersion, abdominal pressure, patient 
positioning and use of magnetic endoscopic imaging can overcome many of these 
challenges. 40 Screening units and endoscopists should record CIRs, and report the reason 
for not reaching the cecum.

Adenoma detection rates
Multiple studies have shown that polyp and adenoma detection rates (ADR) vary between 
endoscopists.41-45 ADR is defined as the number of colonoscopies in which at least one 
adenomatous lesion is identified divided by total amount of colonoscopies.46 The variation 
in ADR between endoscopists and the demonstration that ADRs inversely correlate with 
the risk for PCCRC have become the rationale for the creation of targets for adenoma 
detection.18, 19, 34, 43. Interval cancers are defined by the World Endoscopy Organization as 
cancer diagnosed after a screening test or examination in which no cancer is detected 
and before the date of the next recommended examination.47 Two large studies formed 
the basis for the current ADR target recommendation, being 30% in men and 20% in 
women in an average risk population aged ≥ 50 years undergoing primary screening 
colonoscopy.18, 19 These targets should be set higher in screening programs that are based 
on faecal occult blood testing as primary tests, followed by colonoscopy after a positive 
fecal test. In the UK screening program with guaiac faecal occult blood testing, minimal 
adenoma detection rates are set at 35%, with a preferred target ADR >40%.8

Since adenoma detection rates do not take the number of adenomas per positive screenee 
into account, and the presence of an advanced adenoma is the most important predictor 
for adenoma recurrence, some programs also assess the mean number of adenomas 
per procedure and the mean number of adenomas per positive procedure (respectively 
MAP and MAP+).48 These measures are thought to provide additional information about 
colonoscopy performance in addition to ADR, and have also been shown to differ between 
endoscopists.8

Colonoscopy withdrawal time
In 2006, a first study showed an association between colonoscopy withdrawal time 
(WT) and detection of advanced neoplasia.42 Colonoscopists with a mean WT of more 
than 6 minutes had 2.5 times higher detection rates of advanced neoplasia compared 
to colonoscopists with WT less than 6 minutes. This finding has been confirmed in other 
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studies. A multicenter randomized trial assessing the association between multiple 
parameters and ADR in a colorectal cancer screening program, showed that WT was the 
only factor related to ADR.17 In another recent Canadian cohort study involving more 
than 18,000 asymptomatic individuals, WT and CIR were associated with the detection of 
screen-relevant lesions (defined as CRC, serrated and adenomatous polyps).16 In this study, 
both an average WT over 6 minutes and a >20% detection rate of screen-relevant lesions 
were associated with an almost 6- to 8-fold decreased risk of PCCRCs.

Colonoscopy WT is thus an important parameter to measure when performing a screening 
colonoscopy. The ESGE guidelines recommend a mean WT ≥6 minutes in negative 
colonoscopies performed in average risk subjects for CRC screening.49

Endoscopy volumes
In contrast to colonoscopies in symptomatic patients, screening endoscopies involve 
healthy individuals. This further emphasizes the need for attention to the potential 
benefits to risks ratio. Several studies have shown that low numbers of examinations 
per endoscopist are associated with an increased risk of complications. 20, 50 In a large 
retrospective study from Canada, patients had a 3-fold higher odds of bleeding or 
perforation if their colonoscopy was performed by endoscopists with the lowest annual 
volume of examinations compared to patients who had their colonoscopy performed by 
endoscopists with the highest annual volume.20 This risk of complications was increased 
below a threshold of 300 colonoscopies per year. As a result, current European guidelines 
recommend that each endoscopist participating in a colorectal cancer screening program 
should perform at least 300 procedures per year to maintain adequate competence.9 This 
also ensures sufficient sample size to reliably assess quality indicators as mentioned above.

Screening accreditation and strategies for suboptimal performance
Accreditation of screening endoscopists
To outline the service and quality indicators expected and in order to ensure that a high 
standard of service is provided, (organized) screening programs provide accreditation 
processes for screening endoscopists and endoscopy units. These accreditation 
processes lead to a certificate of competency to perform screening colonoscopy. There 
is a considerable disparity between countries in accreditation practice for screening 
endoscopists. All have different criteria for accreditation that vary in the methods of 
assessment, minimum number of procedures, and key quality criteria.51 The responsibility 
for accreditation for colonoscopy also differs between countries. Responsibility for 
accreditation for colonoscopy can be the responsibility of the national gastroenterology 
society such as in Canada, or of the national screening program such as in the Netherlands. 
In the USA, training in gastrointestinal endoscopy is outlined in the Gastroenterology 
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Core Curriculum, while England has one of the most rigorous accreditation processes. 
Here, a Joint Advisory Group for GI Endoscopy (JAG) manages the Screening Assessor 
Accreditation System (SAAS) process with defined parameters for endoscopy training and 
national endoscopy standards 52, 53.

Accreditation of endoscopy services
The Global Rating Scale (GRS) is a quality assurance program that was developed in 
England to assess patient-centered care in endoscopy.54 The development of the GRS 
was prompted by the introduction of the national colorectal cancer screening program 
and by shortcomings in the quality of endoscopy.55 The GRS is suitable to assess patient 
experiences, and can be used as a benchmark tool for quality and safety in endoscopy 
departments. More countries are of have implemented the UK Global Rating Scale in an 
effort to improve and maintain high standards of endoscopy service.56

Besides measuring quality indicators, it is also important to consider how suboptimal 
performances ought to be managed. A systematic review showed that interventions 
targeting endoscopist performance have generally been ineffective for improving 
adenoma or polyp detection rates.57 However, studies included in this systematic review 
had small sample sizes and a lack of randomized designs. Recently, a large trial randomized 
endoscopy screening centers with suboptimal performance (with the centre leader having 
an ADR ≤25%) to either a Train-Colonoscopy-Leaders programme (assessment, hands-on 
training, post-training feedback) or feedback only (individual quality measures). It showed 
that leadership training led to a significant 7.1% higher increase in ADR compared to 
feedback only.58 hese kinds of solutions to increase endoscopist performance will help 
to optimize CRC screening programs by decreasing the variation in quality between 
screening centers, and increase colonoscopy quality without decreasing colonoscopy 
resources by excluding centers that did not reach quality benchmarks.

sUmmArY

In recent years, more than 50 countries worldwide have implemented CRC screening 
programs. Colorectal cancer screening can lead to significant population health gains, but 
can also harm healthy subjects. High quality colonoscopies are required in order to achieve 
CRC screening efficacy and reduce CRC-related mortality. Centrally organized screening 
and accreditation of screening services are recommended by the European Union and 
provide the possibility of systematic monitoring and quality assessment. An important 
parameter at the endoscopist’s level is the ADR. Multiple studies have shown that ADR 
differs between endoscopists, and recent evidence convincingly showed an inverse 
correlation between ADR and risk of PCCRC, emphasizing the importance of high quality 
endoscopies. Future research is needed to address current practice in the identification 
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of early endoscopically resectable CRCs and endoscopic resection techniques used to 
remove them accurately in a CRC screening setting in order to improve screening program, 
increase quality and prevent unnecessary surgery.
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10
General discussion and future perspectives



sUmmArY

The aims of this thesis were to compare different fecal occult blood tests for colorectal 
cancer screening and to explore tailored FIT-based screening strategies. We assessed the 
incidence of interval cancers after a negative guaiac fecal occult blood test and a negative 
fecal immunochemical test. Second, two different fecal immunochemical test assays were 
compared with regard to detection of advanced neoplasia, participation rate, and ease of 
use. Next, tailored screening strategies were explored using fecal immunochemical tests. 
Finally, requirements for accrediting screening centers as well as individual endoscopists 
in a colorectal cancer screening program were described.
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is particularly suitable for screening and, in recent years, more CRC 
screening has been implemented worldwide.1-3 Currently offered CRC screening programs 
can be divided in either invasive screening methods, such as colonoscopy or flexible 
sigmoidoscopy, or non-invasive methods, including fecal occult blood testing (FOBT).

Fecal occult blood testing for colorectal cancer screening
Two types of fecal occult blood testing have been widely available for CRC screening: 
guaiac fecal occult blood testing (gFOBT) and fecal immunochemical testing (FIT). 
gFOBT has been the most commonly used stool screening method for years. However, 
gFOBT has been rapidly replaced by FIT, as FIT has been shown to be more sensitive for 
the detection of CRC as well as its precursors than gFOBT. FIT also allows for single stool 
testing, is easier to handle, is associated with higher uptake and may provide quantitative 
test results.4-8 The latter characteristic enables to adjust the positivity cut-off to match 
available resources. However, data on the incidence rate of test-related interval cancers 
were limited. And, although interval cancer rate is considered a key quality indicator in 
screening programs, no data were available on how gFOBT and FIT compare with regard to 
these interval cancers incidence rates. In Chapter 2 we performed a systematic literature 
search and meta-analysis to determine and compare the incidence rates of test-related 
interval colorectal cancers of gFOBT and FIT in population-based CRC screening programs. 
We found that the incidence of interval cancer after a negative gFOBT was higher than 
after a negative FIT. We also found that for every FIT interval cancer, 2.6 colorectal cancers 
were detected; for gFOBT the ratio between interval and detected colorectal cancers was 
1:1.2. Although high heterogeneity was shown among studies included in this meta-
analysis, and although included FIT studies were generally based on low positivity cut-offs, 
the study results favor the use of FIT over gFOBT as screening test for CRC. The outcomes 
further help to adequately inform screenees about the risk of interval cancers after a 
negative fecal occult blood test.

From January 2014 onwards, a nationwide FIT-based CRC screening program has been 
gradually rolled out in the Netherlands using the FOB-Gold (Sentinel, Italy). However, 
previous research in The Netherlands was done using the OC-Sensor (Eiken, Japan). Head-
to-head comparisons with enough power to determine if these tests were equivalent in 
detecting advanced neoplasia were not available. We conducted two large prospective 
population-based studies within the Dutch CRC screening program to compare these two 
FIT assays on multiple outcomes. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated equivalence between 
the two FIT assays in detection of advanced neoplasia in a large prospective paired 
accuracy study at a positivity cut-off level of ≥15 µg Hb/g feces. The paired study also 
serves as an example for how to assess and possibly improve screening effectiveness 
within an ongoing program. In Chapter 4, we compared participation rates and ease 
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of use of FOB-Gold and OC-sensor within the Dutch CRC screening program. Screening 
invitees were asked to complete both OC-sensor and FOB-Gold and assess ease of use and 
preference of FIT brand by questionnaire. In parallel, we compared participation rates in a 
randomized trial and assessed the proportions of non-analyzable tests. This study found 
small, but statistically significant, differences in ease of use in favor of FOB-Gold. Most 
participants did not express a preference for either FIT. Those that did, preferred FOB-Gold 
over OC sensor. Despite these differences, our randomized trial showed that participation 
in the Dutch population based CRC screening program was not influenced by the type of 
FIT offered. Furthermore, non-analyzable test proportions were small (0.1% versus 0.4%), 
and we found no differences in non-analyzability between the tests. As these two large 
prospective population-based studies show that detection rates of advanced neoplasia 
are equivalent and participation rates similar, other features may guide decision-making 
for selecting a FIT in a CRC screening program.

We also estimated how these two FIT assays compare in detecting advanced neoplasia at 
different test positivity cut-offs in Chapter 5. FIT assays vary in analytical performance due 
to a range of factors, including anti-heme antibody characteristics and assay optimization, 
buffer composition and volume and sample tube design. These differences influence the 
measured fecal hemoglobin concentration, FIT positivity rate, error rates, and capacity to 
detect AN.9, 10 The two widely used FITs had significantly different distributions of reported 
hemoglobin concentration and yielded different positivity rates at equal thresholds. 
However, they performed similarly in detecting advanced neoplasia at a similar positivity 
rate. When comparing and implementing these FIT assays in a screening program, the 
desired positivity rate that identifies participants to be referred for colonoscopy should 
first be set, guided by available resources and feasibility.

Tailored colorectal cancer screening strategies
Next, we explored tailored CRC screening strategies with FIT. Tailored screening strategies 
that we explored included two-sample FIT screening, the use of different positivity cut-
offs, and tailored screening based on age categories and gender.

In Chapter 6, we assessed the number of advanced neoplasia detected by two-sample 
screening with FIT assays taken from the same bowel movement. We found that the 
proportion of participants with discordant FIT results almost equaled the proportion of 
those with two positive tests, while a generally low positivity cut-off was used. Given the 
high rate of advanced neoplasia detection in this group with two discordant test results 
(27%), colonoscopy should strongly be considered in case a screenee has one positive 
FIT. The findings did however not particularly favor two-sample over one-sample FIT 
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screening. When screening strategies are considered that improve advanced neoplasia 
detection rates, drop in specificity should be taken into account.

When facing limited colonoscopy resources, various FIT-based screening strategies 
are optional. We calculated if increasing the positivity cut-off and screening age 
affects colonoscopy yield, missed lesions, and colonoscopy demand in Chapter 7. In a 
population-based CRC screening cohort, we found that FIT positivity rates, detection rates 
and the positive predictive value to detect advanced neoplasia all increase with age. Both 
increasing the screening starting age and increasing the positivity cut-off resulted in a 
substantial reduction in colonoscopy demand, at the cost of a similar number of advanced 
neoplasia missed.

We illustrated the effects of gender-tailored screening in Chapter 8 and assessed the 
effects on miss rates of advanced neoplasia. We showed that in absolute numbers more 
advanced neoplasia are detected and missed in men than in women at all positivity cut-
offs. Gender based positivity cut-offs could level sensitivity for both men and women by 
using a lower cut-off in women, or level the amount of lesions missed when using a lower 
cut-off in men.

Depending on the desired aim of CRC screening policy-makers, tailored screening 
strategies are optional. When colonoscopy resources are limited, tailored screening based 
on age categories, gender and FIT positivity cut-off are all considerable options.

Screening endoscopists and the endoscopy service
Population-based screening for CRC and precursor lesions can be effective provided that 
services and colonoscopy are of high quality.11 Therefore, the European Union recommends 
to use evidence-based methods with quality assurance of the entire screening process.12 
Screening enables known finite health gains, but also potential harms. Therefore, quality 
assurance of screening services and endoscopists is of utmost importance. The review 
of Chapter 9 describes the requirements for accrediting screening centers as well as 
individual endoscopists in a CRC screening program.

Future Perspectives
Worldwide, CRC screening programs have been implemented over the past years.3 
However, improvements regarding the quality and accuracy of CRC screening programs 
and optimization of screening strategies can still be made. Besides, the optimal screening 
strategy may not be similar for different demographic areas, due to differences in the 
screening population, insurance systems and access to health care systems. Also, these 
aspects may change over time. Therefore, continuous evaluation of new strategies 
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to optimize screening program effectiveness and reduce possible harms is crucial to 
guarantee screening quality, and should be performed on a routine basis.13

In Europe, the quantitative immunochemical tests are recommended as test of choice for 
population CRC screening.6 However, more than 50 FIT brands are widely available.14 In 
this thesis, we compared two FIT brands and their ability to detect advanced neoplasia, 
participation rates, and ease of use. Although literature is available on other FIT brands, 
more research is required. Also, many other features should be compared including cost-
effectivity, ease of use for laboratory staff or other stakeholders involved in FIT analysis, 
suitability for transport, keeping quality of the tubes, analyzer features, capacity, speed, 
analytical performance, sample stability, easy of handling, safety during postage and 
labeling. Depending on context and setting, more studies are warranted to evaluate these 
other aspects of FIT.

One should realize that CRC screening using FIT is far from optimal. A meta-analysis showed 
that, at generally used test positivity cut-offs, the pooled sensitivity and specificity of FIT 
for CRC were 0.79 and 0.94, respectively. The perfect screening test has a sensitivity and 
specificity of 1.0. In addition, we found in our meta-analysis that for every CRC missed by 
FIT, 2.6 CRCs were detected. Potential new screening targets include CRC-specific proteins, 
fecal deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or detection by odor material.11, 15, 16 However, none of 
these alternative screening tests have proven to be superior to FIT or direct colonoscopy 
so far.

An important feature in screening is uptake of the test. A screening test or series of tests 
must be acceptable for the population.1 As others have stated, “the best screening test, 
is the test that gets done, and gets done well”.17 Still much can be improved with regard 
to reaching high-risk groups for CRC screening. A recent study even argued that greater 
benefit, at lower cost, could be achieved by increasing participation rates for unscreened 
older and higher-risk persons than lowering the screening starting age to 45 years.18

Finally, future research can focus on surveillance strategies for patients after polyp removal. 
Current guidelines recommend frequent surveillance colonoscopies for patients after 
polyp removal, which contributes to a significant burden of colonoscopy demand.19-22 
Currently, there is a lack in evidence of clinical trials on optimal surveillance colonoscopy 
strategies. The upcoming European Polyp Surveillance (EPoS) study results may contribute 
to more evidence-based knowledge on this topic.23
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A

iNtroDUctie

Darmkanker is een veelvoorkomende ziekte. Wereldwijd is darmkanker de derde meest 
voorkomende kanker in mannen en tweede in vrouwen.1 De kans om gedurende het 
leven darmkanker te krijgen ligt rond de 5%. De behandeling van darmkanker is over 
de laatste jaren sterk verbeterd, maar nog steeds overlijdt 40-50% van de patiënten met 
symptomatische darmkanker uiteindelijk aan gemetastaseerde ziekte.2 Darmkanker 
ontwikkelt zich meestal uit een adenoom, de voorloper van darmkanker.3 Echter, niet alle 
adenomen ontwikkelen zich uiteindelijk tot darmkanker. De ontwikkeling van een vroeg 
adenoom tot invasieve darmkanker duurt jaren.4

Via een bevolkingsonderzoek kunnen mensen met darmkanker, of voorlopers daarvan, 
opgespoord worden vóórdat de ziekte zich heeft openbaart. De vroege detectie van 
darmkanker en zijn voorlopers maakt de kans op genezing groter.5 Er zijn verschillende 
methodes beschikbaar voor een bevolkingsonderzoek naar darmkanker. Grofweg zijn er 
twee methodes, invasieve en niet-invasieve onderzoeken. Bij de invasieve onderzoeken 
wordt de dikke darm in beeld gebracht middels een darmonderzoek. Een voorbeeld van 
niet-invasieve onderzoeken is de fecaal occult bloed test (FOBT). De FOBT meet of er 
bloed in de ontlasting zit. In het geval dat er bloed wordt gevonden, wordt de deelnemer 
verwezen om een darmonderzoek te ondergaan.

Momenteel zijn er twee type occult bloed testen wereldwijd beschikbaar, de guaiac fecaal 
occult bloed test (gFOBT) en de fecaal immunochemische test (FIT). Gerandomiseerde 
en gecontroleerde onderzoeken hebben laten zien dat een bevolkingsonderzoek met 
gFOBT is geassocieerd met 15%-33% daling in darmkanker-gerelateerde mortaliteit.6-8 
Wereldwijd wordt momenteel het gebruik van de gFOBT voor bevolkingsonderzoeken 
naar darmkanker vervangen door gebruik van FIT, omdat de FIT meer sensitief bleek te 
zijn voor de detectie van darmkanker en voorlopers van darmkanker ten opzichte van 
de gFOBT.9,10 FIT detecteert humaan-specifiek globine van bloed, terwijl gFOBT reageert 
met heem, waaronder heem van geconsumeerd vlees. Andere voordelen van de FIT ten 
opzichte van de gFOBT zijn dat de test makkelijker af te nemen is, geassocieerd is met 
hogere deelname en kwantitatief van aard is.11,12 Deze laatste eigenschap zorgt ervoor dat 
de gehanteerde afkapwaarde kan worden aangepast aan de beschikbare capaciteit van 
dikke darmonderzoeken.11,12

Fecaal occult bloed testen voor een bevolkingsonderzoek darmkanker
De graad van interval kankers is een zeer belangrijke kwaliteit indicator van een 
bevolkingsonderzoek.
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Intervalkankers worden gedefinieerd als kankers die ontstaan na een negatieve test en 
voordat de eerst volgende test zou moeten plaatsvinden.13 Er was nog weinig onderzoek 
gedaan naar de incidentie van intervalkankers na een negatieve gFOBT en FIT. In 
hoofdstuk 2 voerden we een systematisch literatuur onderzoek uit en een meta-analyse 
om de incidentie van deze interval kankers te berekenen. We vonden dat de incidentie van 
interval kankers na een negatieve gFOBT hoger was dan na een negatieve FIT. We vonden 
ook dat voor elke FIT interval kanker, 2.6 darmkankers werden opgespoord en voor gFOBT 
was deze verhouding interval kankers ten opzichte van opgespoorde kankers 1:1.2. Deze 
resultaten ondersteunen het gebruik van FIT ten opzichte van gFOBT. Daarnaast helpen 
de resultaten om de screening populatie te informeren over het risico op deze interval 
kankers.

In Nederland is het bevolkingsonderzoek darmkanker gestart in 2014. Individuen tussen 
de 55 en 75 jaar oud worden elke 2 jaar uitgenodigd om een FIT, de FOB-Gold (Sentinel, 
Italy), uit te voeren en in geval van een verhoogde uitslag worden zij uitgenodigd voor 
een darmonderzoek. Echter, eerdere proefbevolkingsonderzoeken waren gebaseerd 
op een ander merk FIT, de OC-Sensor (Eiken, Japan). We hebben daarom een groot 
wetenschappelijk onderzoek gedaan om deze twee testen met elkaar te vergelijken in 
hun vermogen om darmkanker en voorlopers van darmkanker, te samen gevorderde 
poliepen of advanced neoplasie genoemd, op te sporen. We nodigden meer dan 40.000 
mensen uit om deze twee testen uit te voeren in dezelfde ontlasting. In hoofdstuk 
3 lieten we zien dat beide testen equivalent waren in de opsporing van advanced 
neoplasie bij een gehanteerde afkapwaarde van de test van ≥15 µg Hb/gram feces. In 
hoofdstuk 4 vergeleken we dezelfde testen met elkaar, maar dan op gebruikersgemak 
van de test en deelname percentage. We vonden kleine, maar significante, verschillen in 
gebruikersgemak ten voordele van de FOB-Gold. De meeste deelnemers hadden geen 
voorkeur voor één van beide testen.

We vergeleken de beide testen ook in hun vermogen om advanced neoplasie op te sporen 
bij verschillende afkapwaarden in hoofdstuk 5. De FOB-Gold en OC-Sensor detecteerden 
significant verschillende hemoglobine concentraties in de ontlasting met verschillende 
bijbehorende percentages van positieve testen. Echter, bij eenzelfde positiviteitsgraad, 
was hun opsporend vermogen van advanced neoplasie wel gelijk. Dus wanneer deze 
testen worden geïmplementeerd of met elkaar worden vergeleken, moet eerst het 
gewenste percentage positieve testen worden vastgesteld.

Darmkanker screening strategieën op maat
Factoren die gebruikt kunnen worden om screening op maat aan te bieden zijn onder 
andere geslacht, leeftijd, leefstijl, omgevingsfactoren, genen, aantal aangeboden testen 
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en de gehanteerde afkapwaarde van de test. In hoofdstuk 6 bekeken we het diagnostisch 
vermogen van een bevolkingsonderzoek met twee testen en bekeken we hoe kan worden 
omgegaan met een deelnemer die twee testresultaten heeft. We vonden dat de proportie 
deelnemers met twee verschillende testuitslagen (één positieve en één negatieve uitslag) 
bijna gelijk was aan de proportie deelnemers met twee positieve uitslagen. In de groep met 
twee verschillende testuitslagen was het percentage met gevorderde poliepen bovendien 
27%. Daarom moet een darmonderzoek sterk worden aangeraden aan mensen met twee 
verschillende FIT-uitslagen.

In hoofdstuk 7 analyseerden we de percentages positieve testen en detectiegraad van 
gevorderde poliepen van FIT over verschillende leeftijdscategorieën en berekende de 
impact op de vraag naar darmonderzoeken bij gebruik van verschillende afkapwaarden 
van de test. We vonden dat de percentages positieve testen, de detectiegraad en de 
positief voorspellende waarde om gevorderde poliepen te detecteren, allemaal toenamen 
met de leeftijd. Zowel het verhogen van de start leeftijd met screenen als het verhogen 
van de afkapwaarde van de test resulteerde in een lagere vraag naar darmonderzoeken, 
ten koste van een gelijk percentage gemiste gevorderde poliepen.

In hoofdstuk 8 onderzochten we het effect van screening op maat naar geslacht. We 
stelden vast dat in absolute getallen meer gevorderde poliepen worden gedetecteerd en 
gemist bij mannen dan bij vrouwen bij alle afkapwaarden. Dientengevolge, kan een gelijke 
sensitiviteit van gevorderde poliepen voor mannen en vrouwen nagestreefd worden, door 
een lagere afkapwaarde voor vrouwen dan voor mannen te hanteren. Anderzijds kan een 
gelijk aantal gemiste gevorderde poliepen worden nagestreefd voor mannen en vrouwen 
door een lagere afkapwaarde bij mannen te hanteren.

Screening ewndoscopisten en endoscopie centra
De impact van screening naar darmkanker en de balans tussen voor- en nadelen van 
screening hangt nauw samen met de kwaliteit van het darmonderzoek. Naast kwaliteit, zijn 
tevens veiligheid van het darmonderzoek en patiënt tevredenheid belangrijke parameters 
in een bevolkingsonderzoek. In hoofdstuk 9 beschrijven we de benodigdheden en 
voorwaarden waar endoscopie centra en endoscopisten aan moeten voldoen voor een 
bevolkingsonderzoek darmkanker.
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